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It was found that information could converge social

norms to correspond to given information. Contrary to the

hypothesis, however, information didn't increase the degree

of norm agreement f or or perceived importance of an impact.

Information didn't directly change types of norms or

user expectations, and didn't reduce subsequent perceived

conflict. This study supported the notion that perceived

conflict occurs when norms, expectations, and recreation

motives are interfered with by others' incompatible

behaviors. Norm-interference was a better predictor of

perceived conflict than was recreation motive or

expectation-interference.

Information (based on Schwartz's norm activation

theory) didn't directly increase the degree of awareness of

consequences (AC), ascription of responsibility (AR), or

personal norms, and didn't decrease norm/rule violating

behavior. Users who rated high in both AC and AR, or who

had a high degree of personal norms (moral obligation), had

less tendency to violate the rule for quiet time at a

campground. Implications of these findings and

recommendations for further research are discussed.
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EFFECTS OF INFORMA.TION ON USERS' NORMATIVE STANDARDS,
PERCEIVED CONFLICT, AND DEPRECIATIVE BEHAVIOR AT
CAMPGROUNDS OF CHIRI-MOtJNTAIN NATIONAL PARK, KOREA

CHA.PTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Backgrounds

Crowding and overuse, use conflict, and depreciative

behaviors of users in recreation settings are challenging

issues which are of current concern to managers in

recreation resource management and planning. These are

also major issues which hamper people from having high

quality recreation experiences. Without finding

appropriate ways to solve or reduce these problems,

recreation resource agencies, such as the National Park

Service and Forest Service, are not likely to be successful

in their efforts to maintain social and ecological quality

of recreation resources.

The carrying capacity concept has been introduced in

order to manage crowding and overuse problems, and it makes

use of a normative concept, derived from social judgments

about appropriate conditions (Hendee, Stankey & Lucas,

1990). Accumulated research on this concept over the past

30 years has contributed to the recognition that the

determination of carrying capacity requires information

about both descriptive and evaluative components (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986). The recently developed normative
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approach has been a useful way to determine evaluative

standards, which are a most challenging and necessary part

in developing carrying capacity. The basic idea of the

normative approach is that individual recreationists use

some kind of standards (i.e., personal norms) to evaluate a

certain behavior or condition as acceptable or

unacceptable, and when such standards are widely shared

(i.e., social norms), they may help define appropriate

conditions or behaviors in specific recreation settings and

also help to determine evaluative standards (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986; Vaske, Shelby, Graefe & Heberlein, 1986).

Although there have been many theoretical and technical

advances in applying this concept to recreation settings,

some important questions relating to the underlying

assumptions of this approach remain: 1) what proportion of

people have normative standards for specific behaviors or

conditions? and 2) what is the level of agreement among

them? (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986; Roggenbuck, Williams,

Bange & Dean, 1991). To use the approach more effectively,

it is necessary to understand the above questions.

There has been the early notion that norms and

expectations are important influential factors on use

conflict in recreation settings (Jacob & Schreyer, 1980).

A recent empirical study by Ruddell (1989) has extended the

goal-interference model for explaining use conflict by

introducing the norm-interference concept: use conflict

occurs when people's normative standards are incompatible
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with other's behaviors or conditions in a recreation

setting. Ivy et al. (1992), through their empirical study,

also found that user tolerance levels and expectations were

important factors in determining the degree of their

perceived conflict. Until now, a commonly recommended

management approach for handling conflict problems was the

separation of incompatible users by manipulating areas or

time. However, there have not been many empirical studies

on how factors such as norms and expectations could be

manipulated in a way to reduce conflict.

Researchers and managers have become more interested

in how, when, or under what conditions depreciative

behaviors in recreation settings can be more effectively

controlled. Recent studies in the recreation field have

applied theories of prosocial behavior (mostly altruism and

helping behavior) from the field of social psychology in

order to explain depreciative behavior (Vander Stoep &

Gramann, 1987; Kim, 1990)

The norm activation model developed by Schwartz

(1968), a social psychologist, is one of the main theories

which explains when prosocial behaviors are likely to

occur. For the question, "Why are people's norms not good

predictive variables in explaining prosocial behaviors?",

Schwartz (1968, 1970, 1973, and 1974) argued that behaviors

are more likely to follow norms only when such norms are

activated, and they are more likely to follow when people

know the consequences of their actions and ascribe the



responsibility for the consequences of their own actions.

Despite some studies on the application of this theory to

depreciative behavior, there is still a lack of systematic

studies which may corroborate the effectiveness of norm

activation theory in a variety of situations and upon a

variety of behaviors in recreation settings.

Overview of Dissertation

This dissertation describes the results of four papers

which examine 1) the user's present normative standards,

how information affects the user's normative standards,

the user's perceived conflict and 4) the user's personal

norms and depreciative behaviors in the recreation setting,

respectively. The first paper used data from 1993 and 1994

surveys at the Chin-Mountain National Park campgrounds in

Korea (See Chapter 4 for details). Data from the 1994

survey was used for the other papers and involved

questionnaire distribution and information treatments.

The first paper describes user norms and the extent of

norm prevalence and norm agreement in various types of

impacts at two different locations and times. There have

been some studies which have shown the usefulness of the

normative approach in determining evaluative standards in a

variety of impacts, such as encounter level and ecological

impacts (Whittaker & Shelby, 1988; Shelby, Vaske & Harris,

1988). However, there is still disagreement regarding two

basic assumptions: 1) that many people have norms, and 2)

4
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that there is a high degree of norm agreement among users

(Roggeribuck, Williams, Bange & Dean, 1991). Although there

have been a number of empirical studies on the normative

approach, applicability of the normative approach will be

more corroborated when more empirical evidence is

accumulated from a variety of impacts and locations. The

topic of stability of norms in the recreation setting

through time is also discussed later in Chapter 4.

The second paper discusses the effects of information

on the user's normative standards and what types of

information are more likely to influence the user's

normative standards. With respect to the questions about

basic assumptions mentioned in the first paper (i.e., high

extent of norm prevalence and norm agreement), it is

necessary to understand when these conditions are better

met and how they can be improved in order to more

effectively use the normative approach. This paper

examines whether or not the use of information can improve

those underlying conditions and seeks to identify what

types of information may be more effective to improve those

conditions.

The third paper examines the effects of information on

the user's expectations, normative standards, and perceived

conflict. Previous studies have shown that two major

factors influencing perceived conflict are the user's

expectations and normative standards. Some studies have

indicated that providing information about.the attributes



of recreational conditions influence people to have more

realistic expectations. In other words, conflict

perception may be reduced by reducing the negative

discrepancy between expectations and reported conditions

encountered (Clark & Stankey, 1979; Ivy, Stewart & Lue,

1992). However, there has not been empirical research

regarding whether information use can really influence the

user's expectations and reduce perceived conflict. This

study explores information effects upon the user's

expectations and normative standards and examines the

relationships between perceived conflict and reported

impact levels. It also examines the relationships between

1) perceived conflict and discrepancy between expected

conditions and reported present conditions, and 2)

perceived conflict and discrepancy between personal

normative standards for impacts and reported conditions

encountered.

The fourth paper discusses how the information

contents, constructed on the base of Schwartz's norm

activation model (1968), affects the user's personal norms

and the reduction of depreciative behavior. Use of

information and education have been recommended for

recreation management as an indirect management Strategy

because of their non-controversial nature. They have also

been recommended because of their congruency with the

characteristics of the volunteer initiative and freedom of

choice of recreation activities (Lucas, 1982; Vander Stoep

6



& Gramann, 1987). To date, there have not been many

systematic studies on how information can be more

effectively used to reduce depreciative problems.

Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. The

first chapter describes overall introduction of the study.

The second chapter broadly reviews the literature related

to the normative approach. The third chapter describes the

research methods, which include study site, sampling,

procedures, measures, and questionnaire design. The fourth

chapter describes user norms in the present recreation

setting. The fifth chapter presents the effects of

information on the user's normative standards. The sixth

chapter reports the effects of information on user

expectations, normative standards, and user conflict

perception. The seventh chapter describes the effects of

information on user norms and depreciative behavior. The

eighth chapter summarizes overall findings of this study

and suggests further studies.

Appendix A shows demographic and personal

characteristics of survey participants. Appendix B

includes the results of factor analysis of motive items of

recreation experience. Appendix C includes additional

results from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Appendix D contains

the content of each type of information which was used for

information treatments. Appendix E includes the survey

7



instruments (questionnaire) used for 1993 and 1994 surveys

(written in English). Appendix F is the survey instruments

(questionnaire: actually used) which are written in Korean.



CHAPTER 2

L ITERATURE REVIEW: THE NQRMATIVE APPROACH AND EVALUATIVE
STANDARDS

The literature review in this chapter introduces some

evaluative standards which have appeared in carrying

capacity literature and provides a general outline to the

normative approach in developing evaluative standards in

recreation settings. It also helps the reader to

understand the location of normative approach studies in

the development of evaluative standards and the overall

concept of the normative approach.

Over the last several decades, concerns about overuse

and crowding problems in outdoor recreation settings and

the adoption of the carrying capacity concept into these

issues prompted numerous theoretical and empirical studies

(Shelby & Heberlein, 1986). While such efforts provided a

refined understanding of the carrying capacity concept in

recreation settings, an important issue has been how this

concept could be applied, specifying a carrying capacity,

in recreation resource management decision making. While

there have been different opinions about the carrying

capacity concept among researchers, accumulated knowledge

has brought researchers to recognize that establishing

carrying capacity involves descriptive components and value

judgements as evaluative standards. It is generally

recognized that these should be separated from each other
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in order to develop carrying capacity (Shelby & Heberlein,

1986). For example, any recreation activity may cause

impacts on recreation experience or resources. However,

determining how much impact is acceptable or most desirable

involves evaluative judgments which might be based on

management objectives, expert's judgements, or public

opinions (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986).

Shelby and Heberlein's definition of carrying capacity

reflects the above notions. They defined carrying capacity

as "the level of use beyond which impacts exceed acceptable

levels specified by evaluative standards (1986, p. 7) ."

Evaluative standards are yardsticks for determining how

much impact is acceptable or desirable (Shelby & Heberlein,

1986). Numerous studies have focused on finding out how to

establish evaluative standards in order to determine

carrying capacity. Several different approaches were

generated. These are: 1) the satisfaction model, 2)

perceived crowding and 3) normative standards.

The Satisfaction Model

There have been early efforts among economists to

develop theory and procedures (Clawson & Knetch, 1966;

Fisher & Krutilla, 1972; Cicchett± & Smith, 1973, 1976;

Smith & Krutilla, 1974) and to conduct empirical studies

(Anderson & Bonsor, 1974; McConnell, 1976) in order to

establish carrying capacities utilizing satisfaction model

as an evaluative criterion. The satisfaction model is
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based on the assumption that there is an inverse

relationship between use level (or encounter) and

satisfaction. In other words, it is assumed that

satisfaction will decrease as use levels or encounters

increase (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986). Alidredge (1973)

illustrated the "economic" approach to carrying capacity

using a hypothetical wilderness area. The basic idea of

the approach is that as the number of visitors rises, the

average satisfaction per visitor decreases. However, total

satisfaction continues to rise at a declining rate until

reaching a certain number of visitors (marginal

satisfaction is equal to zero at this point), in which

total satisfaction starts to decline. The point at which

total satisfaction is at a peak is the social carrying

capacity of the recreation area.

Some economists empirically tested the economic

approach using willingness to pay (WTP) as an indicator of

satisfaction (Cicchetti & Smith, 1973, 1976; McCormell,

1976). However, they didn't find a statistically

significant correlation between encounter or use level and

WTP without controlling some variables (e.g., income, air

temperature, visits per season). Managers can't control

these variables in realistic managerial situations (Shelby

& Heberlein, 1986). Fisher and Krutilla (1972) and

Cicchetti and Smith (1973, 1976) mentioned the weakness of

using WTP as an indicator for satisfaction with respect to

some of the methodological problems of WTP. The possible
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problems inferred here stem from: 1) individual motivation

to understate WTP for an activity or service which is

currently enjoyed at little or no financial cost, 2) an

individual's involvement in a hypothetical situation, 3)

unequal distribution of income, and 4) difficulty in

assigning monetary values to the recreation experience

(e.g., solitude).

Shelby and Heberlein (1986) suggested using a single

item measurement scale with six ratings (from poor to

perfect) for overall satisfaction. It was based on the

suppositions that asking for overall satisfaction might

avoid the possible weakness of hypothetical WTP described

above, and that a single measurement scale is easy to use.

However, studies on the relationship between use level (or

encounters) and satisfaction level repeatedly showed no

significance in most cases (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986).

Such unexpected findings generated numerous studies on this

question which contributed explanations as to some possible

reasons for the lack of relationship between use level and

satisfaction.

Some researchers have discussed use level and

satisfaction in detail (Stankey & McCool, 1984; Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986; Manning, 1986). There are several

possible explanations which might explain the lack of

relationship. First, recreation involves individual free

selection. Thus, recreatjonjsts choose the recreation

activities which will provide a high probability of
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satisfaction from recreation (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986).

Second, satisfaction may be constructed by various

psychological influential factors. Recreationists have

wide-ranging motives or needs which underlie recreation

participation. Therefore, solitude is just one source of

satisfaction, and they might get it from other sources like

being in nature, or being with friends or family (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986). Third, the notion of product shift

suggests that recreationists may cope with excessive

encounter levels by changing their definitions of

recreation experiences and may remain satisfied as

encounter levels increases (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986).

Shelby et al. (1988) found the empirical evidence from

their Rog-ue and Illinois River study. Fourth,

displacement: when increasing use changes the available

types of experiences in certain recreation settings,

dissatisfied users may leave the areas to find more

desirable substitute area for their experiences, and thus

they are replaced by users who are less sensitive to the

high level of use (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986). This

reasoning was supported by several studies (Shelby,

Bregenzer & Johnson, 1988; Shindler, 1993). Fifth,

rationalizing may occur because most recreationists

participate in recreation to have good time. When they

encounter bad situations, they may rationalize the

negativity by focusing on positive aspects (minimizing

negative aspects). Therefore, high use level (encounter)
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becomes a less important factor for the user's experience

and satisfaction remains high (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986).

In summary, though some explanations have been

empirically tested and some of them need to be tested more,

these findings have generally shown that satisfaction is

not a valid tool for evaluative standards.

Perceived Crowding

The researchers have defined crowding as a negative

evaluation of a specific density or encounter level

(Stokols, 1972; Altman, 1975; Graman.n, 1982; Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986). Perceived crowding is another evaluative

criterion that researchers have tried to use for developing

carrying capacity. It is based on the assumption that

crowding relates specifically to numbers of people and it

may be a better evaluative standard than the satisfaction

model (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986). There are two major

approaches in developing the evaluative standard using

information from perceived crowding. They are: 1) percent

feeling crowded and 2) break points.

Shelby and Heberlein (1986) surveyed 22 recreation

populations in which visitor density varied across

different settings, using a single item measurement

instrument for crowding. They broke down the populations

into three distinct groups. If over two-thirds of the

population felt crowded in a certain setting, the carrying

capacity was judged to have been exceeded. If less than
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one-third of the population perceived crowding, the use

level of this setting was considered to be below the

carrying capacity. They suggested that the response to the

perceived crowding item could be used as a rough evaluative

standard, at least for the high and low ends of the scale.

However, they also indicated that there are some

difficulties in making clear judgments on the settings

which fall between one-third and two-thirds of the

population perceived crowding.

Break point as an evaluative standard is based on the

idea that in the relationship between use (encounter)

levels and perceived crowding, the point at which

percentage of feeling crowded begins to increase rapidly at

a particular use (encounter) levels may be regarded as a

carrying capacity (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986). The

usefulness of the break point as an evaluative standard,

however, depends on whether there exist such break points

in the relationship between use level and perceived

crowding (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986). Shelby and Heberlein

(1986) found that only f or three activities out of eight

data sets, the break point approach might be used, while it

is not applicable for the other five activities.

This approach is problematic because perceived

crowding is complex and greatly impacted by personal,

social, and situational factors (Ditton, Fedler & Graefe,

1983; Shelby & Heberlein, 1986). Also, there is the lack



of a clear standard for identifying the point at which

unacceptable levels of crowding are reached (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986).

The Normative Approach

Norms are individual standards used for evaluating

activities or conditions as acceptable or unacceptable

(Vaske, Shelby, Graefe & Heberlein, 1986). Such standards

shared by many can be labeled as social norms, defining

behaviors or conditions appropriate for particular

activities (Cancian, 1975). The normative approach uses

these social norms as a standard to establish carrying

capacity or as a yardstick to evaluate activities or

environmental conditions as acceptable or unacceptable.

Thus, determining evaluative standards is possible only

when many people have norms on behaviors or conditions in

recreation settings and there is a high degree of group

agreement about norms.

Though there have been some earlier attempts to

develop specific evaluative criteria (Lucas, 1964; Stankey,

1973; Schreyer & Nielson, 1978), a more specified and

systematic approach to develop evaluative standards in

resources management originated out of social-psychology

discipline, especially Jackson's (1965) model, which

explains the structural characteristics of norms by using a

schematic diagram called a "return potential curve." The

model describes various structural characteristics of

16
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norms, like range of tolerable behavior, norm intensity,

ideal behavior, and norm crystallization, which is defined

as the amount of agreement on norms. Another major

strength of this approach is that norms can be measured at

the individual level and assessed collectively to develop

information about social norms. This approach

distinguishes between personal and social norms, and

defining the latter as empirically and quantitatively

derived constructs (Shelby & Vaske, 1991).

The earliest application of Jackson's model in a

recreation setting was in Heberlein's (1977) conceptual

illustration of encounter norms, in which it was

demonstrated how norms might be described with the return

potential model. Since the first empirical studies using

Jackson's model in the Brule River study (Heberlein &

Vaske, 1977; Vaske, 1978), there have been quite a few

studies on normative approach in a variety of recreational

activities and settings. Such efforts brought advances in

techniques for measuring norms, analyzing and interpreting

the data from Jackson's original model (Shelby & Vaske,

1991). The scope of applications also have been broadened

to explain not only behavioral factors, but conditional

factors such as norms for encounter levels and ecological

impacts as well. While many of the studies on the

normative approach have been conducted for encounter norms

(Vaske, 1977; Shelby, 1981; Vaske, Shelby, Graefe &

Heberlein, 1986; Heberlein, Alfano & Ervin 1986; Whittaker
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& Shelby, 1988; Patterson & Hammitt, 1990; Williams,

Roggenbuck & Bange, 1991; Shelby & Vaske, 1991; Young,

Williams & Roggenbuck, 1991; Martinson & Shelby, 1992),

some studies applied this concept to ecological impacts

(Shelby, Vaske & Harris, 1988; Whittaker & Shelby, 1988;

Shelby & Shindler, 1992). They included other issues, such

as instream flow norms for various recreation activities

(Shelby & Whittaker, 1995) and wildlife management

practices (Vaske & Donnely, 1988)

Many people have norms regarding social, ecological,

and managerial impacts in various settings. The ability of

the normative approach application to characterize group

agreement about appropriate use conditions or impact levels

for particular recreation experiences makes it particularly

useful (Shelby & Vaske, 1991). Vaske et al. (1992)

conducted a comprehensive literature review of findings

from previous studies on the normative approach and

described specifically how the information from these

studies could be used in actual managerial situations. The

major advantage of using this approach is that it may

specify objective, quantifiable standards which provide

managers with clear targets for management efforts and a

way to measure performances. It may also provide managers

and decision makers with a better understanding of the

rational backgrounds for their management actions (Shelby,

Stankey & Shindler, 1992). The normative approach is the

focus of increasing interest by researchers and managers.
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However, there are still remaining questions about

underlying assumptions of the normative approach on norm

prevalence and the degree of norm agreement. Some

researchers have doubts about the extent of norm prevalence

and norm crystallization (level of group agreement) in

recreation settings (Roggenbuck, Williams, Bange & Dean,

1991). Questions about the extent of norm prevalence and

degree of norm agreement necessary for the normative

approach to be effective are political (Shelby & Vaske,

1991). In the political arena of decision making on

resource management issues, the usefulness of the normative

approach could be increased when there are high extent of

norm prevalence and norm agreement so that it may appeal

interest groups.

There is another limitation for the approach. As

discussed by Whittaker and Shelby (1988), when there exist

multiple tolerance norms, it is not easy to develop a

standard without sacrificing any subgroups. Even with a

single norm, there should be high degree of group agreement

in order to effectively define the criteria and to satisfy

as many people as possible. An understanding of how norms

are formed in recreation settings and how or under what

conditions the basic premises of the normative approach

could be better met may help answer some of those

questions.

The first and second paper in this dissertation

discuss present user norms and the role of information on
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the formation of norms in recreation settings, with special

focus on two basic assumptions of the normative approach

(i.e., high extent of norm prevalence and norm agreement).



CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODS

Study Site

Data used in this study came from the Chin-Mountain

National Park Survey and were collected in both 1993 and

1994. While the survey in 1993 was conducted at two

selected campgrounds, which are called Second Campground

and .Baemsagol Campground, respectively, the 1994 data were

collected only in Second Campground. Except for the paper

which studied both campgrounds (in Chapter 4 of this

dissertation), the other studies were conducted entirely at

Second Campground. Both campgrounds are located within the

Chin-Mountain National Park (CMNP) in Korea. The MNP was

the first national park in Korea, designated in 1967. It

spreads over three provinces: Chollabukdo (107.28 kin2;

26,509.3 acres), Chollanamdo (87.24 km2;21,557.4 acres), and

Kyongsangnamdo (245 . 931 kin2; 60, 770.5 acres). The total

area is 440.451 km2 (108,837.2 acres), making it the

biggest mountain-type national park in Korea (Ministry of

Construction, 1987) (Figure 3.1)

Second Campground is located at the entrance of the

northern part of the CMNP, in the province of Chollabukdo.

This campground is one of three campgrounds located near

this entrance area (Figure 3.1). It is a flat campground,

total area of which is about 1,500 in2, accommodating from

21
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and study sites (Second Campground & Baemsagoj. Campground)
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60 to 80 tents.

The Baemsagol Campground, a much less developed

campground accommodating from 30 to 50 tents, is located in

a more remote place about 3-4 hours by foot (approximately

7.5 miles) from the Second Campground (Figure 3.1).

Although there are differences in user rate depending

on the locations of the entrance areas, the general user

rate of MNP has been increasing by an average l2.0 per

year. This trend is predicted to continue to 2001 with a

similar increase rate of 11.1g (Ministry of Construction,

1987 and 1988). At present, both campgrounds are very

popular places and highly used because of their

accessibility and high quality of natural resources.

Although many campers in this campground participate

in various recreation activities, singing and listening to

radio or cassette tape recorders are the most popular

activities. Littering, use conflict and crowding problems

are major concerns in this campground.

Sampling

The subjects f or the study were obtained from on-site

visitors at the Second Campground and Baemsagol Campground

in Chin-Mountain National Park at the peak time of

visitation during the months of August, 1993 and 1994. For

both surveys, the sample included individual campground

users over 17 years old. Surveyors visited each visitor's

tent and asked if they were willing to complete a survey
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questionnaire. In most tents, at least one camper agreed

and they were given the survey questionnaire. From the

1993 survey, 297 out of 358 (83 ) in Baemsagol Campground

and 248 out of 274 (91) in Second Campground were usable

for data analysis after excluding under 17 years old

respondents or unreliable responses. From the 1994 survey,

of the total 600 questionnaires distributed, 529 (88) were

usable: 253 out of 280 (909) for noise impact survey, 173

out of 200 (87) for littering impact survey, and 103 out

of 120 (86) for number of tent impact survey,

respectively.

With respect to the first paper (discussed in Chapter

4 of this thesis), study subjects from some parts of the

1993 and 1994 data were used. Because this particular

thesis is involved with the comparison of norms between

different locations and time (between 1993 and 1994), only

subjects who were not treated by information were used in

order to exclude the potential influence of information

treatments.

For the other remaining papers (Chapter 5-7), only

data from the noise impact survey in 1994 was used because

pre-data analysis showed that this particular data provided

the most appropriate information for the study objectives

in each paper.



Characteristics of Study Samples

Table 3.1 shows the demographic and other personal

characteristics of survey participants in the 1994 survey.

Average age of participants was 24.7 years old and about

three fourths of them (74) were male respondents. Most of

them (81) were not married and only 18 percent of them

were married. Respondents had completed a high level of

education; 92 percent of the respondents had at least

graduated from high school and 62 percent of them were

either college students or college graduates. College

students showed the highest user rate, comprising 38

percent of the total respondents. About one third of the

respondents (79) came from either middle sized cities

(299) or large cities (5O). Only 4 percent of the

respondents belonged to some type of environmental

organization. The average group size was 5 to 6 persons

and most of the respondents stayed in the campground for

one day (82) or two days (l6%). About one fourth of the

respondents (74%) were visiting the present campground

(study site) for the first time, while 15 percent of them

were visiting the campground for the second time. Forty

six percent of the respondents had not visited any

campgrounds in other places the preceding year, 24 percent

of them had visited another campground elsewhere the

preceding year one time, and 12 percent of them had visited

a campground elsewhere the preceding year two times.

25



Table 3.1

Characteristics of the respondents participating in
the 1994 survey

Average age (N515): 24.7 years (range:17-47 years)

26

Environmental organization (N=5l5) No: 96.1% Yes: 3.9%

Activities participated (N=5l8)

Singing: 34.0% Listening to radios: 37.1%
Dancing: 3.5% Playing musical instruments: 5.6%
Drinking: 48.6% Reading: 10.2%

Campfire: 0.8% Games: 25.9%

Others: 5.8%

Length of stay (N=505)

One day: 82.2% Two days: 15.8%

Three days: 1.6% Over four days: 0.4%

Avg. group size (N=511): 5.6 persons (range:1-34 persons)
Alone: 2.4% 2-3: 32.7% 4-5: 36.4% Over 5: 28.6%

Number of visits to the place (N=517; avg:1.5 times)
One visit: 74.3% Two visits: 15.3%

Three visits: 5.8% Over three visits: 4.6%

Number of visits to other places last year (N=5l7; avg:1.3
times)

No ViSits: 45.6% One visit: 20.7% Two visits: 15.3%
Three visits: 10.7% Over three visits: 7.7%

Gender (N5l6): Male:73.9% Female:26.1%

Marital status (N=5l7)

Unmarried: 81.4% Married: 17.8% Others: 0.8%

Education completed (N=517)

Elementary: 0.4% Middle School: 0.8%

High school students: 7.0% High school graduate: 26.3%

College students: 38.3% College graduate: 24.0%

+ Graduate program: 3 .3% Others: 0.0%

Residence (N=516)

Rural area: 12.4% Small city: 9.1%

Middle city: 28.7% Large city: 49.8%
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The most popular activity was drinking alcohol (49%).

The second most popular activity was listening to the radio

or cassette tape recorder (37), the third was singing

(34), and the fourth was games (26) and others, in order.

Games included card games (lOt) and other kinds of game

activities (l5).

Demographic and other personal characteristics were

similar across the respondent groups of the three impact

surveys. This implies that the characteristics of the

study samples were not changed during the surveying period,

increasing the reliability of the present data (See Table

A.1-3 in Appendix A).

Data Collection and Procedures

In both 1993 and 1994 surveys, data collection was

conducted by survey questionnaire administration and

information treatments. For the first paper (See Chapter

4), only data which were not treated by information out of

the 1993 and 1994 survey was used. For the remaining

papers, only noise impact survey was studied, as described

earlier. Thus, only information treatments for the noise

impact survey are briefly introduced in this study.

As briefly described in Table 3.2, with respect to the

noise impact survey (for more detail, see chapter 5), seven

types of information treatments were conducted. The

contents of information were constructed on the basis of

Schwartz's norm activation model (Schwartz, 1968). Five
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out of seven information treatments were written on the

front page of the questionnaire. Two other treatments were

information distribution by brochure (BR) and brochure plus

instruction (BR+Inst), respectively. More specific

information on treatments will be described in the research

methods section of each paper described in this

dissertation.

Table 3.2

Information treatments and sample sizes for the noise
impact survey

Control (N=39): Without any information received.

WACAR (N37): Information without AC (awareness of
consequences) and AR (ascription of
responsibility to oneself) were received.

AC (N=37): Only AC information was received.

AR (N=37): Only AR information was received.

AC+AR (N=37): Both ACi-AR information were received.

BR (N=37): Both ACAR information were received
through brochure.

BR+Inst (N37): Both AC+AR information were received
through both brochure and instruction.

Total sample size (N=253)

Data collection procedures were almost the same for

both 1993 and 1994 surveys, except that the 1993 survey was

conducted at two campgrounds. As with the 1994 survey,

surveyors camped at the Second Campground during the

surveying period. Because most of the campground users
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stayed at least one night in this campground, on-site

completion of the questionnaire was conducted. This method

has some potential advantages: 1) it gets a higher return

rate than using mail-back questionnaires; 2) it helps

respondents answer the questions more easily and more

accurately than their having to rely entirely on long past

memories when answering the mail-back questionnaire; and 3)

it is easy for a surveyor to help by answering any

questions respondents may have at the time. However, on-

site completion is more difficult for long questionnaires.

For this reason, the 1994 survey questionnaire was

separately constructed for each impact indicator (i.e.,

noise, littering, and nuniber of tents) in order to reduce

its length.

Because many campers left the campgrounds early in the

morning, surveyors got up about 5:30 a.m. in order not to

miss any campers. Surveyors stopped by all the tents as

campers got up in the morning. They distributed different

versions of the questionnaire in order to prevent potential

bias caused by the influence of wake-up time or tent

location. The surveyors asked campers to participate in

the survey, and if they were willing, survey questionnaires

were distributed to those campers. The surveyor told them

to take as much time as they wanted in answering the

questions and asked them not to discuss with other group

members while answering the questions.



The Design of the Questionnaire Instrument

The 1993 draft questionnaire was constructed and

pretested during July and August, 1993. For the 1993

survey questionnaire, a focus group of 10 graduate and

undergraduate students of the Forestry Department at

Chonnam National University read through the questionnaire

as if they were actual respondents. The questionnaire was

refined on the basis of their comments. The 1993 survey

questionnaire contained questions on a variety of impact

indicators, selected on the basis of the focus group

meeting, the researcher's observations, and data from a

previous survey on perceived importance of impact

indicators. Because the 1994 survey questionnaire was

constructed on the basis of the 1993 survey, it was similar

in many aspects. It focused more specifically on selected

impact indicators (i.e., noise, littering, and number of

tents)

Based on the 1994 survey, there were 3 versions of the

questionnaire characterized by the different indicators to

be studied: 1) a questionnaire about noise impact (i.e.,

singing), 2) a questionnaire about littering, and 3) a

questionnaire about the number of tents. Because the

survey questionnaire was constructed for on-site

completion, it could not be designed for long questions and

answers to which respondents might grow tired, give wrong

answers, or refuse to complete. Although there are some

30



variations, each version of the questionnaire included

questions designed to measure: 1) the user's general

camping experience and activities; 2) recreation motives;

3) the camper's perceptions of present conditions,

expectations and normative standards for singing behavior,

littering, and the nuniber of tents; 4) the level of

perceived conflict; 5) the level of knowledge; 6) the

importance of the selected indicators; 7) the overall

acceptability of or satisfaction with the present

condition; and 8) the user's socio-demographic background

information. All procedures involved in the pretests

helped refine the questionnaire and to reshape, and

eliminate or add questions.

Information Treatments, Variables and Measures

Specific information about information treatments,

major variables and measurements of them will be described

in the research method sections of each paper in detail

(Chapters 4-7).
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CHAPTER 4

NORMATIVE STANDARDS IN RECREATION SETTINGS

Introduction and Previous Studies

The normative approach in recreation resources

management is one useful source of information regarding

evaluative judgments about appropriate or acceptable

recreational activities, behaviors, or environmental

conditions. When many people have personal norms regarding

appropriate conditions or behaviors in recreation settings

and these personal norms are widely shared (i.e., social

norms), managers and/or decision makers may be provided with

rational bases for specifying evaluative standards (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986, Shelby & Vaske, 1991). Even when personal

norms are not widely shared, normative information can help

document and explain conflict (Vaske, Shelby, Graefe &

Heberlein, 1986).

The normative approach grew out of social psychological

concepts (Shelby & Vaske, 1991), especially from Jackson's

(1965) model, which explains the structural characteristics

of norms by using schematic diagrams called "return

potential curves." A curve describes the range oftolerable

behavior (or impact), the degree of norm intensity, the

point of ideal or optimum behavior (or impact) and the

extent of norm crystallization (level of group agreement).

One of the strength of this model is that this approach

distinguishes between personal and social norms. That is,

32
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norms are measured at the individual level (i.e., personal

norms), and social norms are empirically or quantitatively

derived from the aggregation of that information (Shelby &

Vaske, 1991)

The earliest theoretical application of the model into

a recreational setting was seen in Heberlein's (1977)

hypothetical illustration of the encounter norms in three

different situations (i.e., wilderness experience, cocktail

party, city sidewalk) to demonstrate how encounter norms

could be described with Jackson's model. Since the first

empirical studies using Jackson's model to describe

encounter norm curves for the Brule River (Heberlein &

Vaske, 1977; Vaske, 1978), many studies have been conducted

for a variety of activities, locations, types of impacts,

and users. These studies have led to considerable evolution

on the scope of applications and the specific techniques for

measuring, analyzing, and representing the data (Shelby &

Vaske, 1991).

Though many studies on the normative approach began

with the study of encounter norms (Shelby, 1981; Heberlein,

Alfano & Ervin, 1986; Vaske, Shelby, Graefe & Heberlein,

1986; Whittaker & Shelby, 1988; Patterson & Hammitt, 1990;

Williams, Roggeithuck & Bange, 1991; Roggenbuck, Williams,

Bange & Dean, 1991; Young, Williams & Roggenbuck, 1991;

Shelby & Vaske, 1991; Martinson & Shelby, 1992), these

studies have been extended to include various types of

impacts or issues, such as norms for ecological impacts
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(Shelby, Vaske & Harris, 1988; Whittaker & Shelby, 1988;

Shelby & Shindler, 1992), norms for instream flows (Shelby &

Whittaker, 1995), and norms for wildlife management

practices (Vaske & Donnelly, 1988). These studies have also

been extended across various activities (e.g., canoeing,

rafting, tubing, fishing, sailing, hunting, backpacking, and

camping) and recreation areas (wilderness to highly

developed areas). Because a more specific and comprehensive

literature review of studies on the normative approach was

provided by Vaske et al. (1986, 1992), this section

describes only the brief outline of findings from previous

normative approach studies.

Previous studies of encounter norms have indicated that

people have different encounter norms with different

intensity and level of group agreement, depending On: 1)

type of group encountered (e.g., canoers vs. canoers,

tubers, or anglers) (Heberlej.n & Vaske, 1977; Vaske, 1977),

2) type of activity participants (e.g., commercial jet

boaters vs. floaters) (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986), 3) the

characteristics of the location and setting (e.g., remote,

undeveloped and low use levels vs. more developed and higher

use levels), and 4) the definition of recreation experiences

by users (e.g., hunting as solitary experience vs. the

presence of additional hunters as higher probability of

seeing more game (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986); wilderness vs.

semi-wilderness vs. undeveloped recreation experience

(Shelby & Heberlein, 1986); semi-wilderness vs. undeveloped
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recreation (Shelby & Stein, 1984); wilderness vs. scenic

whitewater vs. social recreation (Roggenbuck, Williams,

Bange & Dean, 1991). Shelby (1981) also found that the

range of tolerable contacts for three experiences

(wilderness, semi-wilderness, and undeveloped) were similar

across three rivers (i.e., Illinois River, Grand Canyon, and

Rogue River) at different locations.

These studies repeatedly showed that encounter level is

less important in high density developed areas than in

undeveloped low use areas. In undeveloped low use

recreation settings, people had lower tolerance encounter

norms with higher level of agreement and greater prevalence

of norms than people did in developed high use areas (Shelby

& Vaske, 1991; Vaske, Donnelly & Shelby, 1992).

The importance of the selected impact indicators was also

important in determining norm prevalence and the degree of

norm agreement (Shelby & Vaske, 1991). Whittaker (1992)

emphasized that the significance of the impact indicator is

one of the most important criteria to consider (i.e., which

impacts matter more?) among several criteria for choosing

indicators.

Findings from previous studies of ecological impacts

(e.g., size of fire ring, amount of bare ground, wildlife,

and instream flow) also showed that people have different

norms with different levels of agreement depending on types

of impact indicators (Shelby, Vaske & Harris, 1988),

different interest groups (Shelby & Siiindler, 1990; Vaske &
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Donnelly, 1988), different activity participant groups

(e.g., canoers, rafters, kayakers), and for the level of

instream flow (Shelby & Whittaker, 1995). Most of the

studies on ecological norms evaluated the extent of norm

agreement by the percentage of respondents who rated a

particular impact indicator as acceptable or unacceptable

and satisfactory or unsatisfactory (Shelby, Vaske & Harris;

1988; Shelby & Whittaker, 1995). These studies generally

showed high group agreement across different interest groups

and activity participant groups for different types of

ecological impacts.

Whittaker and Shelby (1988) also found three types of

norms which may help managers understand user differences in

acceptable impact levels and group agreement, and in

identifying potential conflict situations. A no tolerance

norm exists when majority of users don't accept any levels

of impact. A single tolerance norm exists when many users

have similar acceptable impact levels greater than zero, and

a multiple tolerance norm exists when more than two groups

of users have distinctively different acceptable standards

of impact. Whittaker and Shelby (1988) found that no

tolerance norms are more likely to be strongly crystallized

(have higher group agreement) than single or multiple

tolerance types.

Based on the findings of previous studies on the

normative approach, Shelby and Heberlein (1986) and Vaske et

al. (1992) argued that many people have norms with respect
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to social, ecological, and managerial impacts in various

settings, and they maintain that the normative approach is

useful because group agreement about appropriate use

conditions or impact levels for a particular recreation

experience can be characterized. Despite the variations of

personal norms, the differences are often small, and there

is more norm agreement than is often believed (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986; Vaske, Shelby, Graefe & Heberlein, 1986).

However, there have been some questions on the extent of

norm prevalence and norm crystallization (level of group

agreement) in recreation settings. Roggenbuck et al.

(1991), in their recent New River study in West Virginia,

questioned the low extent of norm prevalence and norm

agreement with respect to encounter norms. They found that

less than half of the whitewater rafters could specify

appropriate encounter levels and that, in addition,

agreement among them was not strong.

Stability of norms across time also may be an important

factor in establishing evaluative standards in recreation

settings. If norms changed rapidly, it may be more

difficult to specify evaluative standards. There has been

some notion that normative standards in recreation Settings

might change due to the product shift process (Shelby,

Bregenzer & Johnson, 1988). That is, when individuals

encounter unexpected situations, they redefine their

recreation experiences and subsequently modify their

personal standards based on these new definitions. Shelby
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et al. (1988) found that people's normative standards

regarding the number of camp encounters in Rogue River

changed between 1977 and 1984. However, there have not been

many studies examining the stability of norms in the

recreation literature, and some researchers have indicated

the need for further research (Patterson & Hammitt, 1990).

This section of the present study will describe

normative information from campers in Chin-Mountain

National Park in Korea. The specific objectives are:

To describe social norms, the extent of norm

prevalence and norm agreement on a variety of

behavioral and conditional impacts across different

locations and time,

To identify the types of norms of each type of

impact,

To describe the importance ratings of each impact,

and

To find the relationship between degree of

importance and the likelihood that users will

specify a norm.

Methods

Study Site

"This section is same as PP. 21-23 in Chapter 3 in this

thesis; readers who have read that chapter can skip to page

40."

Data used in this study came from the Chin-Mountain
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National Park Survey and were collected in both 1993 and

1994. While the survey in 1993 was conducted at two

selected campgrounds which are called Second Campground and

Baemsagol Campground, the 1994 data were collected only in

Second Campground. Both campgrounds are located within the

Chin-Mountain National Park (CMNP) in Korea (Figure 3.1).

The CMNP was the first national park in Korea, designated

such in 1967. It spreads over three provinces: Chollabukdo

(107.28 km2; 26,509.3 acres), Chollanamdo (87.24 km2;21,557.4

acres), and Kyongsangnamdo (245.931 kin2; 60,770.5 acres).

The total area of it is 440.451 kuf (108,837.2 acres),

making it the biggest mountain-type national park in Korea

(Ministry of Construction, 1987) (Figure 3.1).

The Second Campground is a highly developed campground

which is located at the entrance of the northern part of the

CMNP in the province of Chollabukdo. This campground is one

of three campgrounds located near this entrance area (Figure

3.1). It is a flat campground, total area of which is about

1,500 nf, accommodating from 60 to 80 tents.

The Baemsagol Campground, a much less developed

campground accommodating from 30 to 50 tents, is located in

a more remote place about 3-4 hours by foot (approximately

7.5 miles) from the Second Campground (Figure 3.1).

Many campers in these campgrounds participate in

various recreation activities. Singing and listening to

radio or cassette tape recorders are the most popular

activities. Although singing is not allowed in this
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campground, singing in the campground has been traditionally

one of the most popular activities and the rule seemed to be

ignored or people may not aware of it. Littering, use

conflict, and crowding problems are major management

concerns in these campgrounds.

Samplinq

The subjects for this study were obtained from on-site

visitors at both Second Campground and Baemsagol Campground

for the 1993 survey, and Second Campground for the 1994

survey in Chin-Mountain National Park during the months of

August. The sample included individual campground users

over 17 years old. Surveyors visited each visitor's tent

and asked if they were willing to complete a survey

cluestionnaire, suggesting that all group members participate

in the survey if possible. In most tents, at least one

camper agreed and they were given the survey questionnaire.

From the 1993 survey, 297 out of 358 (83's) in Baemsagol

Campground and 248 out of 274 (9V) in Second Campground

were usable for data analysis after excluding the under-l7-

year-old respondents or unreliable responses.

From the 1994 survey, of the total 600 questionnaires

distributed, 529 (88) were usable: 253 out of 280 (9O) for

the noise impact survey, 173 out of 200 (87) for the

littering impact survey, and 103 out of 120 (86) for the

number of tents impact survey, respectively.

The 1993 and 1994 survey involved information
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treatments. Therefore, for the comparative analysis of

norms between locations and time, only the groups which were

not treated by information were used, because there might

have been a potential influence of information treatments

upon the results.

Procedures

For data collection, surveyors camped at the

campgrounds during the surveying period. Because most of

the campground users stayed at least one night in these

campgrounds and there was a high probability of low return

rate of using mail-back questionnaires, on-site completion

of questionnaire approach was selected, rather than using

the mail-back questionnaire method. This method has some

potential advantages: 1) it gets a higher return rate than

using mail-back questionnaires; 2) it helps respondents

answer the questions more easily and more accurately than

their having to rely entirely on long past memories when

answering the mail-back questionnaire; and 3) it is easy for

a surveyor to help by answering any questions respondents

may have at the time. However, on-site completion is more

difficult for long questionnaires. For this reason, the

1994 survey questionnaire was separately constructed for

each impact indicator (i.e., noise, littering, and number of

tents impacts) in order to reduce its length.

Because many campers left the campground early in the

morning (especially in the Baemsagol Campground), surveyors
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got up about 5:30 a.m. in order not to miss any campers.

Surveyors distributed the survey questionnaires by visiting

all the tents in the order of which campers first got up in

the morning. The surveyors asked campers to participate in

the survey, and if they were willing, survey questionnaires

were distributed to those campers asking them not to discuss

with other group members in answering the questions.

Selection of Studied Indicators and Design of the
Questionnaire Instrument

Whittaker (1992) suggests that indicators selected for

the normative approach should be important to users in order

to use the approach more effectively, resulting in a higher

degree of norm prevalence and norm agreement. The impact

indicators in this study were selected from information

obtained from a focus group meeting with management

officials, from a pretest which included questions on the

importance of various types of impacts, and from

observations by a researcher.

The 1993 draft questionnaire was constructed and

pretested during July and August, 1993. For the 1993 survey

questionnaire, a focus group of 10 graduate and

undergraduate students from the Forestry Department at

Chonnam National University read through the questionnaire

as if they were actual respondents, and questionnaire was

refined on the basis of their comments. The 1994 survey

questionnaire was constructed on the basis of the 1993

survey, so, it was similar to the questionnaire used in the
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1993 survey in many aspects. However, the 1993 survey

questionnaire dealt with questions on a variety of impact

indicators, while the 1994 survey questionnaire focused on

selected impact indicators (i.e., noise, littering, and

number of tents).

Measures

Eight impact indicators were studied. They are: 1)

time of noise (for all sources of noise in the 1993 data,

and only noise by singing in the 1994 data), 2) depreciative

behavior (number of other drunken campers who behave

inconsiderately), 3) number of campers (number of other

campers in the campground), 4) number of tents (number of

others' tents in the campground), 5) distance between tents

(distance from other parties' tents), 6) number of sightings

of others' littering behavior, 7) waiting time for the

restroom, and 8) waiting time for the water supply. .Pmong

those impacts, only noise (1), number of tents (4), and

littering (6) were studied in both the 1993 and 1994

surveys. For most of the impacts except distance between

tents (5), waiting time for the restroom (7), and waiting

time for the water supply (8), response scales were provided

so that respondents might more easily answer the questions.

For all selected impacts, the measurement of norms was

patterned after Shelby's (1981) single item format measure

of social norms. For example, to measure the user's

normative standards on noise by singing, it stated, "In this
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campground, it would be OK for me if other campers make

noise by singing as late as ... o'clock at night

(others' making noise after this time will make my camping

experience become unpleasant) .

For normative questions with respect to impact

indicators, the time frame was given so that all respondents

had the same range of time to consider. If respondents

arrived at the campground before 6 p.m. the day before, they

were asked to answer for only the time from 116:00 p.m. last

night to 6:00 a.m. this morning." If they arrived after

6:00 p.m., they were asked to answer for the time only from

their arrival time to 6 a.m. this morning. For example, the

nuniber of sightings of littering behavior was proportionally

recalculated because some of the respondents who came after

6:00 p.m. yesterday might have had fewer chances of

encountering other's littering behaviors than respondents

who had arrived before or at 6:00 p.m. yesterday. For all

the impact indicator questions, an option of "It doesn't

matter to me" was given for the respondents who didn't have

specific personal norms or regarded this indicator as not

important for their experience.

The prevalence of norms was measured by the proportion

of respondents who answered, "it doesn't matter to me"

(Roggeniuck, Williams, Bange & Dean, 1991). The importance

of each impact was measured by a 5-point Likert-type scale,

which ranged from, "not important," to "extremely

important."
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Social norms were described by three central tendency

measures (i.e., mode, median, mean), in order to provide as

much information as possible. However, the median was used

to compare the social norms across locations and time. The

extent of norm agreement was described by standard deviation

(SD), coefficient of variation (Cv), and semi-interquartile

range (SIQR).

Results

Norm Prevalence

Norm prevalence for eight types of impacts in Baemsagol

Campground and Second Campground is shown in Table 4.1.

Norm prevalence for various impacts ranged from the lowest,

for number of tents and campers (72 in Second Campground)

and distance between tents (736 in Second Campground) to the

highest, for littering impact (93 in Second Campground) and

noise impact (92 in Baemsagol Campground).

Behavioral norms (i.e., noise impact: 91-lOO';

inconsiderate behavior by drunken campers: 85; littering:

86-93j) generally showed higher norm prevalence than norms

for conditions (i.e., number of campers: 72-79; number of

tents: 72-79; distance between tents: 73_759; waiting time

for restroom: 78-82; waiting time for water supply:

78-89). However, high proportion of respondents who can

specify personal norms for waiting time for water supply in

Baemsagol Campground (89) was a surprising finding.

All impacts except waiting time for water supply



Table 4.1

Norm prevalence across locations and time

Norm prevalence X
(percent)

Norm prevalence across locations

Noise

a: X2 for difference between campgrounds and time (1993 and
1994)

B: Baemsagol Campground
S: Second Campground
** P<0.0J.
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B (N= 89)
S (N=117)

91
92 0.112

Inconsiderate behavior
B (N= 91) 85
S (N= 46) 85 0.001

Number of campers
B (N= 89) 79
S (N=110) 72 1.221

Number of tents
B (N= 89) 79
S (N=110) 72 1.221

Distance between tents
B (N=284) 75
S (N=240) 73 0.202

Littering
B (N= 87) 86
S (N= 28) 93 0.876

Restroom waiting time
B (N=231) 82
S (N=129) 78 0.966

Water supply waiting time
B (N=233) 89
S (N=129) 78 8.260**

Norm prevalence across time

Noise
S(1993) (N=117) 92 3.023
S(1994) (N= 37) 100

Number of tents
S(1993) (N=110) 72 1.234
5(1994) (N= 28) 82

Littering
S(1993) (N= 28) 93 0.058
S(1994) (N= 34) 91
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didn't show any differences in norm prevalence between two

campgrounds (Table 4.1). With respect to waiting time for

water supply, about 89 of the total respondents in

Baemsagol Campground specified norms, while 78 of the

respondents in Second Campground did (X2=8.260, df=1,

P=O.004)

To compare the prevalence of norms across time, data

from both the 1993 and 1994 Second Campground surveys was

used. In this analysis, only noise, number of tents and

littering impacts were compared because the 1994 survey

questionnaire only included these three impacts. The

normative questions for both years were the same except that

the noise impact question in the 1994 survey asked

specifically about noise impact by singing, while the

question in the 1993 survey asked about noise impact by

various sources of noises (e.g., singing, radio or cassette

tape recorder, etc.). There were no differences in

prevalence of norm for all impacts, including noise,

littering, and number of tents between the 1993 and 1994

data at 0.05 significance level (Table 4.1).

Tolerance Levels for Norms

Social norms for each impact indicator were described

by mean, median and mode in Table 4.2. Because median has

been frequently used to measure social norms and most of

data in this study also was not normally distributed, a

median two-sample test for non-parametric data was used for



Table 4.2

Social norms across locations and time

Mean Median Mode Type

Norms across locations

Noise (p.m./a.m.)
B (N= 72)b 4.64 4.0 4.0 3.099 M
S (N=105)b 5.91 6.0 6.0 M

Inconsiderate behavior
B (N= 77) 0.69 0 0 12.342*** N
S(N=37) 1.76 2 0 S

Number of campers
B (N= 70) 71.6 60 30 14.312*** M
S (N= 78) 158.1 150 60 M

Number of tents
B (N= 70) 28.9 23 20 19.642*** S
S (N= 79) 55.1 50 20

Distance between tents (m)
B (N=21l) 2.59 2 1 13.793*** M
S (N=174) 1.74 1 1 S

Littering
B (N= 73) 1.44 0 0 1.335
S (N= 26) 2.15 1.5 0

Restroom waiting time (mm.)
B (N=182) 2.54 1.75 0 0.679
S (N= 95) 2.95 2 1

Water supply waiting
time (mm.)

B (N=l99) 3.14 2.5 0 0.226
S (N= 95) 3.67 3 5

M
M

M
M

Norms across time

Noise (p.m./a.m.)
S (N=105)b 5.91 6.0 6.0 0.083 M
S (N= 33)b 5.73 6.0 6.0 M

Number of tents
S (N= 79) 55.1 50 20 0.777 M
S (N= 23) 55.2 50 50 M

Littering
S (N= 26) 2.15 1.5 0 0.256 MS(N=31) 2.74 2 2 S

Median one-way analysis was used for non-parametric data
4: 10 p.m.; 5: 11 p.m.; 6: 12 p.m.

B: Baemsagol Campground; S: Second Campground
M: Multiple tolerance norms7 N: No tolerance norms;
S: Single tolerance norms

P<0.0Ol
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statistical comparison across different locations and time.

The social norms for each impact and the results of the

comparison of social norms between the two campgrounds are

described in Table 4.2 in detail. While social norms for

inconsiderate behavior, number of campers, number of tents,

and distance between the tents were significantly different

between the two campgrounds, social norms for time of making

noise, littering, and waiting time for restroom and water

supply didn't show statistical differences between the two

locations at a 0.05 significance level (Table 4.2). For all

impacts which showed significant differences, the social

norms for each impact in Baemsagol Campground showed less

tolerance than those in Second Campground.

Comparisons of social norms in Second Campground

between 1993 and 1994 didn't show statistical differences

for all three impacts--noise, number of tents, and littering

impacts (Table 4.2).

Agreement about Norms

The extent of norm agreement was described by standard

deviation (SD), coefficient variation (CV), and semi-

interquartile range (SIQR), as shown in Table 4.3. The

equality of variance test (Levl:med) for non-parametric data

recommended by Conover et al. (1981) was used to compare the

extent of norm agreement between locations and time. It

uses an analysis of variance on X- 1. which uses the

median () instead of the mean () to improve the



Table 4.3

Norm agreement across locations and time

Norm agreement across locations

Noise
B (N= 72) 1.92 41.46 3-6 0.87 M
S (N=105) 2.0]. 33.91 5-6 M

Inconsiderate behavior
B (N= 77) 1.09 158.56 0-]. 8.41** N
S (N= 37) 1.72 98.05 0-2 S

Number of campers
B (N= 70) 46.68 65.22 30-100 31.63*** M
S (N= 78) 91.82 58.09 90-240 M

Number of tents
B (N= 70) 20.30 70.19 15-35 14.31***
S (N= 79) 38.33 69.60 30-80

Distance between tents
B (N=211) 1.97 75.83 1-3 8.03** M
S (N=174) 1.44 82.79 1-2 S

Littering
B (N= 73) 2.01 139.12 0-2 0.85 N
S (N= 26) 2.40 111.19 0-3 M

Restroom waiting time
B (N=182) 2.88 113.23 0-3 0.24 M
S (N= 95) 3.04 102.99 1-5 M

Water supply waiting
time
B (N=199) 3.13 99.64 0-5 0.71
S (N= 95) 2.99 81.66 1-5

Norm agreement across time

Noise
S (N=105)
S (N= 33)

Number of tents
S (N= 79)
S (N= 23)

Littering
S (N= 26)
S (N= 31)

Levl:med statistical analysis for non-parametric data
(Conover, Johnson, & Johnson, 1981) was used
Semi-interquartile range

B: Baemsagol Campground; S: Second Campground
M: Multiple tolerance fOrmS; N: No tolerance fOrms;
S: Single tolerance norms ** P<0.Ol, P<0.001

2.01 33.91 5-6 0.02 M
1.81 31.56 4-7 M

38.33 69.60 30-80 0.78 M
29.21 52.90 30-80 M

2.40 111.19 0-3 0.10 M
2.28 83.15 1-4 S
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robustness of the test. The results showed that the extent

of norm agreement between the two campgrounds appeared to be

statistically different for inconsiderate behavior, number

of campers and tents, and distance between tents. Although

the results for the number of campers and tents were

consistent with findings in other studies (Shelby, 1981;

Whittaker & Shelby, 1988), the comparison of these two

impacts between the two campgrounds may not be valid because

different scales were used. With respect to the impact

indicators which were significantly different across

locations, when the sizes of standard deviation were

compared, the level of norm agreement in Baemsagol

Campground (a less developed and lower use area) was higher

than that of Second Campground (a more developed and higher

use area) (Table 4.3).

A comparison of the extent of norm agreement between

1993 and 1994, however, didn't show statistical differences

for all three impacts, i.e., noise, number of tents, and

littering (Table 4.3).

Types of Norms

Table 4.2 and Figures C.. through C.8 (Appendix C) show

the types of norms f or each impact. No tolerance norms

appeared in both inconsiderate behavior and littering only

in .Baemsagol Campground. Single tolerance norms were shown

for both inconsiderate behavior and distance between tents

(in Second Campground), littering (in Second Campground in
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1994), and number of tents (in Baemsagol Campground).

Multiple tolerance norms appeared for noise, number of

campers, and waiting time for water supply and restroom in

both campgrounds. They also appeared for number of tents

(only in Second Campground), littering (in Second Campground

in 1994), and distance between tents (only in Baemsagol

Campground).

Importance of Imtacts and Norm Prevalence

Importance ratings for each impact are shown in Table

4.4. Inconsiderate behavior (mean: 3.48-3.79) and littering

(mean: 3.54-3.61) impacts were rated as the most important

among selected impacts. Number of campers (mean:2.33-2.54)

and number of tents (mean:2.39-2.57) were rated as least

important among impacts.

There were no differences in importance ratings on all

types of impacts between Baemsagol and Second Campground at

the 0.05 significance level (Table 4.4). Comparison of

importance ratings on Second Campground in 1994 was excluded

because different scales for importance rating were used in

the 1993 and 1994 survey questionnaires.

For the purpose of exploratory analysis on the

relationship between perceived importance for each impact

and the extent of norm prevalence, it was hypothesized that

users who rated higher importance for each indicator would

show a higher degree of norm prevalence than users who rated

a lower importance. For this particular analysis, the level
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Rating scales for Baemsagol and Second (1993) Campground:
.1: not important, 2: slightly important, 3: fairly
important, 4: very important, 5: extremely important.
Rating scales for Second (1994) Campgrouiid: 1: not
important, 2: slightly important, 3: important, 4: very
important, 5: extremely important.
Noise impact by singing while the others are noise impact
by various sources (e.g., singing, radio/cassette tape
recorder, etc.)

Table 4.4

Importance ratings on impacts

Types of impacts Baemsagol Second (1993) Second (1994)
(Mean)a (Mean)a (Mean)b

Inconsiderate
behavior 3.79 3.48

Littering 3.59 3.61 3.54

Waiting time for
water supply 2.82 2.60

Noise 2.73 2.61 3.03c

Waiting time for
restroom 2.73 2.53

Distance between
tents 2.62 2.50

Number of tents 2.57 2.39 2 . 76

Number of campers 2.54 2.33



Table 4.5

Norm prevalence by degree of importance

Chi-square test
Correlation between importance rating (1= not important
to 5= extremely important) and having norms (1= doesn't
matter; 2= specified personal norm)

* P<0.05, ** P<O..O1, P<O.00].
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Types of impacts Norm prevalence
& Importance (percent) X

Correlation'

Noise

Low (N=262) 89

High(N=244) 98 18.426***
Inconsiderate behavior

Low (N=105) 73

High(N=399) 86 1O.028** 0.09*

Number of campers

Low (N=279) 69

High(N=215) 88 26.485*** 0.25***

Number of tents

Low (N=253) 68

High(N=243) 86 22.609*** 0.25***
Distance between tents

Low (N=26l) 66

High(N=234) 83 18.804*** 0.21***
Littering

Low (N=109) 80

High(N=384) 89 5.989* 0.18***

Restroom waiting time

Low (N=167) 74

High(N=174) 86 7.715** 0.20***

Water supply waiting time

Low (N=158) 80

High(N=185) 89 5.907* 0.17***
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of importance was categorized by two levels: low

(combination of 'not important' and 'slightly important')

and high (combination of 'fairly important' to 'extremely

important'). The results showed that the subgroup which

rated higher importance showed a significantly higher degree

of norm prevalence for all impact indicators at a 0.05

significance level in the 1993 survey (See Table 4.5 for

details). This result was also consistent with the result

from the correlation analysis between importance ratings (1=

not important to 5= extremely important) and the proportion

of the number of respondents who could specify their

personal norms. There were significantly high correlations

between them in all types of impacts (Table 4.5). This

indicates that the more importance users perceive for the

impact, the more likely they are to specify a personal norm.

For 1994 data, analysis of the relationship between

importance and norm prevalence was not feasible because of

the small number of respondents in the "doesn't matter"

category.

Discussion

The results of this Study suggested that: 1) users can

specify their personal norms; 2) importance of impact

influences the extent of norm prevalence; 3) some social

norms are different across locations; and 4) social norms

are stable across time.



Norm Prevalence

Two important considerations arise from this study

concerning norm prevalence. First, respondents in this

study generally showed a high degree of norm prevalence for

all eight types of impacts, as found or described in other

studies (Shelby, 1981; Whittaker, 1987; Whittaker & Shelby,

1988; Shelby & Vaske, 1991; Vaske, Donnelly & Shelby, 1992).

It was found that users were able to specify their personal

norms on conditional impact indicators (i.e., number of

campers, number of tents, distance between tents, waiting

time for restroom, and waiting time for water supply), as

well as for behavioral impacts (i.e., noise impact,

littering and depreciative behavior by drunks). Despite the

fact that respondents generally showed higher norm

prevalence for behavioral impacts than on conditional

impacts, the results in this Study imply that the normative

approach can be applied not only to behavioral impacts, but

to conditional factors in recreation settings as well. With

regard to norm questions for conditional impact indicators

(like the number of tents and campers), a relatively high

proportion of respondents were able to specify their norms

in spite of unfamiliarity with this type of question and the

relatively low perceived importance for those indicators (in

a highly developed campground). These results also seem to

support findings from Sherif's (1936) classical norm

formation experiments in which he discovered that when there

are no existing objective guidelines, people develop their

56
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own standards or norms in order to evaluate new situations.

Contrary to the findings in other studies (Shelby 1981;

Whittaker; 1987), this study did not find that higher

prevalence of norms for the number of campers or tents

exists in less developed and lower use areas than in more

developed and higher use areas (Table 4.1). This finding

seems to reflect the similar importance ratings on these

impacts in both locations and/or the ease of answering

questions on these impacts in both places because of the

clear boundaries of the campgrounds (especially in Second
Campground). This finding could also be attributed to the

fact that even though the geographical characteristics

between the two campgrounds are quite different, both are

very popular and are heavily used at present. Especially,

during the surveying period, number of users in the

Baemsagol Campground exceeded the accommodating capacity.

At that time, many campers set up their tents in non-

designated places or found places in the emergency shelter.

Second, the degree of importance for each impact is an

important factor influencing the extent of norm prevalence

(Shelby & Vaske, 1991). This assertion is supported in the

present study by the significant relationship between

perceived importance of impact and the extent of norm

prevalence (Table 4.5). That is, the respondents who rated

high importance on certain impacts were more likely to

specify their personal norms than respondents who rated low

importance on them. The surprisingly high norm prevalence
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for waiting time for water supply in Baemsagol Campground

also could be explained by the relatively high importance

placed on this impact. This seems to reflect the present

situation (users wait a long time in line to use the water

supply because there is only one water faucet for all the

campground users).

These findings imply that important of impacts

increases norm prevalence, as suggested in other studies

(Shelby & Vaske, 1991; Whittaker, 1992). However, the

prevalence of norms across types of impacts seems to be

influenced by other factors besides importance of impacts.

Other possible factors influencing norm prevalence could be

the ease of dealing with the questions (Shelby & Vaske,

1991). This may be related to how clearly a question is

asked, how easily it may be answered, and how familiar the

respondent is with the question.

Though noise impact (e.g., mean range: 2.61-3.03) in

this study was not rated as important as impact by littering

(e.g., mean range: 3.54-3.61) or inconsiderate behavior

(e.g., mean range: 3.48-3.79), a greater proportion of

respondents had personal norms for time of making a noise

(91-100) than those who had personal norms for littering

(86-93) or for inconsiderate behavior (85). The clear

time frame, use of the response scale with a one hour

interval, and familiarity with a particular type of rule

(i.e., quiet time) might increase norm prevalence for noise

impact. With respect to the familiarity issue, users could
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be relatively familiar with the rule of quiet time in a

recreation setting because social norms that people should

not make noise too late in the night are already prevalent.

Contrasting findings on norm prevalence by Roggenbuck

et al. Study (1991) might have resulted from their including

the "can't specify" option in their normative questions. As

they have indicated, including this option may have helped

identify respondents who did not have clear personal norms,

thereby lowering the possibility for them to rate inaccurate

personal norms. However, including this option may also

lead people to miss the chance to develop their own personal

norms by allowing them to easily give up answering the

normative questions, it may lower the proportion of

respondents who specify their personal norms, especially for

unfamiliar normative questions like number of encounters.

On-site surveys, the use of scales in normative

questions, and campgrounds with relatively clear boundaries

all seem to help respondents develop their personal norms.

In order to collect normative data effectively, researchers

need to consider various factors which might influence the

norm prevalence, including the selection of impact

indicators and surveying procedures.

Tolerance Levels for Norms

Some social norms were clearly different across

different locations, as found in other studies (Whittaker &

Shelby, 1988; Martinson & Shelby, 1991). For those norms
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which were statistically different across locations, all

supported the notion that social norms are less restrictive

in more developed and higher use areas (Whittaker & Shelby,

1988; Martinson & Shelby, 1991). Norms which were different

across locations also seem to reflect the generally

different types of experiences which each location provides

(Shelby & Vaske, 1991; Roggenbuck, Williams, Bange & Dean,

1991). These findings suggest that managers should develop

evaluative judgements on the basis of site-specific social

norms, as emphasized by other studies (Whittaker & Shelby,

1988; Shelby & Vaske, 1991).

Agreement about Norms

The extent of norm agreement on some types of impacts

(inconsiderate behavior, number of campers and tents, and

distance between tents) was different across locations.

The comparison of norm agreement by standard deviation (SD)

seems to support the previous findings that norm agreement

is higher in the less developed and lower use areas for

those impacts (Shelby, 1981; Whittaker & Shelby, 1988).

Based on the frequency distribution of responses, as shown

in Figure C .2 (Appendix C), about 95 of respondents in

Baemsagol Campground rated their tolerable number of

inconsiderate drunken campers within two persons, while only

about 74 of respondents in Second Campground rated it

within two persons. This finding is also consistent with

the result from the comparison of SD across locations.



Types of Norms

Multiple tolerance norms are more likely to exist when

there are no well-established norms or objective frames of

references which guide people to develop personal norms.

Norms for types of impacts about which people were well

informed or which were important to people seem more likely

to show a no tolerance or single tolerance norm than norms

for types of impacts which were less-informed or less

important to people. For example, while inconsiderate

behavior or littering behavior showed single or no-tolerance

norms in most cases, other impacts like noise, waiting time

for using facilities, number of campers and tents, and

distance between tents tended to show multiple social norms

in many cases. Whittaker (1988) found that the degree of

norm agreement tended to be lower in the case of multiple

tolerance norms than in the case of no tolerance or single

tolerance norms. The findings of this study imply that

informing people about appropriate behaviors or conditions

in recreation settings might lead to more single or no

tolerance norms than multiple tolerance norms. Thus,

evaluative judgements may more easily be developed by

minimizing possible conflict situations among interest

groups and getting higher norm agreement. This hypothesis

needs to be studied in the future.

Social norms in recreation settings should be

relatively stable through time in order to establish

evaluative standards. If norms in recreation settings are
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change unpredictably, they may provide a less reliable basis

of information to develop evaluative standards. Findings in

this study--that there are consistencies in social norms

across time--meet this requirement, and the extent of norm

agreement also remained consistent across time. However, in

this study, only three impacts (i.e., noise, littering, and

number of tents) were examined in a particular location and

certain period of time. More empirical studies on this

issue on various types of impacts across various locations

and periods of time will make this evidence more clear. The

results found in this study were contrasted with findings by

the Shelby et al. study (1988), in which it was found that

norms for the number of camp encounters changed between 1977

and 1984 on the Rogue River. The contrasting results from

their study might be due to the short period of time for

this study and/or the relatively unchanged conditions at

this study site during those periods.

Finally, this study satisfied the requirements of the

normative approach regarding the prevalence of norms and

norm consistency across time. It also supported the

findings of previous studies in which there were differences

in social norms and the extent of norm agreement across

locations.

As indicated by Vaske et al. (1986), normative data is

useful because it provides researchers or managers with

information about social norms and the degree of norm

prevalence and agreement- - information which is necessary for
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developing evaluative standards. Types of norms also help

to identify Conflict situations among users or interest

groups who have different norms. When this conflict

situation exists, it is not possible to develop evaluative

judgments before clarifying or resolving the conflict

situation. However, there have been no studies on how to

deal with situations in which norm prevalence or extent of

norm agreement are low and multiple tolerance norms exist.

These questions can be better understood by examining how

norms in recreation settings are formed, and will be dealt

with in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 5

EFFECTS OF INFORMATION ON USERS' NORMATIVE STANDARDS IN A
RECREATION SEING

Introduction and Previous Studies

Establishing evaluative standards for recreation

impacts has become a very important concern for researchers

and managers in recreation resource planning and

management. Some researchers (Hendee, Stankey & Lucas,

1978) have indicated the lack of objectives as a major

shortcoming in many management plans. Many other

researchers also have emphasized the need to develop

specific objectives and standards which allow managers to

explicitly state the conditions they seek and to assess

performance with regard to attaining these objectives

(Shelby & Heberlein, 1986; Vaske, Shelby, Graefe &

Heberlein, 1986).

In the United States, there are current major resource

management and planning frameworks such as the Limits of

Acceptable Change (LAC: Stankey, Cole, Lucas, Petersen &

Frissell, 1985), the Carrying Capacity Assessment Process

(C-CAP: Shelby & Heberlein, 1986) and Visitor Impact

Management (VIM: Graefe, Kuss & Vaske, 1987). Other

management frameworks, such as Visitor Experience and

Resource Protection (VERP: Hof, Hammett, Rees, Belnap, Poe,

Lime & Maiming, 1994), are being developed. All these

management frameworks, as a common crucial step, involve
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systematic procedures to identify impacts associated with

recreational uses and specify evaluative standards for

determining how much impact is acceptable or appropriate.

These frameworks also allow for the selection of

alternative management strategies when impacts exceed

standards.

Determining standards has been one of the most

challenging problems encountered in application of these

management frameworks. There have been continuing efforts

among researchers and managers to find ways to develop

evaluative standards. Satisfaction or perceived crowding,

which are often found in crowding and carrying capacity

literature, have proven not to be very useful as evaluative

standards for recreational impacts. In most studies of the

satisfaction model, it didn't meet the necessary premise

that there must be a relationship between use level (or

encounter level) and satisfaction (Shelby & Heberlein,

1986; Manning, 1986). The perceived crowding model also

has weaknesses, because crowding is influenced by other

various personal, social and situational factors, rather

than by objective characteristics of an area, or it lacks

a clear criteria for identifying the point at which

unacceptable levels of crowding are reached (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986). The traditional approach, in which

evaluative judgements are entirely based on experts' or

managers' judgements, also has a problem, considering the

frequently found differences in preferences or standards
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between managers and actual users (Hendee & Harris, 1970;

Peterson, 1974; Shelby & Shindler, 1992). The increasing

importance of reflecting public opinions in resource

management decisions (Heberlein, 1975; Erickson, 1980) make

this approach even more unacceptable.

The normative approach has been suggested as a useful

way to establish standards because it can be used for the

conceptualization, collection, and organization of

empirical data regarding value judgements about

recreational activities and conditions (Vaske, Donnelly &

Shelby, 1992). In the normative approach, shared social

norms are used to develop standards which evaluate

recreational activities, behaviors, or environmental

conditions as acceptable or desirable (Vaske, Shelby,

Graefe & Heberlejn, 1986). The basic idea of the approach

came from the application of Jackson's "return potential

model," which defines social norms with four norm

characteristics: the range of tolerable impact, the degree

of norm intensity, the optimum impact, and the extent of

norm crystallization (level of agreement). The major

benefit of applying this model is that this approach

distinguishes between personal and social norms. Social

norms can be empirically or quantitatively derived from

personal norm information measured at individual levels

(Shelby & Vaske, 1991).

Many empirical studies have been conducted for a

variety of activities, in various locations, using
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different types of impacts and user groups. These studies

have led to considerable evolution on the scope of

applications and the specific techniques for measuring,

analyzing and representing the data (Shelby & Vaske, 1991).

Though many studies (including Shelby, Vaske et al. and

Roggerthuck et al.) have started from the study of encounter

norms, the use of the normative approach has been extended

to various types of issues such as norms on ecological

impacts (Shelby, Vaske & Harris, 1988; Whittaker & Shelby,

1988; Shelby & Shindler, 1992), norms on the level of

instream flows (Shelby & Whittaker, 1990) and norms on

wildlife management practices (Vaske & Donnelly, 1988).

The normative approach has also been applied across various

activities (e.g., canoeing, rafting, tubing, fishing,

sailing, hunting, backpacking, and camping) and across

different areas (wilderness to highly developed areas).

For a more comprehensive and specific review, the reader

should consult Vaske et al. (1992).

The above mentioned studies found that social norms

are different across different locations (Whittaker, 1988),

across different activity participants (Shelby & Heberlein,

1986; Shelby & Whittaker, 1990) and among various interest

groups (Shelby & Shindler, 1992; Vaske & Donnelly, 1988).

Social norms are also influenced by user definitions of

recreation experience (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986;

Roggenbuck, Williams, Bange & Dean, 1991). However, in

order to develop evaluative standards based on norms, two
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necessary conditions must be met: 1) many users must have

norms on activities, behaviors, or environmental conditions

in the recreation setting; and 2) there should be high norm

agreement among the users (Shelby & Heberlein, 1986; Shelby

& Vaske, 1991; Roggenbuck, Williams, Bange & Dean, 1991).

These have been important concerns among researchers

regarding the use of the normative approach.

According to findings from previous studies, norm

prevalence is greater and norm agreement exists when the

selected impact indicators are important to users (Shelby &

Vaske, 1991). In undeveloped low use recreation settings

in which encounter level is important, people had lower

tolerance encounter norms with more norm agreement and norm

prevalence than did people in more developed high use areas

(Shelby & Vaske, 1991; Vaske, Donnelly & Shelby, 1992).

Even within the same types of impacts, people who perceived

an impact as more important showed higher norm prevalence

than did people who perceived an impact as less important

(See chapter 4) . Whittaker (1992) emphasized that

selecting important impact indicators is one of the most

critical criteria to be considered in order to use the

normative approach effectively.

Different types of norms are important considerations

in the development of standards. Whittaker and Shelby

(1988) identified that there are three types of norms: 1) A

no tolerance norm which exists when the majority of users

don't accept any level of impact, 2) a single tolerance
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norm which exists when many users show similar acceptable

impact levels greater than zero, and 3) a multiple

tolerance norm which exists when more than two groups of

users have distinctively different acceptable levels of

impact. These three types have contributed to the

understanding of how evaluative standards could be

developed for each type of norm situation. Among these

types of norms, as Whittaker and Shelby (1988) have

indicated, multiple tolerance norm situations are the most

complex situations in the development of standards. When

they do exist, the development of rational standards is not

possible unless the conflict situations can be resolved

between different user groups which have different

standards or views. With respect to the degree of norm

agreement, it was also found that multiple tolerance norms

are more likely to be less crystallized (have a lower group

agreement) than no tolerance norms or single tolerance

norms (Whittaker & Shelby, 1988).

While there have been intense efforts by researchers

to find whether or not the necessary conditions of the

normative approach are met, and when or what situations

those conditions are better met, there have been no studies

on how managers might promote higher levels of norm

prevalence and norm agreement in order to develop

evaluative standards more easily. It is unrealistic to

expect total agreement, and determining how much agreement

is enough for norm consensus is a political question
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(Shelby & Vaske, 1991). However, understanding how norms

are formed and agreement develops in recreation Settings

might help better use of the normative approach.

Individuals rely upon norms as guidelines or standards

to judge environmental conditions or activities as good or

bad, better or worse (Vaske, Shelby, Graefe & Heberlein,

1986). However, in recreation settings for which many

shared social norms are not developed yet (Shelby & Vaske,

1991), users are most likely to evaluate activities or

environments on the basis of their personal expectations or

norms. This may result in a wide range of evaluative

standards among users and may lower the extent of norm

agreement. If so, it will reduce the effectiveness of the

normative approach in determining evaluative standards in

recreation settings. In this situation, information may

provide coimnon guidelines to help users evaluate activities

and conditions. This may result in the formation of shared

social norms, leading to higher norm agreement among users.

In Sherif's (1936) classic experimentation on norm

formation, subjects were asked to estimate the range of a

light's movements by utilizing an optical illusion

(the so-called autokinetic effect). When he tested

subjects alone, and without an objective measure for

gauging the extent of movements, people developed their own

personal norms or standards to use as reference points in

comparing and evaluating each of the successive movements.

However, in the organized group setting which was made up
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of the subjects who had very different personal norms,

information from other members of the group encouraged the

subjects' personal norms to converge toward a group

standard (Sherif, 1936).

The major underlying rationale for the present study

is that specific information regarding recreation behaviors

or impacts might provide site users with an objective frame

of reference from which they may develop and establish

normative standards which are shared. Consequently, many

individual user norms may converge toward the referent

point given by information, eventually increasing the

extent of group agreement. In this process, if information

can effectively change multiple tolerance norms to a no

tolerance or single tolerance norm, conflict situations

(reflected by multiple tolerance norms) may be reduced or

resolved. Information might be particularly effective for

users who don't have norms or cannot specify their norms.

Information may also reduce the number of users who are

represented in the "doesn't matter," or "don't care"

categories, thereby increasing norm prevalence. Perceived

importance of certain impacts among users might be

influenced by providing information which helps people

recognize the importance of particular impacts (e.g.,

littering).

As indicated by Shelby and Vaske (1991), the

popularity of recreation in wildiand has a relatively short

history, and many norms in recreation settings are in the
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emerging stage. Because of these factors which contribute

to uncertainty, individuals are more likely to define their

realities and develop personal judgements or norms using

given specific information as a frame of reference

(Michener, DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990).

Information dissemination has been one of the most

popularly used management tools in recreation resource

management. The use of information in recreation settings

has been recommended because of its non-controversial

(Clark, Hendee & Burgess, 1972) and cost-effective approach

(Roggenbuck & Ham, 1986). In addition, the indirect

approach of information dissemination is congruent with the

inherent definition of recreation, which emphasizes

voluntary activity and freedom to choose (Lucas, 1982;

Roggenbuck & Watson, 1986).

The purpose of this study is 1) to examine how

information dissemination in a recreation setting

influences user norms regarding recreational impacts, and

2) to discuss the role of information in the application of

the normative approach from managerial perspectives.

The specific objectives of this study are described

below:

determine whether there are differences in

user degrees of knowledge about recreational impact

(i.e., quiet time by singing) among different types

of information treatment groups,

determine how different types of information



treatments affect user norms, including social

norms, degree of norm agreement, norm prevalence,

and types of norms,

determine whether there is a relationship

between knowledge and user norms,

identify whether information influences user's

perceived importance of recreational impact

indicators.

Methods

Study Site

This study was conducted in 1994 at a developed

campground, Second Campground, located within the Chin-

Mountain National Park (MNP) in Korea (Figure 3.1). The

czvlNP was the first designated national park in Korea

(1967). It spreads over three provinces: Chollaiukdo

Province (107.28 km2; 26,509.3 acres), Chollanamdo Province

(87.24 km2;21,557.4 acres) and Kyongsangnamdo Province

(245.931 1cm2; 60,770.5 acres). The park's total area is

440.451 km2 (108,837.2 acres), making it the biggest

mountain-type national park in Korea (the Ministry of

Construction, 1987). Second Campground is located at the

entrance of the northern part of the CMNP, which belongs to

Chollabukdo Province. This campground is one of three

campgrounds that are located near this entrance area

(Figure 3.1). It is a flat campground, the total area of

73
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which is about 1,500 m2, accommodating from 60 to 80 tents.

Although there are some differences in the use rate,

depending on the locations of the entrance areas, the

general use rate of CMNP has been increasing by

an average of l2.0 per year. This trend is predicted to

continue to 2001 with a similar increase rate of 1l.l

(Ministry of Construction, 1987 & 1988). At present, this

campground is very popular, and many campers use the area

because of its easy access and high quality of natural

resources.

Although many campers in this campground participate

in various recreation activities, singing and listening to

radio or cassette tape recorders are the most popular

activities in this campground. Though singing was not

allowed in this campground, traditionally singing in the

campground has been one of the most popular activities and

the rule seemed to be entirely ignored, or people may not

be aware of it. Littering, use conflict, and crowding

problems are likely to be major concerns in this

campground.

Sampi inq

The subjects for the study were obtained from on-site

visitors at the Second Campground at the peak time of

visitation during the months of August, 1994. The study

survey sample was composed of all individual campground

users over 17 years old. Surveyors visited each visitor's
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tent and asked if they were willing to complete a survey

questionnaire, suggesting that all group members

participate in the survey if possible. In most tents at

least one camper agreed, and they were given the survey

questionnaire. Two hundred eighty subjects were given the

survey. The number of samples in each treatment group were

40 (Table 3.2). Of the total 280 questionnaires

distributed, 253 (9O.49) were usable for data analysis

after excluding under-ri-year old respondents or unreliable

responses.

Information Treatments

Information was given three ways: 1) Information was

described in the front page of the questionnaire with the

heading, "Things that you should know in this campground,"

2) brochure distribution, and 3) brochure plus instruction

for the survey. For information treatments of brochure and

brochure plus instruction, a surveyor posed as an employee

of the park management office and visited every tent,

distributing brochures from 6:00 to 8:00 o'clock p.m. (the

time most campers arrived at the campground). For the

brochure plus instruction group, a surveyor distributed the

brochure, told campers not to make noise by singing after

10:00 o'clock p.m., and asked them to read through the

brochure.

All versions of information were written under the

name of Chin-Mountain National Park Northern Region
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Management Office to present the information with more

authority and credibility.

Seven treatments (including the control group) were

given to respondents. Five out of seven treatments (except

brochure and brochureinstruction) were described in the

front page of the questionnaire. The content of the

information was constructed on the basis of Schwartz's norm

activation model (Schwartz, 1968). No information was

given to the control group. Information treatment groups

are described as follows:

Treatment group I: Without Awareness of Consequences

and Ascribing Responsibility (WACAR) group. This

group received directive information which has been

frequently used in present recreation settings, like,

"Please don't make noise by singing. from 10:00 p.m.

to 7:00 a.m. in this campground."

Treatment group II: Awareness of Consequences (AC)

group. This group was given the information

explaining the consequences to other campers of their

singing behavior at night. The content of

information was, "Please don't make noise by singing

from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. in this campground.

Many campers in this campground say that they come to

this place to enjoy a quiet and peaceful atmosphere.

Only one person's inconsiderate singing during this

time not only interferes with their sleeping, but

also seriously destroys the whole atmosphere of this
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campground and many others' camping experiences.

Treatment group III: Ascription of Responsibility

(AR) group. The information for this group was

designed so that respondents would not ascribe

responsibility for their actions away from

themselves. In other words, statements about singing

were constructed so that respondents would feel a

strong responsibility for their singing action to

other campers. They were given information like,

"Please don't make noise by singing from 10:00 p.m.

to 7:00 a.m.. The whole atmosphere and many others'

camping experiences depend on how you behave in this

campground."

Treatment group IV: Awareness of Consequences and

Ascription of Responsibility (ACAR) group. The

combined information of both AC and AR. described

above was given. The information statements were

constructed like, "Please don't make noise by

singing from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.. Many campers

in this campground say that they come to this place

to enjoy a quiet and peaceful atmosphere. Only one

person's inconsiderate singing during this time not

only interferes with their sleeping, but also

seriously destroys the whole atmosphere of this

campground and many others' camping experiences.

The whole atmosphere and many others' camping

experiences depend on how you behave in this
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campground."

Treatment group V: Brochure (BR) group. The brochure

was written with exactly the same content of

information as that of Treatment IV. It was made of

light blue, colored paper (size: 8.5" x 5.5").

The brochure was designed to reduce the reader's

efforts in reading it with the selection of Korean

Gothic style print in black colored letters.

Treatment group VI: Brochure and Instruction

(BR+Inst) group. The BR+Inst group treatment

involved both distributing brochures used in

Treatment V and telling campers, "please don't

make noise by singing after 10 o'clock in this

campground. Please read through this brochure."

Procedures

Data collection was conducted by survey questionnaire

administration and information treatments. Surveyors

camped at Second Campground during the surveying period.

Because most of the campground users stayed at least one

night in this campground, and because there was a potential

high probability of low return rate for mail-back

questionnaires, the on-site approach was selected. This

method has some potential advantages: 1) it gets a higher

return rate than mail-back questionnaires; 2) it helps

respondents answer the questions more easily and more

accurately than their having to rely entirely on long past
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memories when answering the mail-back questionnaire; and 3)

it is easy for a surveyor to help by answering questions

respondents may have at the time.

Because many campers leave the campground early in the

morning, surveyors got up about 5:30 a.m.. Surveyors

distributed questionnaires by visiting tents in the order

of which campers first got up in the morning. They

distributed different numbered versions of the

questionnaires each time to prevent potential bias which

might be caused by the influence of wake-up time or tent

location. The surveyors asked the campers to participate

in the survey, and if they were willing, survey

questionnaires were distributed to them. The surveyor told

them to take as much time as they wanted in answering the

questions, and asked them not to discuss with other group

members while answering the questions.

Selection of Studied Indicators and Design of the
Questionnaire Instrument

Whittaker (1992) suggested that indicators selected

for the normative approach should be important for users in

order to use the approach more effectively and achieve a

high degree of norm prevalence and norm agreement.

Information about users' perceived importance of various

impacts was collected from management officials through the

procedures of the focus group meeting. It was also

collected through the pretest, which included questions on
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the importance of various types of impacts and the

observations of a researcher.

For this particular study, quiet time by singing was

selected because people generally perceived this impact as

important and analysis of pretest showed there existed

multiple tolerance norms at 10:00 p.m. and 12:00 p.m.. It

was intended to be a good indicator for finding out whether

information could converge the individuals' norms and lead

a multiple tolerance norm to a single tolerance norm.

The 1994 survey questionnaire was based upon the

pretest and the Chin-Mountain National Park Survey

administered during July and August, 1993. For the 1993

pretest, a focus group of 10 graduate and undergraduate

students from the Forestry Department at chonnam National

University read through the questionnaire as if they were

actual respondents.

The questionnaire was refined on the basis of their

comments. The 1993 survey was conducted during August of

the same year. This survey questionnaire dealt with

questions on a variety of impact indicators. The 1994

survey questionnaire was similar to the survey

questionnaire used in the 1993 survey in many aspects,

except that it was constructed to study noise impacts more

specifically.



Measures

User's knowledge

To measure the user's knowledge about rules on singing

activity, respondents were asked, "According to the present

campground rule, what is the time when campers should stop

making noise by singing in this campground?" They were

asked to check the appropriate one hour interval between

6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.. Other answer options were

included, such as, tT don't know," and, , is not

allowed anytime in this campground.

User's normative standards

The measure of user's norms was patterned after

Shelby's (1981) single item format measure of social norms.

To measure user's normative standards for noise by singing,

it asked, "In this campground, it would be OK for me if

other campers make noise by singing as late as

____o'clock at night (other's making noise after this time

will make my camping experience become unpleasant) ."

An option of, "It doesn't matter to me," was given for the

respondents who didn't have specific norms or who

regarded this indicator as unimportant for their

experience.

Analysis

A normality check for knowledge and normative data

showed that most of the data was not normally distributed.
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Thus, statistical tests (e.g., Median 1-Way analysis or

Kruskal-Walljs test) for non-parametric data were used for

comparative analysis of normative standards among

information treatment groups. However, three central

tendency measures (mode, median, and mean) were described

in order to provide as much information as possible.

Comparison of degree of norm agreement was tested by

using homogeneity of variance test (Levl:med) for non-

parametric data which is recommended by Brown and Forsythe

(1974) and Conover et al. (1981). It uses an analysis of
-J

variance on - X1, which uses median (X1) instead of

mean(1) to improve the robustness of the test. The norm

crystallization (or degree of group agreement) was also

analyzed by standard deviation (SD) around the mean (Shelby

1981; Shelby & Vaske, 1991), coefficient of variation (CV)

(Roggen1uck, Williams, Bange & Dean, 1991), and semi-

interquartile range (SIQR) in order to compare the results.

The degree of norm prevalence was measured by the

proportion who answered, "It doesn't matter to me"

(Roggenbuck, Williams, Bange & Dean, 1991).

Results

Information and User's Norms

Where there were no significant differences,

information treatment groups were combined into two groups

in order to simplify the figures and analysis. One group
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(hereafter, Info. I group) was combined from WACAR, AC, AR,

and AC+AR while the other group (hereafter, Info. II) was

combined from BR and BR+Inst.

In all of the treatment groups, user's tolerable time

f or singing generally showed the multiple tolerance norms,

with the high frequencies at 10:00 p.m. and 12:00 p.m..

Figure 5.1. presents the norms for the control group and

information treatment groups. The means for the different

treatment groups ranged from 10:47 p .m. to 11:44 p.m., and

the median ranged from 11:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. (See Table

5.1 & Figure 5.1 for details).

The hypotheses proposed that users who received

information would show: 1) tolerable levels closer to the

specific information given (i.e., 10:00 p.m. for time of

singing), 2) higher norm agreement, and 3) more single

tolerance norms than users who didn't get any information.

In addition, it was also predicted that there would be

differences in the tolerance levels and the degree of norm

agreement among the different information treatment groups.

The results of Median 1-way analysis supported the

first hypothesis. Data analysis showed significant

differences among the three different groups at the 0.05

level (Table 5.1). As shown in Table 5.1, the Info. II

group (Mean: 10:47 p.m., Median: 11:00 p.m., Mode: 10:00

p.m.) had a significantly closer tolerable time to the

given information (i.e., 10:00 p.m.) than the control group

(Mean: 11:44 p.m., Median: 12:00 p.m., Mode: 12:00 p.m.)



Table 5.1

Comparison of users' normative standards on quiet time for singing between different
information treatment groups

Treatments Median3 MMS' Mean3 SD CV SIQR23 Mode

Info. I group: combined WACAR, AC, AR, and AC+AR information groups
Info. II group: combined Brochure and Brochure+Inst groups

MMS: Mean median score (number of points above median/n)

SIQR: Semi-interquartile range

4:10:00 p.m.; 5:11:00 p.m.; 6:12:00 p.m.; 7:1:00 a.m.

a: Significant at P<0.05 in Median 1-Way Analysis for equality of median.

* Homogeneity of variance test (Levl:med) for non-parametric data recommended
by Conover et al. (1981) : F=1.08 DF=2, 216 Prob>F=0.3418

Control (N=33) 6.0 0.6 5.7 1.8 31.6 4-7 6.0

Info. I (N=123) 5.0 0.5 5.2 1.6 29.9 4-6 6.0

Info. II (N=63r 5.0 0.3 4.8 1.4 30.0 4-6 4.0
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and Info I. group (Mean: 11:13 p.m., Median: 11:00 p.m.,

Mode: 12:00 p.m.).

However, although the previous analysis can provide

information about the present social norms of the three

groups, it may not be the appropriate measure for comparing

the degree of convergence of norms to the given

information. The degree of the convergence of norms could

be better measured by comparing to what degree personal

norms deviate from 10 p.m. among the three information

groups. In order to compare the degree of norm convergence

between three groups, the absolute value of the amount of

standard deviation from 10 o'clock was compared. As shown

in Figure 5.2, the Info. II group showed significantly

smaller SD (SD:1.l4) from 10 p.m. than did the control

group (SD:1.97) (F=5.31, DF=2, 216, Prob>F=0.0056)

However, there was no significant difference between the

Info. I (SD:1.59) and Info. II (SD:1.14) groups. In both

tests, no difference was evident in degree of convergence

to 10 o'clock for both the control group and the Info. I

group.

To check by another method whether there were effects

of information treatments on the tolerable time of singing,

the Chi-square test was used to compare the proportion of

users who rated tlexactly 10 p.m." among the different

information treatment groups. The results also showed a

strong association between types of information treatments

and the proportion of users who rated "exactly 10 p.m."
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(Table 5.2). About 32.4 percent of the Info. II group

rated "exactly 10 p.m." as their tolerable time by singing,

while about 18.0 percent of the Info. I group and 16.2

percent of the control group rated it as their tolerable

time, respectively.

The homogeneity of variance test (Levl:med) for non-

parametric data recommended by Conover et al. (1981) didn't

support the second hypothesis that information groups had

significantly smaller variance than the control group at

0.05 significance level as shown in Table 5.1 (DF=2, 216

F=1.08 Prob>F=0.3418).

The third hypothesis also was not supported. That is,

the information treatments didn't change the type of norm

(from multiple tolerance norm to single tolerance norm).

In contrast to this expectation, and according to the shape

of the graph for the distribution of the tolerable time of

singing, information treatments created the shape more

skewed to 10 p.m., resulting in a more clear multiple

tolerance norm at 10 p.m. and 12 p.m. than in the control

group (Figure 5.1).

Another hypothesis relating to the amount of norm

prevalence was that the information groups would show

higher degree of norm prevalence than the control group.

For the analysis, the degree of norm prevalence was

measured by the proportion of "doesn't matter" responses on

the question which asked for the tolerable time for singing

in the campground. Respondents who chose the "doesn't
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Table 5.2

Percentage distribution of compliance and non-compliance on

tolerable time of singing by information treatments

Info. I group: combined WACAR, AC, AR, and AC+AR

information groups

Info. II group: combined Brochure and Brochure-i-Inst

groups

* For relationship between individual groups: CHISQ=6.32l

DF=2 Prob >CHISQ=0.042

Compliance Non-compliance Total

Control 6(16.2) 31(83.8) 37(15.2)

Info. I 25(18.0) 114(82.0) 139(57.0)

Info. II 22(32.4) 46(67.7) 68(27.9)

Total 53(21.7) 191(78.3) 244(100.0)



Table 5.3
Comparison of the degree of norm prevalence on time of

singing between different information treatment groups

90

Treatments Doesn't matter Norm

Control (N=37) o ( 0.0) 37 (100.0)
WACAR (N=33) 4 (12.1) 29 ( 87.9)
AC (N=37) 1 ( 2.7) 36 ( 97.3)
AR (N=33) 4 (12.1) 29 ( 87.9)
AC+AR (N=36) 0 ( 0.0) 36 (100.0)
BR (N=35) 2 ( 5.7) 33 ( 94.3)
BR+Inst (N=33) 2 ( 6.1) 31 ( 93.9)
Total (N=244) 13 ( 5.3) 231 ( 94.7)
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matter" option were regarded as having "no specific norms"

or as "can't specify the number." Descriptive analysis

showed about 94.7 percent of total respondents could answer

the normative question for the quiet time for singing

(Table 5.3). This resulted in too few samples for "doesn't

matter" responses for statistical analysis to determine the

hypothesis.

Information and Knowledge

In exploring the relationship between information and

degree of knowledge, all responses to these questions were

aggregated into two groups: 1) correct knowledge group, 2)

wrong knowledge group. All respondents who didn't indicate

the accurate time (10 p.m.), including "don' t know," were

regarded as "incorrect knowledge," while respondents who

indicated the right answer (10 p.m.) were regarded as

"correct knowledge." it was expected that the information

groups which were informed about the quiet time by Singing

would have a significantly higher degree of knowledge

regarding the rule than the control group.

As shown in Table 5.4, there was a statistically

significant relationship between information treatments and

the number of respondents who had the correct knowledge.

At the aggregate level, information treatment groups which

received any type of information appeared to have higher

percentages of respondents with the correct knowledge than

the control group, which was not given any information
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Table 5.4

Effects of different types of information treatments on the

degree of user's knowledge about quiet time for singing

For relationship between individual groups:

CHISQ=30.046, DF=6, Prob >CHISQ=0.0001

For relationship between control group and aggregate

information group: CHISQ23.268, DF=l, Prob>CHISQ=O.0001

Treatments Correct Wrong Total

Control' 3( 8.3) 33(91.7) 36(14.8)

Agg. Info.2 107(51.7) 100(48.3) 207(85.2)
WACAR 15(44.1) 19(55.9) 34(14.0)

AC 20(57.1) 15(42.9) 35(14.4)

AR 12(36.4) 21(63.6) 33(13.6)

AC+AR 23(62.2) 14(37.8) 37(15.2)

BR 18(50.0) 18(50.0) 36(14.8)

BRInst 19(59.4) 13(40.6) 32(13.2)

Total 110(45.3) 133(54.7) 243(100.0)
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(CHISQ=23.268 DF=1 Prob>CHISQ=0.0001). Only 8.3 percent of

the control group indicated the correct knowledge, compared

to 51.7 percent of the aggregated information group (Table

5.4).

At the individual level, different. types of

information appeared to be significantly related to user's

degree of knowledge (CHISQ=30 . 046 DF=6 Prob>CHISQ=0 . 0001),

as shown in Table 5.4. The order of each group's degree of

knowledge from least to greatest was: control group (8.3%-),

AR group (36.4%-), WACAR group (44.1%-), BR group (50.0%-), AC

group (57.1%-), BR+Inst group (59.4%-) and ACAR group

(62.2%-)

The control group (12:00 p.m.) also showed a

significantly later mean for quiet time than the remaining

information treatment groups, from BRInst (9:58 p.m.),

ACAR (10:11 p.m.), BR (10:16 p.m.), AR (10:20 p.m.), WACAR

(10:30 p.m.), to AC (10 :52 p.m.). Except that the BR+Inst

group showed a significantly earlier mean quiet time than

the AC group, there were no significant differences in

knowledge among the other remaining information treatment

groups (Table 5.5).

In sum, the data clearly showed that users who were

given any information about the specific rule on quiet time

by singing had more correct knowledge than those users who

didn't get information.



Table 5.5

Effects of different types of information treatments on

user's knowledge about quiet time for singing
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For relationship between individual groups:

CHISQ=24.877, DF=6, Prob >CHISQ=0.0004

For relationship between control group and aggregate

information group: CHISQ=14.082, DF1, Prob>CHISQO.0002

4:10:00 p.m.; 5:11:00 p.m.; 6:12:00 p.m.

Table 5.6

The user's tolerable time of singing by user's knowledge

a: 4:10:00 p.m.; 5:11:00 p.m.; 6:12:00 p.m. b: Mean Rank

Kruskal-Walljs Test: CHISQ=l7.640, DF=2, Prob >CHISQ=0.000l

Knowledge Med Meana SD CV b Mode

Before 10 o'clock (N=24)' 5 4.5 1.5 33.7 59.5 3

10 o'clock (N=102)2 5 5.1 1.5 29.3 76.6 4

After 10 o'clock (N=34)3 6 6.1 1.4 22.3 107.0 6

Treatments Mean3 SD Mean Rank

Control (N=13)' 6.0 2.3 116.5

Agg. Info. (N=145)2 4.4 1.0 76.2

WACAR (N=22) 4.5 1.1 81.8

AC (N=31) 4.9 1.4 92.0

AR. (N=15) 4.3 1.2 72.1

ACAR (N=27) 4.2 0.7 71.2

BR (N=27) 4.3 0.9 73 . 7

BR+Inst (N=23) 4.0 0.6 60.9

1*2 comparison: Z=-l.73018 Prob > 1Z=0.0836
1*3 comparison: Z=-3.76391 Prob > Z=0.0002
2*3 comparison: Z= 3.44985 Prob > 1Z=0.0006



Knowledge and User's Norms

It was predicted that user knowledge is a better

predictive variable for normative standards than

information treatments, because people may not read or

remember the content of information, or may not change

their existing knowledge even when they have received

information (e.g., perceived credibility of information).

User's individual knowledge of the quiet time was

significantly related to user's tolerable time of other's

singing in the campground. As shown in Table 5.6, users

who knew the quiet time by singing as "before 10 o'clock"

rated their tolerable time for singing at about 10:28 p.m.

on the average (median: 11:00 p.m.), while users who knew

it as "10 o'clock" and "after 10 o'clock," rated it at

about 11:08 p.m. (median: 11:00 p.m.) and 12:07 p.m.

(median: 12:00 p.m.), respectively. The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum

Test for two sample comparison showed that users who

thought. the quiet time was, "after 12 o'clock" had

significantly higher tolerable time than the other two

groups did. This relationship was also supported by the

results of correlation analysis (Pearson correlation

coefficient: r=0.3897, P=0.000l) .

A further analysis was conducted to find out whether

users who knew the quiet time by singing as "10 o'clock"

were more likely to rate the tolerable time for singing

exactly at 10 o'clock than were the other users who knew it

95
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as some other time (not 10 o'clock). The result of the

Chi-square statistical test showed that there was a strong

statistical association (CHISQ=9 . 883, Prob>CHISQ=0 . 002)

between them (Table 5.7). About 27.8 percent of the

respondents who had correct knowledge (10 o'clock) rated

their tolerable time by singing as "10 o'clock," while only

7.8 percent of the respondents who had wrong knowledge

rated "10 o'clock" as their tolerable time.

In sutnmary, there was strong support for the

expectation that there is a relationship between user

knowledge and their tolerable time for singing. In other

words, the tolerable time for singing is dependent on what

users know about the rule for quiet time.

Information and Perceived Importance

Perceived importance of impacts has been found to be

an important factor influencing the extent of norm

prevalence (See Chapter 4). This section is concerned with

whether or not information may increase perceived

importance so that the extent of norm prevalence may be

increased.

It was hypothesized that users who received

information treatments would perceive the impact indicator

as more important than users within the control group.

This hypothesis, however, was not supported. There was no

direct effect of information treatments on user's perceived

importance at the 0.05 significance level (See Table 5.8).



Time of tolerance by singing

Knowledge 10 o'clock Not 10 o'clock Total

Total 35(20.4) 137(79.7) 172(100.0)

CHISQ=9..883 DF=1 Prob >CHISQ=0.002
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Table 5.7

Percentage distribution of user's tolerable time of singing

by user's knowledge

10 o'clock 30 (27 .8) 78(72.2) 108 (62 .8)

Not 10 o'clock 5( 7.8) 59(92.2) 64(37.2)
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Table 5.8

Comparison of the level of perceived importance on time of

singing between different information treatment groups

1. Kruskal-Wafljs Test CHISQ=5.2205 DF=6 Prob>CHISQ=O.5159

Mean SD Mean Rank

Control (N=38) 3.0 1.1 130.4

WACAR (N=35) 2.9 1.2 124.3

AC (N=36) 2.9 1.2 119.8

AR (N=34) 2.7 1.2 111.9

AC+.AR (N=37) 3.2 1.1 142.2

BR (N=35) 3.0 1.0 128.8

BR+Inst (N=33) 2.7 1.3 111.7
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Summary

As shown in the diagram (Figure 5.3), this study found

that:

information treatments may increase the user's

knowledge of rules for recreation behavior,

knowledge is a strong influential factor

determining user norms,

the information treatment used in this study can

modify users' social norms, and

use of information didn't increase norm agreement

or perceived importance of the impact and didn't

change types of norms.

Discussion

The main objective of this study was to determine how

information affects user norms, especially social norms,

norm agreement, perceived importance of impacts, and norm

prevalence.

As found in Sherif's (1936) norm formation experiment,

this study found that information can converge users'

social norms toward the given information. This implies

that managers may be able to use information to change

users' social norms when it is desirable or necessary to

achieve specific objectives in recreation settings or

zones.

However, the failure of information to change norm
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agreement, perceived importance of the impact, or types of

norms have led to some possible explanations and

suggestions for a better way of using information.

First, many people might not read the information.

Even though information groups showed significantly higher

correct knowledge than the control group, only about half

(5l.7) of the total respondents in the aggregate

information group had the correct knowledge. As Ham (1984)

found in his study, many people may ignore the information.

Even when the information was distributed on the front page

of the questionnaire, many users couldn't give the correct

answer for the simple knowledge check question. Also, when

the brochure or instruction was presented, some of the

campers in a group might have been missing. This may have

reduced the proportion of respondents with the correct

knowledge.

Second, although users with correct knowledge showed a

higher proportion of norms that matched the given

information and displayed a convergence of norms closer to

their knowledge, many respondents with correct knowledge

didn't rate their personal norms to correspond exactly to

their knowledge. While about 45 of the total respondents

had correct knowledge, only 23 of the total respondents

appeared to rate the expected 10 o'clock tolerance norm.

Considering the possibility that respondents with incorrect

knowledge also might rate the 10 o'clock tolerance norms,

the non-compliance rate will be increased.
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Why then did many of them not rate personal norms on

the basis of their knowledge? One possible reason is that

some users' norms may not be internalized, due to the short

time exposure in this study. A second explanation might be

related to the method of questioning about norms used f or

this paper. Because respondents were asked to answer the

question regarding "tolerable time for singing," they might

have tolerated a different time for other's singing than

outlined in the given information (10 p.m.). Even though

they had knowledge about that rule, they might not have

rated their norms to correspond exactly to their knowledge.

Other factors besides knowledge also might have

influenced the determination of personal norms (e.g.,

expectations, group size, type of activity, and past

experiences). Similar to the finding on encounter norms --

that if users expected higher encounter levels, they tended

to rate higher tolerable encounter levels (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986) -- users who expected to hear others'

singing later in the night may have been more likely to

tolerate noise later in the night.

The influence of social groups might be another

explanation (Roggenbuck & Berrier, 1982). Large groups may

decrease attention given to discrete information. Even if

the users in the large group received the correct knowledge

in the campground, their norms may have been developed on

the basis of complex social interaction among subgroup

members (Roggenbuck & Berrier, 1982). As a result, users
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in the large groups might not have rated the tolerance

norms on the basis of their knowledge.

Goals or motivations for recreation might also

influence tolerances. Users in large groups might have a

higher tendency to participate in singing activity, placing

more emphasis on social affiliations for their recreation

experience. Thus, They may have higher tolerances than

users in small groups who tend to enjoy quiet and calm

experiences. This notion has been supported by Ruddell

(1989), who found that goals or motivations are related to

norms.

The number of visits to the place could be another

factor. First-time visitors don't have their frames of

reference in a new setting and are more likely to be

influenced by other external sources of information (Lime &

Lucas, 1977; Lucas, 1981). Conversely, experienced campers

who already have developed realistic standards and

expectations to evaluate familiar contextual situations are

less likely to be influenced by new information (Lucas,

1990). Thus, the more experienced campers might have been

more likely to accept the present campground situation and

rate the tolerable time for singing higher than these less

experienced.

Third, the information used in this study didn't

increase the extent of norm agreement among users. There

could be two explanations for this. One explanation might

be that at this study site many people in the control group
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rated their tolerable time for singing at 12 o'clock.

Their personal norms were distributed surrounding 12

o'clock, suggesting that the present tolerance norms in

this campground are relatively well established around 12

o'clock. Therefore, the degree of norm agreement in the

control group might not necessarily be lower than that in

the information groups. Another explanation is that use of

information may develop a clearer multiple tolerance norm,

instead of leading to a single tolerance norm. This

situation could have been caused by the low degree of

knowledge among information groups. The large differences

in the personal norms between groups affected and non-

affected by information might have promoted the development

of two subgroups which have quite different tolerance norms

at 10 p.m. and 12 p.m., thus lowering the extent of norm

agreement among information treatment groups.

Fourth, information didn't increase the perceived

importance of the impact. This could have been due to the

general content of information treated in this study. In

order to increase perceived importance, it might have been

more effective to provide users with the important content

of information which most users were not aware (Gramann &

Vander Stoep, 1987).

Perceived importance of the impact may be more related

to users' goals f or the recreation experience and the

present condition of the campground. The present condition

of the campground, in which many users were singing until
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late at night, might have led users to change their

importance of a certain motivation of recreation (e.g.,

solitude) into other motivations (e.g., social activities),

which are consistent with the present condition in order to

keep their satisfaction at a high level (Shelby &

Heberlein, 1986). Thus they might have disregarded the

importance of quiet or solitude in the campground and

tolerated others' singing late at night.

Finally, different types of information treatments

used in this study also influenced the extent of

effectiveness of information in modifying social norms.

The Info. II (BR and BR+Inst) group showed more

effectiveness in changing social norms than the Info. I

group, which was treated with information given on the

front page of the questionnaire. One of the reasons might

be higher credibility of the source of information given to

the Info. II group. It involved a more realistic brochure

distributed by a manager (posed), and used more variety of

communication channels, such as brochure and instruction

(Roggenbuck & Berrier, 1982). The other reason could be

due to the time of distributing information and the content

of the questionnaire. Although the Info. I group received

the information along with the questionnaire the next

morning, they were asked to answer regarding their

experiences from 6 o'clock last night to 6 o'clock next

morning; they might have answered the question about their

tolerance based on their last night's experience when they
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had no information. This may be reflected in finding that

while the degree of knowledge of the Info I. group was much

higher than the control group, there were no differences in

social norms between the control and the Info I. group.

Normative information is useful in that it provides

information about the extent of norm agreement and helps to

identify conflict situations among various subgroups

(Vaske, Shelby, Graefe & Heberlein, 1986). In order to

develop standards more effectively, the extent of norm

agreement should be high and conflict situations should be

resolved before determining standards (Whittaker & Shelby,

1988)

In this study, although information failed to increase

the extent of norm agreement and change the types of norms,

the finding that information can converge tolerance norms

towards the given specific information suggests some

possibility of using information or education programs in

the formation of social norms. Managers might not only be

able to modify social norms on the basis of management

objectives, but, in addition, be able to resolve conflict

situations, thereby obtaining more rationales to determine

the evaluative standards.

In order to be effective, information transfer should

be planned on the basis of a thorough understanding of the

present situation regarding users' norms. For example,

based on current users' norms on quiet time, information

used to converge groups toward the prevalent norm would be
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more effective than an effort to completely change

prevalent norms. Similarly, careless or unplanned

information treatments might result in more difficulty in

determining standards and also cause serious user conflict

problems between subgroups with different tolerance norms.

Many norms in wildiand recreation settings are at the

emerging stage (Shelby and Vaske, 1991). As users develop

more knowledge and familiarity, social norms will become

more established. It is possible that the normative

approach will become more effective for determining

evaluative standards in the future.

Several questions have been raised for further study.

First, this study only selected one impact indicator, i.e.,

quiet time, at one developed campground in a national park.

Studies in different locations or of different types of

impacts would help to more fully understand the formation

of norms. Second, there needs to be more research in order

to understand whose norms are more or less likely to be

influenced by information. Third, some peoples' norms

followed the objective guidelines given to them. More

studies are needed to figure out whether conformity is only

compliance, or whether it is actually based on experience

or judgement. Fourth, information effects on the degree of

norm prevalence couldn't be tested in this study because

too few respondents did not have personal norms. A larger

sample might make this possible. Finally, this study

involved short time exposure of information. Studies are



needed on how the length of exposure to the information

might influence effectiveness in the formation of user's

norms.
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CHAPTER 6

EFFECTS OF INFORMATION ON USER EXPECTATIONS, NORMS AND
PERCEIVED CONFLICT IN A RECREATION SETTING

Introduction

User conflict is one of the most common and difficult

management problems for recreation planners and managers

(Hammitt, 1988). Many studies have been conducted to find

conflict problems between different activity groups and

between subgroups with incompatible motivations (Driver &

Bassett, 1975; Shelby, 1980b; Jackson & Wong, 1982) and

norms (Jacob & Schreyer, 1980; Ruddell & Gramann, 1991).

The most frequently suggested strategy used by researchers

and managers to reduce conflicts has been the separation of

incompatible users or activities by zoning of time or areas

(Lucas, 1964; Driver & Bassett, 1975; Manning, 1986)

As indicated by Ruddell and Gramann (1991), conflicts

can occur within the same activity rather than between

different activities. The separation of incompatible user

groups might be a more challenging issue within the same

activity because of the subtle distinction between

subgroups and the difficulty of subsequent management

implementation. This suggests that managers may need to

adopt management strategies other than the separation of

different activity groups in order to resolve or reduce

conflicts within the same activity. This study examines

the possibility of information as a management tool to
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reduce use conflict within the same recreation activities.

There have been studies of how information about

specific attributes of the recreation setting could

redistribute users through time and space, an indirect way

to reduce user conflict problems (Krumpe & Brown, 1982;

Roggenbuck & Berrier, 1982). Clark et al. (1979) and

Roggenbuck and Ham (1986) also indicated that information

can provide users with more realistic expectations, and can

reduce user conflict or dissatisfaction by helping avoid

unrealistic expectations.

Both norms and expectations were found to be important

factors in perceived conflict (Jacob & Schreyer, 1980;

Ruddell & Gramann, 1991; Ivy, Stewart & Lue, 1992). From a

managerial standpoint, successful conflict management might

depend upon how these factors could be controlled or

managed. Although there have been some indications that

information might change users' expectations to reduce the

chance of encountering negative situations (Clark &

Stankey, 1979; Ivy, Stewart & Lue, 1992), there have not

been studies of how information could directly influence

users' expectations, norms, and user's perceived conflicts.

Previous Studies

Goal and Norm-Interference Conflict

Many studies regarding use conflict have shown

asymmetrical conflict between activities in which people
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use different types of recreational equipment. For

example, those studies have found conflict between

fishermen and water skiers (Gramann & Burdge, 1981), oar-

powered and motor-powered white water rafters (Shelby,

1980), paddling canoeists and motor craft users (Adelman,

Heberlein & Bonnickson, 1982), skiers and snowinobilers

(Knopp & Tyger, 1973), horse riders and backpackers

(Stankey, 1973), and motor-boaters and canoeists (Ivy,

Stewart & Lue, 1992). Recreationists who participate in

non-motorized activities tend to be bothered more by

motorized activities, while motorized activity participants

were not bothered by encountering non-motorized activities.

Other studies have found asymmetrical antipathy between

recreationists of different sized groups, in which

recreationists favored numerous small party encounters over

meeting with one large group (Stankey, 1973; Pfitster &

Frenkel, 1976)

Jacob and Schreyer's (1980) theoretical study on

conflict has contributed to the understanding of the

underlying causes of conflict in outdoor recreation

settings. It changed the previous definition of conflict

from confrontations between activities to more systematic

explanations, in which conflicts are defined as "goal

interference attributed to another's behavior" (Jacob &

Schreyer, 1980, p. 369). This theory assumed that people

participate in recreation to achieve certain goals or

desired outcomes. When another group or individual's
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behavior interferes with the achievement of the desired

outcomes, user conflict situations occur (Jacob & Schreyer,

1980). Some empirical studies suggested some evidence for

this goal-interference theory (Driver & Bassett, 1975;

Gramann & Burdge, 1981; Jackson & Wong, 1982). However,

these studies didn't directly measure goal-interference,

and conflict problems were inferred from apparently

incompatible goals and behaviors (Manning, 1986; Ruddell,

1989)

Ruddell and Gratnann (1991), developed a direct

measurement of conflict in their study of the Bird Island

Basin area of Padre Island National Seashore in Texas.

They found that visitors who had a desire for social

compatibility (a desire to be around people who are

considerate and respectful of others) were more likely to

consider their recreation experiences interfered with by

loud radios.

Norm-interference is another major source of use

conflict in recreation settings (Jacob & Schreyer, 1980;

Michener, DeLaniater & Schwartz, 1990; Ruddell & Gramann,

1991). A norm, in social psychology literature, is defined

as a rule or standard that specifies how members of a

social group are expected to behave under given

circumstances (Michener, DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990). A

norm regulates behaviors by providing guidelines for what

action is appropriate in particular situations (Vander

Zanden, 1987; Michener, DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990). Norms
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are often distinguished as either personal norms or social

norms. While individuals may have diverse personal norms,

shared social norms can be formed by social interaction

processes (Cancian, 1975; Black & Heberlein, 1979). Shared

social norms may contribute to social order allowing

individuals to experience stability and predictability in

society (Vander Zanden, 1987). Subsequently, conflict

situations may be reduced.

The definition of norms in the resource management

field has been extended to include resource conditions

(e.g., litter, number of campers, size of bare ground in

campground, etc.), as well as behavior. Norms, in the

recreation field, have been defined as standards an

individual uses to evaluate activities, behaviors, or

environmental conditions as acceptable or appropriate

(Vaske, Shelby, Graefe & Heberlein, 1986). Norm

interference occurs when some users encounter a situation

in violation of standards; e.g., litter, number of campers,

size of bare ground or by other's behaviors.

Jacob and Schreyer (1980) noted the potential sources

of conflict caused by incompatible norms. They indicated

that incompatible norms regarding appropriate behavior

between intense activity participants and less intense

activity participants may be a source of conflict,

especially to the people with a more intense activity

style.

Heberlein and Dunwiddie (1979) indicated that less
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experienced campers tend to select campsites closer to

other campers, while more experienced campers tend to

locate their campsites farther away from other campers.

This implies that incompatible behavioral standards in

selecting campsites may cause use conflict between less

experienced and more experienced campers. Less experienced

campers may be a source of conflict to more experienced

campers by interfering with their norms.

A recent empirical study by Ruddell and Gramann (1991)

supported norm interference as another variable to predict

conflict in a recreation setting They found that people

whose standards were more strict than the social norm

(mode) were more apt to be interfered with by actions that

exceeded the prescribed limits set by the social norm.

This notion is also indicated by Whittaker and Shelby

(1988), who identified three types of norms: a "no

tolerance norm," a "single tolerance norm," and a ttmultip].e

tolerance norm.t1 When there exists a multiple tolerance

norm in which there are two or more distinct subgroups

which have different norms, conflict problems may exist

among those subgroups. One example mentioned by Shelby &

Heberlein (1986) is a deer hunting study in Wisconsin

which illustrates a multiple tolerance norm situation by

bimodal distribution of encounter preferences between two

distinct groups. One group viewed deer hunting as a

solitary experience and preferred to meet few other

hunters, while the other group preferred to see more other
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hunters, believing they would increase the chances of

seeing game by causing the movement of deer. The bimodal

distribution of encounter preferences suggested differences

in norms and the existence of conflict between the two

styles of hunters which have different experience

definitions. Ruddell (1989) also indicated more

probability of conflict problems with a multiple tolerance

norm than with a single tolerance norm.

Ivy et al. (1992), in their study on the role of

tolerance in user conflict, used a different measure of

tolerance level from those used in other studies (Whittaker

& Shelby, 1988; Ruddell, 1989), which asked about specific,

quantifiable standards. They measured tolerance levels to

capture the dispositional willingness to share resources,

constructed on the basis of Jacob et al's (1980)

theoretical study. They found that the tolerance level was

inversely related to the degree of conflict and that the

inclusion of tolerance in the analysis increased the

predictive ability of perceived conflict. That is,

recreationists who had higher tolerance showed lower

perceived conflict, while low tolerance recreationists

showed higher conflict perceptions. Ruddell (1989) also

found that personal norms were better predictive variables

in explaining conflict perceptions than were goals which

motivated recreation activity participation.



Expectations of Perceived Conflict

Expectancy is defined as the belief that an act will

lead to a particular outcome (Lawler, 1973). Expectation

in a recreation setting has been found to be an important

component influencing perceived crowding (Schreyer &

Roggenbuck, 1978; Shelby, 1980a; Bultena, Field, Womble &

Albrecht, 1981; Shelby, Heberlein, Vaske & Alfano, 1983)

and perceived conflict (Jacob & Schreyer, 1980, Ivy,

Stewart & Lue, 1992). Among perceived crowding studies,

some studies found that people felt more crowded when they

saw more people than they expected to see (Shelby, 1980a;

Shelby, Heberlein, Vaske & Alfano, 1983). Ivy et al.

(1992) found that canoeists who expected fewer motor-

boaters than they actually saw showed higher degrees of

conflict than those who expected more motor-boaters.

According to these findings, people perceive more

conflict when actual situations negatively deviate from

their expectations. For example, users who specifically

expected that a campground would be quiet from noise by

singing after 10 o'clock would perceive more conflict when

they found the real situation to be different. As the

extent of negative discrepancy from expectation grows,

perceived conflict will increase. These studies suggest

that expectation is an important component of standards in

the evaluation of actual conditions and the determination

of the extent of perceived conflict.
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Rationale of the Study

As described earlier, norms and expectations are

important influential variables in determining the extent

of perceived conflict. From the managerial standpoint, how

effectively managers can control these factors is an

important issue in the reduction of ôonflict problems.

Based on the amount and content of information which a

person has, an individual develops expectations regarding

what kinds of experiences or conditions will be encountered

through recreation participation. Information also

provides individuals with a frame of reference by which

actual recreation experiences or conditions in recreation

settings may be evaluated. Without this frame of

reference, however, an individual's expectations and

normative standards regarding recreation experiences and

conditions are more likely to be established on the basis

of personal anecdotes, backgrounds, or other sources of

information such as friends and family members, the media,

books and journals, as well as past experiences. These may

lead to unrealistic expectations and establish a wide range

of personal norms about their own behavior, other's

behaviors, and the conditions of recreation settings. In

this way, distinctive subsegments of social norm groups (a

multiple-tolerance norm situation) may be constructed,

increasing the possibility of conflict problems.

In such situations, providing objective information
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could serve as a frame of reference which might help users

establish normative standards or expectations. Objective

information can help users have more realistic expectations

and personal norms about others' behaviors and

environmental conditions. it may reduce the chance of

dissatisfaction due to unmet expectations or due to

encountering norm interference situations. Some studies

(Clark & Stankey, 1979; Shelby, Heberlein, Vaske & Alfano

1983; Ivy, Stewart & Lue, 1992) noted the possibility that

information might help recreationists develop more

realistic expectations, thereby providing a better match

between desired outcomes and recreation opportunities

available. it might reduce the likelihood of

dissatisfaction by lowering conflicts among users who seek

incompatible outcomes in the same setting.

In wildiand recreation settings, which have a

relatively short development history, norms for many

behaviors or activities are in the emerging stage (Shelby &

Vaske, 1991). Information is particularly likely to be

effective in uncertain situations or those which lack

external or objective standards of reference (Michener,

DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990). The influence of information

can be indirect and subtle, however, it can serve as a

considerable impact upon uniformity in groups (Michener,

DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990). In this way, information also

might help converge personal norms regarding recreation

behavior or conditions into shared social norms, and
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possibly modify multiple tolerance norm situations into

single or no tolerance norms, thereby reducing the

potential conflict among subgroups with incompatible

normative standards.

Though there have been some studies of information use

for dispersing users in recreation areas as a way of

reducing social and resource impacts, including conflict

problems (Roggeri.buck & Berrier, 1982; Krumpe & Brown,

1982), there have not been studies on how information is

directly related to expectations and norms, and

subsequently, to the extent of perceived conflict. This

study attempts to examine how information dissemination

influences user expectations, normative standards, and

subsequently reduces perceived conflict in recreation

settings. It also suggests how information might be used

to minimize conflict problems in recreation settings.

Because there have not been many studies of how norms and

expectations influence perceived conflict, this study

examines this question before determining how information

can influence user expectations and norms. More specific

objectives of this study are to determine:

How different types of information influence user

expectations and tolerance levels, i.e., normative

standards,

Whether there is a relationship between the amount

of discrepancy between expectations, reported

conditions, and the degree of perceived conflict,
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Whether there is a relationship between the amount

of discrepancy between tolerance levels, i.e.,

normative standards, reported conditions, and the

degree of perceived conflict, and

Which variable is the most influential factor on

users' perceived conflict: expectation, norms, or

importance of recreation motives.

Methods

Study Site. Sanplincr. Information Treatments, and
Procedures

"These sections are the same as pages 73 to pages 79

of Chapter 5 in this thesis; readers who have read that

chapter can skip to the next section.

Selection of Indicators and Ouestionnaire Design

Information about perceived importance of impacts was

collected through a focus group meeting with management

officials, a pretest which included questions regarding the

importance of various types of impacts, and through

observation by a researcher in the campground. Quiet time

for singing was selected because people generally perceived

this impact as important. The pretest showed multiple

tolerance norms at 10:00 p.m. and 12:00 p.m. and the

possibility of user conflict problems between these

subgroups (Whittaker & Shelby, 1988). Ruddell (1989)

indicated that multiple tolerance norms were better
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predictors of conflict than single tolerance norms.

Therefore, quiet time for singing was regarded as a good

indicator in determining whether information could help

converge individual norms. The objective was to see if a

multiple tolerance norm to evolve into single tolerance

norm, thereby reducing conflict.

The questionnaire was constructed on the bases of both

the pretest given during July and August, 1993, and the

Chin-Mountain National Park Survey taken in 1993.

Measures

Reported present conditions

To measure reported present condition, respondents

were asked, "In this campground, how late at night did

other campers make noise by singing?" They were asked to

check a specific time from the given response scale of one

hour intervals which ranged from 6:00 p.m. yesterday

through midnight to 6:00 o'clock this morning. Responses

included, tt] didn't hear any noise by singing."

Users' expectations

To measure user expectation, respondents were asked,

"In this campground, how late at night did you expect other

campers to make noise by singing?" The response scale was

the same as for measuring reported present conditions.

Responses included, "I didn't know what to expect."
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Users' normative standards

For measuring users' normative standards, a scale was

patterned after Shelby's (1981) single item format measure

of social norm. To measure user normative standards for

noise by singing, it asked, "In this campground, it would

be OK for me if other campers make noise by singing as late

as ... ____o'clock at night (others' making noise after

this time will make my camping experience become

unpleasant) Exactly the same response scale was used

with that used for measuring the reported present

conditions and the expectations. An option of, "It doesn't

matter to me" was also given for respondents who didn't

have specific norms or who regarded this indicator as not

important for their experiences.

User's perceived conflict

Perceived conflict was measured by asking respondents

to indicate the amount of interference with their camping

experience that would be caused by late night singing in

the campground. This measure was partly patterned after

the measurement of perceived conflict designed by Ruddell

and Gramann (1991). The five-point, Likert-type scale

choices ranged from, "Never interfered,t' "Interfered a

little," t!Interfered somewhat," "Interfered a lot," to

"Interfered very much."



Results

Effects of Information on Normative Standards and
Expectations

As shown in Table 5.1 in Chapter 5, there were

significant differences in tolerable time by singing among

information groups (CHISQ6.2008 Df =2 Prob>CHISQ=0.045).

Info. II (combined by BR and BR+Inst) group, which was

given information about the rule for quiet time showed

norms closer to 10 o'clock than the Info. I (combined by

WACAR, AC, AR, and ACAR) and the Control group (F=5.31

DF=2, 216, Prob>F=0.0056). Please see Chapter 5 for more

details.

To determine whether information affects user

expectations, only the brochure (BR) and brochure plus

instruction (BRInst) information groups were compared

because they were the only groups treated before 10 p.m.

the night before (all other information was distributed the

next morning on the front page of the questionnaire). It

was predicted that respondents who received information

regarding the rule of quiet time at 10 p.m. were more

likely to expect other users not to sing after that time.

However, there were no significant differences between the

three types of information groups at the 0.05 level

(CHISQ=4.9297 Df =2 Prob>CHISQO.0850). The Control

group, on average, expected that they would hear singing as

late as 12:49 a.m.; the BR group as late as 11:58 p.m.; and
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the BR+Inst group as late as 12:46 a.m.. This result

didn't support the expectation that the BR+Inst group would

show the expected time of singing closer to 10 p.m. than

would the other two (BR and Control) groups.

Normative Standards, Expctations, Motives and Perceived
Conflict

Norm-interference (or expectation-interference) is

assumed to occur when conditions encountered by users are

more negative than their normative standards (or

expectation level) for particular impacts, resulting in

conflict perception.

Regarding the relationship between norm-interference

and perceived conflict, it was specifically hypothesized

that users whose tolerable time of singing was negatively

exceeded by the reported present conditions would perceive

more conflict. In testing this hypothesis, the extent of

discrepancy experienced was measured by the gap between the

reported present condition and the personal tolerable time.

This discrepancy was categorized into three subgroups. If

the individual's tolerable time was not exceeded by the

reported condition, it was regarded as a "positive

condition." If the tolerable time was equal to the

reported present condition, it was regarded as a "neutral

condition." And if the reported condition exceeded 'the

tolerable time, it was categorized as a "negative

condition." Statistical analysis showed that there were
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significant differences in the degree of perceived conflict

among these three subgroups (CHISQ=20.222, DF=2,

Prob>CHIsQ=O.0001). Users who experienced negative

conditions (Mean:3.l9) perceived a higher degree of

conflict than users who experienced neutral (Mean:2.46), or

positive (Mean:2 .30) conditions (Table 6.1). There were no

significant differences between users who experienced

neutral and positive conditions.

For the relationship between expectation and perceived

conflict, it was predicted that users whose expected time

of singing was exceeded by their reported present

conditions would perceive higher conflict. In testing this

hypothesis, discrepancies experienced by users were

measured by gaps between the reported present condition

and the expected time. Discrepancies were categorized into

three subgroups. If the expected time was negatively

exceeded by the reported present condition, it was regarded

as a "negative condition." If the expected time was equal

to the reported present condition, it was regarded as a

"neutral condition." And if the reported present condition

didn't exceed the expected time of singing, it was

categorized as a "positive condition." Analysis showed

significant differences in perceived conflict among the

three groups (CHISQ=23.906, DF=2, Prob>CHISQ=0.000l).

Users who experienced negative conditions (Mean:3.42)

perceived a higher degree of conflict than users who

experienced neutral (Mean:2.86) or positive (Mean:2.38)



Table 6.1

The relationship between the discrepancy between user's

reported present condition and tolerance level and the

perceived conflict

Perceived conflict

Discrepancy N Mean SD Mean Rank

Kruskal-Wallis Test: CHISQ=20.222 DF=2 Prob >CHISQ=0.0001

Table 6.2

The relationship between the discrepancy between user's

reported present condition and expectation and the

perceived conflict

Perceived conflict

Discrepancy N Mean SD Mean Rank

Kruskal-Walljs Test: CHISQ=23.906 DF2 Prob >CHISQ=0.000l

126

Negative (.-) 73 3.4 1.3 122.0

Neutral (0) 51 2.9 1.4 97.3

Positive (+) 73 2.4 1.0 77.2

Negative (-.) 138 3.2 1.3 117.4

Neutral (0) 37 2.5 ].1 83.0

Positive (+) 33 2.3 1.0 74.7
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conditions (See Table 6.2).

Multiple regression analysis was conducted to compare

the influence of norm-interference, expectation-

interference, and recreation motives on perceived conflict.

For this purpose, standardized regression coefficients

(SRC) were used to determine relative importance of each

variable to perceived conflict. Before the analysis, 12

items of recreation experience motives were factor analyzed

using the varimax rotation method in order to reduce the

number of variables. This analysis generated three factors

from the process, as shown in Table B.1 (Appendix B).

These three factors are: 1) self-training/enjoy natural

landscape, 2) escape for solitude/nature, 3) escape for

social activity.

The results showed that standardized regression

coefficients (SRC) in the following order: norm-

interference (SRC: -0.266), F2 (escape for

solitude/nature) (SR.C: 0.225), F3 (escape for social

activity) (SRC: -0.165), expectation-interference

(SRC: -0.157), and Fl (self- training/natural landscape)

(SRC: -0.081). The coefficients of norm-interference, F3

(escape for solitude/nature), and F2 (escape for social

activity) motive factors were significantly different from

zero in this model (Table 6.3). In other words, as the

negative gap between the tolerance level and reported

condition of the time of signing increased, users perceived

more conflict. The users who rated escape/solitude/nature
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Table 6.3

Multiple regression of norms, expectations and motives on

user's perceived conflict by time of singing

* p0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<O 001

SRC: standard regression coefficients

Tolerance in Model 1: norm-interference;

Tolerance in Model II: tolerance level

Expectation in Model 1: expectation-interference;

Expectation in Model II: expectation level

Factors Regression coeff.

Model I (SRC)' Model II (SRC)'

Tolerance2 -0.144 (_0.266)** -0.112 (-0.140)

Expectation3 -0.092 (-0.157) 0.009 ( 0.014)

Self - training/Natural

landscape -0.142 (-0.081) -0.132 (-0.076)

Escape/Solitude/Nature 0.419 ( 0.225)** 0.456 ( 0.245)**

Escape/social -0.283 (_0.165)* -0.299 (_O.175)*

Constant 2.596 3.191

0.236 0.109

F (5, 150) 9.245 3.667
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as an important experience also tended to perceive more

conflict from late singing at night, while users who rated

escape for social activity as an important experience

tended to perceive less conflict from singing late at

night. The coefficients for expectation-interference and

Fl (self-training/natural landscape) were not significantly

different from zero. This finding from the regression

analysis is different from the results of Kruskal-Wallis

test for non-parametric data described earlier in this

chapter. This difference will be discussed in the later

section.

Model I, which includes variables such as norm-

interference and expectation-interference, better explained

the variation of perceived conflict than did model II,

which includes norms (tolerance levels) and expectations.

While the former explained 23.6 of the total variation in

perceived conflict, the latter explained only lO.9. Model

II showed that the escape for solitude/nature motive (SRC:

0.245) better explained perceived conflict than did escape

for social (SRC: -0.175), norms (SRC: -0.140), self-

training/natural landscape (SRC: -0.076), or expectation

(SRC: 0.014), in order. Only coefficients of motive

factors for escape for solitude/nature and escape for

social were statistically significant (Table 6.3).
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Summary

As shown in Figure 6.1, the findings in this study can

be summarized as follows:

information can change users' normative standards

for time of singing, while information didn't

change users' expectations (See Chapter 5);

norm-interference, expectation-interference, and

motives were significantly related to perceived

conflict;

expectation-interference and norm-interference

explained perceived conflict better than

expectation and tolerance level;

norm-interference better explained perceived

conflict than motive factors and expectation-

interference.

Discussion

Norms. Expectations, Motives, and Perceived Conflict

This study supported findings from previous studies

that tolerance level, expectations, and motives are

important variables in explaining conflict perception

(Jacob & Schreyer, 1980; Ruddell & Gramann, 1991; Ivy,

Stewart & Lue, 1992). Tolerance and expectation by

themselves didn't influence conflict perception (Table

6.3). Perceived conflict only occurred when users'

normative standards or expectations were interfered with by
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conditions they encountered. This result is consistent

with the theoretical Study by Jacob and Schreyer (1980),

and with the findings from perceived crowding studies

(Schreyer & R.oggenbuck, 1978; Shelby, 1980a; Shelby,

Heberlein, Vaske & Alfano, 1983). In other words,

perceived conflict depends on situations encountered in

relation to expectations or personal norms. Even if a

person's tolerable level or expectation level is high, he

or she may perceive conflict if the present situation

exceeds tolerance or expectation levels.

This study also supports the conflict theory posed by

Jacob and Schreyer (1980), in which conflict is perceived

when another group's or individual's behavior interferes

with the attainment of a goal or desired outcomes of

recreation. The users who rated escape/solitude/nature as

an important experience tended to perceive more conflict

from singing in late night. In contrast, users who rated

escape/social as an important experience tended to perceive

less conflict from singing late at night. This result is

also consistent with findings (Driver & Bassett, 1975;

Gramann & Burdge, 1981; Jackson & Wong, 1982; Ruddell &

Gramann, 1991) from previous studies.

Similar to the finding from Ruddell's study (1989),

norm-interference explained perceived conflict better than

other motive factors. Norm-interference was also a better

predictive variable than expectation-interference. Ruddell

and Gramann (1991) explained that norms might be more
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stable cognitive psychological constructs than motives

because recreation goals are apt to change easily,

depending on the situation and coping strategies to

maximize satisfaction (Manning, 1986; Shelby, Bregenzer &

Johnson, 1988)

Expectations also may be more easily changed than

norms. For example, user expectations before arrival to a

destination can be different from after arrival. Although

users may have expectations before arrival, their

expectations may be changed from time to time on the basis

of the current information sources. This can dilute the

relationship between expectation and perceived conflict.

Time of expectation could be specified in the question in

order to measure user expectation more objectively on the

same time frame. As found in this study, although

expectation was generally related to perceived conflict in

one analysis (Table 6.2), it didn' t explain perceived

conflict in multiple regression analysis (Table 6.3). This

result was different from a finding by Ivy et al. (1992),

in which they found a significant relationship between

expectation and perceived conflict. More studies are

necessary.

Information and Norms, Expectations, and Perceived Conflict

Finding that information could change the norms

implies the possibility that information or education

programs could be used to reduce conflict problems. When
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there is no objective guideline, users' personal norms

might vary depending on their personal backgrounds. This

might cause conflict problems (Jacob & Schreyer, 1980).

Information can help reduce perceived conflict in two ways:

1) norms might be developed based on the given information,

and 2) their own behaviors might be guided by norms

developed based on given objective information.

Several suggestions in using information to reduce the

perceived conflict are discussed below. First, managers

might provide information that encouraged users to develop

higher tolerance in comparison with present conditions in a

recreation setting. For example, in this study, giving the

rule for quiet time as 12 o'clock instead of 10 o'clock

might increase tolerance levels converging norms to 12

o'clock. This would decrease the number of users whose

norms are interfered with, consequently reducing conflict

perceptions.

Second, information should be used cautiously. It is

possible that information can increase conflict problems by

developing more distinct subgroups with different norms.

Previous studies suggested that when there are distinctive

groups with incompatible norms, conflict will occur

(Heberlejn & Dunwiddie, 1979; Whittaker & Shelby, 1988;

Ruddell, 1989). If exposure to information can help

converge users' norms toward one tolerance level, user

conflict might be reduced. However, if some users are

influenced by information, while others are not, then user
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conflict may be exacerbated. In this study, a researcher

tried to change the prevalent subgroup norm (i.e., 12

o'clock quiet time) to the minor subgroup norm (i.e., 10

o'clock quiet time). However, the information led to more

distinctive subgroups at 10 and 12 o'clock, which might

increase conflict. In contrast, if a researcher tried to

change the norms of minor subgroups (e.g., 10 o'clock) to

the norm of major subgroups (e.g., 12 o'clock), information

might more effectively converge other minority's norms to

the prevalent norm. More exposure time of users to the

information might also help the majority of users

internalize the norms and could lead to a single tolerance

norm. These questions need further study.

No effects of information treatments (i.e., control,

brochure, and brochure+inst) on users' expectation for

quiet time could have several possible explanations.

First, the content of information used in this study may

have been ineffective for changing expectations. The

information simply provided the rule for quiet time; it was

not specifically designed for changing expectations. It

might be more effective if information on specific

attributes or conditions (e.g., this campground usually has

been very quiet after 10 o'clock) was given to users.

Second, as found in previous studies (Lime & Lucas, 1977;

Roggeithuck & Berrier, 1982), users' previous experiences in

this or other campgrounds could also decrease the

effectiveness of information. Users may base their
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expectations on past experiences rather than information

given to them. They might not believe that people follow

the rule f or quiet time, and simply ignore the information

given. This may be particularly true for the more

experienced campers. Third, the time of information

distribution seems to be an important factor in decreasing

the effectiveness of information for changing expectations.

Information in this study was distributed approximately

from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. the previous day. Users might build

their expectations based on conditions they encountered in

the campground rather than information.

These findings suggest that information should be

constructed with specific purposes and understanding of

users. For example, information could be developed to

influence both users' expectations and their norms.

This study didn't find any direct relationship between

information and perceived conflict. One of the most

important reasons for this could be related to

methodological limitations involved in information

treatments.

In the same setting, some of users were given

information while others were not. Considering perceived

conflict is determined by interaction of norms,

expectations, goals, encountering conditions, and others,

even if information treatment groups changed their

tolerance norms and conform their behavior to the rule for

quiet time, other user groups who didn't receive any
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information might behave on the basis of their own norms or

subgroup norms. The latter user groups could be sources of

problems to all the users in the campground. Information

distribution to part of the users in the same recreation

setting may not be an effective way to reduce perceived

conflict.

One way to more effectively study direct effects of

information on perceived conflict is to separate the

samples completely to eliminate the interaction effects

between control group and information group. For example,

the degree of perceived conflict might be compared between

control group (without giving any information to the whole

users in the campground) and information treatment groups

(with information treatments to all users). It needs to be

studied in the future.

Another factor could be the content of information

regarding the rule for quiet time. Considering the norms

for the majority of people are 12 p.m. in this study, the

information of the 10 p.m. rule might decrease the users'

tolerance levels and might even increase the perceived

conflict.



CHAPTER 7

EFFECTS OF INFORMATION ON USERS' PERSONAL NORMS AND
DEPRECIATIVE BEHAVIOR IN A RECREATION SETTING

Introduction

Depreciative behavior such as nuisance behavior,

vandalism, littering, and violation of rules or regulations

in recreation settings is a major challenge for resource

managers. Depreciative behavior causes user conflict

problems, environmental impacts and physical damage, and

requires expensive maintenance costs. At the same time, it

also destroys the quality of other users' recreatipn

experiences.

Strategies used to reduce these problems in recreation

settings include direct and indirect management action

(Hendee, Stankey & Lucas, 1990). Direct management action

involves a high degree of control and emphasizes regulating

behavior and restricting individual choices. In contrast,

indirect management action involves less control and

emphasizes indirect influence upon or modification of

behavior. Factors that influence visitors' decisions are

managed instead of controlling visitors' behavior directly

(Hendee, Stankey & Lucas, 1990).

Though researchers have questioned the effectiveness of

indirect actions (McAvoy & Dustin, 1983), many other

researchers and managers have preferred indirect strategies

because they are compatible with the inherent definition of
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recreation, which includes voluntary, pleasurable, and

rewarding activity, and the freedom to choose (Lucas, 1982).

Problem management by indirect action may prevent potential

political controversy and may even enhance good public

relations (Vander Stoep & Gramann, 1987). Moreover,

indirect management actions are often less expensive (Lucas,

1981; Clark, Hendee & Burgess, 1972). Indirect management

has become popular in wilderness areas (Hendee, Stankey &

Lucas, 1990).

Indirect approaches to mitigate depreciative behavior

include site planning, architectural design, use of

education and interpretation, and frequent maintenance

(Christensen, 1986). However, the use of information or

education programs have been the most attractive indirect

management tools among researchers and managers. This

popularity can be attributed to their potential ability to

reduce social conflict, environmental impacts, management

costs, and to their application toward increasing the

quality of recreation experiences (Roggenbuck & Ham, 1988).

However, the effectiveness of information and education

programs is often a question (Hendee, Stankey & Lucas,

1990), and their successful use requires careful

implementation based on a thorough understanding of

effective application methods.



Information Effects on Depreciative Behavior

Many previous studies have evaluated the effectiveness

of information or education programs in reducing management

problems in recreation settings. In many cases, research

has shown that information or education is effective in

changing user behavior (LaHart & Bailey, 1975; Muth & Clark,

1978; Roggenbuck & Berrier, 1982; Krumpe & Brown, 1982;

Christensen & Clark, 1983; Ham, 1984; Oliver, Roggenbuck &

Watson, 1985; Vander Stoep & Gramann, 1987). These studies

have also shown how information can be used effectively in

practical applications. However, as indicated by Vander

Stoep et al. (1987), most studies of indirect management

lack the theoretical bases necessary for generalization from

specific contextual information.

Theory-based studies have applied social-psychological

concepts, mostly prosocial behavior theory, to explain why

people behave in undesirable ways and how negative behaviors

might be reduced in recreation settings (Christensen &

Clark, '1983; Vander Stoep & Gramann, 1987; Kim, 1990).

Prosocial behavior is defined to be behavior which is

intended to benefit other people (Michener, DeLamater &

Schwartz, 1990). Michener et al. (1990) described three

major factors on prosocial behavior: 1) gaining social and

material rewards, 2) normative explanations (social norms

and personal norms), and 3) arousal of emotion (e.g.

empathy). These motivations can occur simultaneously or

individually, depending on specific situations (Michener,
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DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990). Cost-reward motivation is

based on the assumption that people are motivated to act in

ways that maximize rewards and minimize costs. Social norms

specify expected group member behavior under given

situations. Widely shared social norms have been considered

to be important indicators to predict prosocial behaviors

(Michener, DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990).

There has been some criticism, however, of external

reward theory for its explanation of altruistic behaviors

which involve self-sacrifice (Schwartz, 1977), and of social

norm theory for its explanation of individual differences in

helping behavior, which are thought to be catalyzed by

internalized, personal norms (Lantane & Darley, 1970;

Schwartz, 1977). Criticisms regarding social norm theory

have contributed to the development of personal norm theory,

which provides more complete explanations of helping

behavior (Schwartz, 1977; Schwartz & Howard, 1981).

Personal norms are defined as feelings of moral obligation

for specific actions that are derived from an individual's

internalized value system (Schwartz, 1977; Michener,

DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990). The strength of this theory is

that it explains not only the conditions under which norms

are likely to prompt helping behavior, but also individual

differences in helping behavior within particular situations

(Michener, DeLamater & Schwartz, 1990).

According to the model, correspondence between people's

norms and their behaviors can be predicted only when norms
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are activated in a particular situation. Schwartz (1968)

identified two necessary preconditions for correspondence:

1) individual awareness that potential acts may have

consequence to others' welfare (AC); and 2) ascription of

responsibility for acts and consequences to self (AR).

Helping behaviors are more likely to occur when these two

preconditions activate personal norms. Personal norm theory

has been empirically supported by research on various kinds

of helping situations, such as bone marrow donation

(Schwartz, 1970), reading texts for blind children (Schwartz

& Howard, 1980), working for increased welfare payments for

the elderly (Schwartz & Fleishman, 1978), and donating blood

(Pornazal, 1974).

Norm activation model has been applied to other

environmental behaviors (Heberlejn, 1971, 1974; Heberlein &

Black, 1974; Van Liere & Dunlap, 1978; Gramann & Vander

Stoep, 1987; Hopper & Nielsen, 1991). It has also been

applied to depreciative behaviors (Stoep & Gramann, 1987;

Kim, 1989; Gramanri, Stewart & Kim, 1989), and to management

practices in recreation settings (Noe, Hull & Weliman,

1982)

In terms of environmental behaviors, the norm

activation model has been applied to various environmental

issues, such as littering (Heberlejn, 1971, 1974), lead-free

gasoline purchasing behavior (Heberlein & Black, 1974), yard

burning (Van Liere & Dunlap, 1978), and recycling behavior

(Hopper & Nielsen, 1991). These studies have consistently
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supported Schwartz's (1968) norm activation theory. That

is, AC and AR are influential variables in activating

personal norms and subsequent environmental behaviors.

People who were highly aware of the consequences of their

behavior or/and ascribe high responsibility of the

consequences to themselves were more likely to activate

norms and subsequently followed environmentally desirable

behaviors.

In a recreation setting, Noe et al. (1982), in their

Cape Hatteras National Seashore study, were interested in

how AC and AR influenced ORV user evaluations of the

normative options for Off-Road Vehicles (ORV) (i.e., closure

norm, restricted and prohibited norm, license norm,

elimination of regulation norm). Although they found weak

support for the norm activation model in their study, the

results showed that users who are more aware of the

consequences of ORV activity tend to show more curtailing

normative options (restrictive-prohibitive and closure

norms). Their data analysis also revealed that users who

didn't accept responsibility for their actions and blamed

the agency, circumstances, or pedestrians tended not to

accept strict regulations.

Gramann and Vander Stoep (1987) conceptually

synthesized prosocial behavior theory for natural resources

management. They distinguished six types of normative

violations based on the reasons for violations:

1) unintentional; 2) releasor-cue; 3) uninformed; 4)
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responsibility denial; 5) status-conforming; and 6) willful

violation. In empirical part of the study conducted at

Shiloh National Military Park Study, Vander Stoep and

Gramaim (1987) compared the effectiveness of three

personally-delivered messages (awareness of consequences

(AC), AC+resource protector (RP) and ACRPincentive) on the

amount of depreciative behavior by youth hiking groups on

the park trails. They found that all three treatment groups

showed significantly reduced (by approximately 88 percent)

depreciative behavior over the control group. They did not

find any differences among the three different information

treatments.

Kim's thesis (1990) is another study regarding the

effects of information on depreciative behavior in

recreation settings. He examined how different information

treatments (AC, Implied sanction, AC+implied sanction)

influence behavioral intentions toward prosocial behavior in

hypothetical dilemma situations. The results showed that AC

information had a significant effect on activating

behavioral intentions to obey regulations. Threatening

sanction information, however, didn't show any effect.

Gramann et al. (1989), in their Carlsbad Caverns

National Park study, found that AC information given through

an education program had significant effects in reducing

depreciative behavior (i.e., touching rock formations).

About 44 percent of the visitors who had no interpretation

program reported touching the formations, compared to 30
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percent of those who listened to the interpretation program

by ranger.

In their forest campground in Virginia study, Oliver et

al. (1985) found that education programs may significantly

reduce destructive behaviors in forest campgrounds. They

compared the effectiveness of three types of information

treatments on tree damaging and littering behavior.

Treatments included brochure alone (B), brochure plus

personal contact (B+C), and brochure plus personal contact

plus assistance request (B+C+A). The brochure identified

the problem and described the impacts of the destructive

behavior on other campers, the environment, and the

management agency (the consequences of depreciative

behavior). They found that with respect to tree damage, 39

percent of camping groups in the control group damaged at

least one tree. This percentage dropped to 20 percent for

the B group, and to 4 percent for the B+C group. For

littering impacts, 82 percent of camping groups in the

control group left at least one piece of litter in the

campsite. This percentage dropped to 67 percent for the B

group, and to 4]. percent for the B+C group. For both

impacts, the effect of B+C+A were not significantly

different from that of B+C.

These studies suggest that the norm activation model is

effective in changing depreciative behavior in recreation

settings. Most studies, however, found a direct

relationship between information treatments and behaviors,
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operating under the assumption that AC or AR information

would activate personal norms, thereby changing behaviors or

behavioral intentions. These studies didn't examine whether

or not AC or AR messages actually changed the AC, AR or

personal norms of users, which subsequently would influence

the users' depreciative behaviors.

More studies are needed on a variety of issues and

situations to obtain more understanding and better practical

applications. This study was conducted to find out whether

information based on Schwartz's norm activation model

actually works, using the rule-violating behavior of singing

at a campground af,ter quiet time.

Specific questions of this study are:

Are there differences in AC, AR, personal norms, or

rule-violating behavior (i.e., singing after 10

o'clock) among different information treatment

groups?

Is there a relationship between AC or AR and

personal norms for quiet time rule?

Is there a relationship between AC or AR and

rule-violating behavior?

Is there a relationship between personal norms and

rule-violating behavior?



Methods

Study site, Samplinq, Information Treatments, Procedures,
Selection of Issues, and Design of the Questionnaire
Instrument

These sections are the same as pages 73-79 in Chapter 5

of this thesis; readers who have read that chapter can skip

to the next section."

Measures

To measure rule-violating behavior for quiet time,

respondents were first asked if they had participated in any

singing activity between 6:00 p.m. yesterday to 6:00 a.m.

this morning. If they answered "yes," they were asked,

"What is the latest time period that you were singing?"

They were asked to fill in the space, "about from to

o'clock."

Awareness of consequences (AC) was measured by two

items which asked participants to rate the influence of

their singing after 10 o'clock on other people's camping

experiences and sleeping at night. Two specific statements

were: 1) "Singing after 10 p.m. will destroy the camping

experiences of many others who want to have a quiet and calm

atmosphere in this campground;" and 2) "Singing after 10

p.m. will interfere with many other campers' sleeping in

this campground." Responses were given on five point scales

ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree."

To measure the respondent's ascription of

147
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responsibility (AR.), respondents were asked how much they

agreed with the following statements: 1) "Singing after 10

p.m. in this campground is OK, because singing in the

campground is very common and many other campers also take

singing in the campground for granted;" and 2) "If other

campers in this campground sing after 10 p.m., my singing

after 10 o'clock in this campground is OK, because even if I

sing after that time, there are not many additional impacts

to other campers."

The measure of users' norms toward singing activity is

partly patterned after the measurement of personal

norms by Schwartz (1968) and Cialdini et al. (1991). Three

hypothetical incidents were given. Respondents were asked

to reflect upon each incident and answer the question, "How

much do you feel a personal obligation not to sing after 10

p.m. in this campground when V" The following are the

three specific hypothetical incidents:

"... when your group members are singing after 10

o'clock at night."

"... when many other campers in this campground are

singing after 10 o'clock at night."

"... when there are no managers or officials to

control or supervise this campground."

The response scale f or personal norms ranged from 1

(feel no obligation) to S (feel extremely strong

obligation).



Results

Information Treatments and Rule Violation Behavior

It was hypothesized that information treatments could

directly decrease the user's rule-violating behavior. In

this analysis, the effectiveness of information among

control, BR, and BRi-Inst groups was compared because these

groups all received information treatments before 10 o'clock

the previous day. For the analysis, respondents who didn't

sing or participate in a singing activity after 10 o'clock

were regarded as "no violation," while respondents who

participated in singing after 10 o'clock were regarded as

"violation." Overall, 31 percent participated in singing

activities and 12 percent violated the rule of 10 o'clock

quiet time.

There were no significant relationships between

information treatments and violation of quiet time (Fisher's

Exact Test: 2-Tail, P-value=O.929). About 9 percent of the

BR+Inst group, 11 percent of the BR group, and 13 percent of

the control group violated the quiet time rule.

Information Treatments and Users' AC. AR. and Personal Norms

It was hypothesized that respondents who received AC or

AR messages would have higher AC or AR than those who didn't

receive any messages. It was also hypothesized that there

would be differences in effectiveness of information on AC

and AR, depending on the type of information treatment. To

149
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measure the degree of AC or AR, the two measures of AC

(r=O.67) and two measures of AR (r=0.78) were combined,

respectively (see methods section for specific measures).

The results showed that there were no significantly

different effects of information treatments on users' AC

(Kruskal-Walljs Test:CHIsQ=6.8217 Df=6 Prob>CHISQO.3376)

and AR (Kruskal-Wallis Test: CHISQ=2.3881 Df=6

Prob>CHISQ=o.88o8). There were also no significant effects

of information on personal norms regarding quiet time

(Kruskal-walljs Test:CH1sQ2 .3810 Df =6 Prob>CHISQO.8815).

AC. AR, and Personal Norms

It was predicted that respondents who had high degrees

of AC and AR would show stronger personal norms regarding

quiet time. For the analysis, AC and AR were divided into

"high" and "low" categories at approximately the median

point (i.e., 3.5). Results showed that respondents who were

categorized as "high" in both AC and AR showed significantly

stronger personal norms than respondents who were

categorized as "low" in both AC and AR, as shown in Table

7.1. Only the subgroup which was categorized as "high" in

both AC and AR showed statistically stronger personal norms

than the other subgroups, including AC (L) &AR (L),

AC(L)&AR(H), and AC(H)&AR(L). There were no statistical

differences in personal norms among subgroups, AC(L)&R(L),

AC(L)&AR(H), and AC(H)&AR(L) (Table 7.1).

The same question was analyzed in different ways to
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Table 7.].

The relationship between combinations (ACR) of users' degree

of awareness of consequences (AC) by quiet time violation

and ascription of responsibility (AR), and users' degree of

personal norms

Kruskal-Walljs Test :CHISQ=51 .485 Df=3 Prob>CHISQ=0 .0001
1*2 Wilcoxon 2-Sample Test: Z=-1 .4452 Prob> Z=0.l484
].*3 Wilcoxon 2-Sample Test: Z=-1. 0075 Prob> Z=0.3137
].*4 Wilcoxon 2-Sample Test: Z=-2 .7939 Prob> {Z=0.0052
2*3 Wilcoxon 2-Sample Test: Z=1. 0509 Prob> 1Z=0.2933
2*4 Wilcoxon 2-Sample Test: Z=-4 .1002 Prob> IZ{=0.0001
3*4 Wilcoxon 2-Sample Test: Z=6 .7499 Prob> Z{=0.000i

Treatments N Mean SD Mean Rank

AC (LOW) &AR (LOW) 6 2.4 0.8 70.1

AC (LOW) &AR (HIGH) (2) 36 2.8 0.8 107.1

AC (HIGH) &AR (LOW) (3) 106 2.6 0.6 94.4

AC (HIGH) &AR (HIGH) (4) 94 3.5. 0.9 160 .9
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provide more reliability to the findings above. In this

analysis, personal norms were divided into two levels ("low"

and "high") at approximately the median point (3 or less on

the 5-point scale was categorized as "low," over 3 as

"high"). Because frequencies in some cells were small,

Fisher's Exact Test was used for the analysis (Schlotzhauer

& Littell, 1987). This analysis also showed a significant

relationship between AC, AR, and personal norms (Table 7.2).

About 76 percent of the AC(HIGH)&AR(HIGH) group showed a

high level on personal norms, while 47 percent of the

AC(LOW)&AR(HIGH) group and 35 percent of the

AC(HIGH)W.R(LOW) group rated high level of personal norms.

Only 17 percent of the AC(LOW)&P1(LOW) group rated high

level of personal norms (Table 7.2) *

AC, AR, Personal Norms, and Rule Violation

There was a significant relationship between

combinations of AC and AR. and rule-violating behavior. Only

2 percent of AC(HIGH)&(HIGH) violated the quiet time rule,

compared to 19 percent of AC(Low)&Ap.(HIGH), 18 percent of

AC(HIGH)&AR(LOw), 33 percent of AC(LOw)&AR(Low) (See Table

7.3)

There was also a significant relationship between

personal norms and rule-violating behavior. For the

analysis, the three measures of personal norms were combined

(correlations of all combinations between three measures

were from 0.69 to 0.79) and personal norms were divided into



Personal norms

Fisher's Exact Test (2-Tail) P-value=3.65E-09
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Table 7.2

The relationship between combinations (ACR) of users' degree

of awareness of consequences (AC) by quiet time violation

and ascription of responsibility (AR), and users' degree of
personal norms

Low High Total

AC (LOW) &AR (LOW) 5(83.3) 1(16.7) 6( 2.4)

AC (LOW) &AR (HIGH) 19(52.8) 17(47.2) 36(14.2)

AC (HIGH) &ZR (LOW) 74(64.9) 40(35.1) 114(45.1)

AC (HIGH) &AR (HIGH) 23(23.7) 74(76.3) 97(38.3)

Total 121(47.8) 132(52.2) 253(100.0)



Violation of quiet time by singing

Fisher's Exact Test (2-Tail) P-value=O.0001

Table 7.4

The relationship between users' personal norms and the quiet
time rule violation

Fisher's Exact Test (2-Tail) P-value=0.0069
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Table 7.3

The relationship between combinations (ACR) of users' degree

of awareness of consequences (AC) by quiet time violation

and ascription of responsibility (AR), and the quiet time

rule-violation

Norms

Violation of quiet time by singing

No Yes Total

Low

High

99 (81.8)

123 (93 .2)

22(18.2)

9( 6.8)

121(47.8)

132 (52 .2)

Total 222 (87 . 8) 31(12.3) 253 (100.0)

No Yes Total

AC (LOW) .&AR (LOW) 4(66.6) 2(33.3) 6( 2.4)

AC (LOW) &AR (HIGH) 29(80.6) 7(19.4) 36(14.2)

AC (HIGH) &AR (LOW) 94(82.5) 20(17.5) 114 (45 .1)

AC (HIGH) &AR (HIGH) 95(97.9) 2( 2.1) 97 (38 .3)

Total 222 (87.8) 31(12.3) 253(100.0)
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Figure 7.1. Diagram of the relationship between types of information, awareness of
consequences (AC), ascription of responsibility (AR), personal norms and norm/rule
violating behavior
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two categories at approximately the median (three or less on

the 5-point scale was categorized as "low," over 3 was

categorized as "high"). Because the frequencies in some

cells were small, Fisher's Exact Test was used (Schlotzhauer

& Littell, 1987). About 7 percent of those who rated "high"

on personal norms violated the quiet time rule, compared to

18 percent of those who rated "low" (Table 7.4).

Summary of Findings

As shown in the diagram (Figure 7.1), this study found

that:

Information based on norm activation theory didn't

directly decrease the rule-violating behavior by

singing.

Information treatment didn't increase AC or AR.

There was a strong positive relationship between

ACR (combination of AC and AR) and personal norms.

There was a negative effect of both ACR (combination

of AC and AR) and personal norms on rule-violating

behavior.

Discussion

This study examined whether the information based on

the norm activation model might increase the awareness of

consequences (AC), ascription of responsibility (AR), or

personal norms, and thereby reduce depreciative behavior in

a recreation setting. While this study supported the
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findings of previous studies -- that high AC and AR could

activate norms and subsequently influence individual's

behavior (Schwartz, 1968, 1970) -- use of information in

this study failed to support the findings of other studies

that information could directly change behaviors (Oliver,

Roggenbuc]ç & Watson, 1985; Vander Stoep & Gramarin, 1987).

The inability to decrease rule-violating behavior in

this study can be attributed to the failure to increase AC,

AR, and personal norms. As indicated in Schwartz's (1968,

1977) norm activation model, modifying behavior requires

increased AC, AR, and personal norms.

The Effects of Information on Deqree of AC, AR. Personal
Norms, and Rule-Violating Behavior

Several possible reasons explain why information

distribution in this study didn't decrease rule-violating

behavior. First, many respondents didn't read or remember

the information. Only 52 percent of information groups had

correct knowledge about the rule f or quiet time. This may

have reduced the effectiveness of information in increasing

AC, AR, and personal norms, and accordingly, in decreasing

rule-violating behaviors. Of the information groups which

were given information on the front of the questionnaire,

many didn't know or gave incorrect answers about the rule

for quiet time.

Second, AC or AR information might have failed to

increase because respondents might have answered the

questions for AC, AR, and personal norms on the basis of
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their previous night's experiences. At the time of this

survey in the campground, 13 percent of the campground users

had been singing after 10 o'clock, and many people had not

gone to sleep even after 10 o'clock. This might have

reduced the effectiveness of the information by decreasing

the salience of the consequences and the responsibility for

their behavior. The seriousness of other peoples' need and

the salience of consequences and responsibility are

important factors in activating personal norms and behaviors

(Schwartz, 1968, 1970). Similarly, the campground situation

in which many users participated in singing after 10 o'clock

might have diffused responsibility to be quiet out of

respect for others' experiences (Darley & Latane, 1968;

Schwartz & Clausen, 1970). Based on this inference,

responses to the questions on AC, AR, and personal norms

could be more influenced by present conditions in the

campground, than by the content of the information.

Third, another explanation could be the general content

of the AC or AR messages and the familiarity of the

recipients with the messages. Schwartz (1970) found that

the personal norms of groups with higher salience of

consequences and responsibilities were generally more

activated, and that these groups tended to be of more help

to others in need. If AC or AR messages used in this study

did not make additional changes in AC or AR, personal norms

of users might not have been activated. AC or AR

information might be most effective with people who are not
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aware of the consequences of their behaviors, or who have

little responsibility for their actions. Similarly, when

people have no strong personal norms, information is more

likely to be effective. it would be interesting to see how

information constructed on the basis of different degrees of

salience of AC and AR might influence personal norms and

behaviors in recreation settings in future studies.

Fourth, singing in the recreation setting is a group

activity rather than an individual activity. Therefore, the

influence of group members is likely to be an important

factor in determining rule violating behaviors. Although

individuals might have personal norms and correct knowledge,

their behaviors might be influenced by other group members'

norms and knowledge. Based on the data in this study, only

about 3 percent of the total respondents were alone, while

31 percent were in a group of 2-3, 34 percent were in 4-5,

and 32 percent were in a group of over 5 persons. This

implies that most users in the campground are involved in

complex social interaction and group decision making

processes. Most studies which have found the use of

information to effectively reduce depreciative behaviors

have studied individual behaviors. These include littering

and tree cutting (Oliver, Roggerthuck & Watson, 1985),

touching cave formations (Gramann, Stewart & Kim, 1989),

damaging cultural objects (Vander Stoep & Gramann, 1987),

bone marrow transplant donation (Schwartz, 1970), and

volunteering for welfare for elderly people (Schwartz &
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Fleishman, 1978).

Finally, the quiet time rule was 10 o'clock. However,

campers' established normative standards and expectations

from past experience or other information sources tended

toward a later time. These factors might have more strongly

influenced their AC, AR, and personal norms than the

information provided to them by this study, which might have

reduced the effectiveness of the information.

Management 1mph ions

Although norm activation theory was supported by

findings in this study, the failure of information use to

activate personal norms and reduce rule-violating led to

some suggestions for more effective use of information and

further studies.

First, information (e.g., brochure) might have been

designed for greater interest, in order to increase the

number of readers. In addition, the use of a greater

variety of communication channels and resources, might have

helped to increase knowledge and retention of information

(Roggenbuck & Berrier, 1982).

Second, managers could investigate the primary reasons

for depreciative behaviors and the degree of awareness of

consequences and responsibility before using information or

education programs as management tools. The content of

information or education programs might be better designed

on the basis of this collected information. For example, if
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investigation shows that many people are not aware of the

problems and consequences of their actions, the content of

information should be designed to increase the awareness of

consequences of impact behaviors. However, if most people

are aware of the consequences of their impact behaviors and

the depreciative problems still persist, managers could add

other content to increase the salience of AC and AR.

It might be worth future research to investigate how

information designed on the basis of different levels of the

salience of AC or AR could influence personal norms and

behaviors.

Third, some previous studies found that only simple AC

messages can reduce depreciative behaviors (Oliver,

Roggenbuck & Watson, 1985; Vander Stoep & Gramann, 1987).

However, the results of this study suggest that information

should be designed to increase both AC and AR in order to

reduce depreciative behavior.

Fourth, another important notion in this study is that

along with use of information, controlling present

conditions may be important. There is a similar example in

littering behavior; if there are a lot of existing littering

problems in a certain area, additional people are more

likely to also litter in that place. This could be due to

reduced personal obligation caused by the decreased salience

of awareness of consequences and increased denial of

responsibility. For a place like the study site, in which

user groups are widely exposed to one another, information
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for AC and AR might not be so effective because personal

norms could be influenced by each others' behaviors and

present conditions.

Finally, the effectiveness of information based on norm

activation theory doesn't seem to be effective for group

activity. Considering many recreation activities are group

activity, more research on group behaviors could provide

more comprehensive understating of the effects of

information on user behavior in recreation settings.

This study supported findings from the previous studies

(Schwartz, 1968; Van Liere & Dunlap, 1978) that both AC and

AR should be high in order to activate personal norms. The

findings, however, should be interpreted cautiously. As

indicated by Schwartz (1977), there might be some

possibility that AC, AR, and personal norms might be rated

on the basis of individuals' behaviors for their last night

in the campground. For example, if they had violated the

quiet time rule during the previous night, their behavior

might have influenced their responses to the questions about

AC, AR and personal norms, increasing the relationship

between AC, AR, personal norms, and the rule-violating

behavior in this study. It might change the direction of

causation.



Chapter 8

SUMMARY

The normative concept in social-psychology has been

applied to current recreational management issues, such as

determining evaluative standards, user conflict, and

depreciative behavior. The basic idea of the normative

approach is that individual users use personal norms to

evaluate a certain behavior or condition as acceptable or

unacceptable, and when such personal norms are widely

shared, they may help define appropriate conditions or

behaviors in specific recreation settings and also help to

determine evaluative standards (Vaske, Shelby, Graefe, &

Heberlein, 1986).

Recreation goals, expectations, and norms are

significant factors that influence perceived conflict.

According to the norm-interference model, conflict occurs

when people's normative standards are incompatible with

conditions or others' behaviors in a recreation setting

(Ruddell & Gramann, 1992).

The norm activation model developed by Schwartz

(1968), a social psychologist, argued that behaviors are

more likely to follow norms when norms are "activated."

Norms are activated when people know the consequences of

their actions (AC), and when they ascribe the

responsibility for the consequences of their actions to

themselves (AR).

163
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This thesis is composed of four research studies.

Specifically, it has examined 1) users' normative

standards, 2) how information affects normative standards,

3) the users' perceived conflict, and 4) personal norms and

depreciative behaviors.

User Norms (Chapter 4)

The first study (Chapter 4) examined social norms,

norm prevalence, and norm agreement for a variety of impact

indicators across locations and over time. Analysis used

data from the 1993 and 1994 Chin-Mountain National Park

Surveys at Second and .Baemsagol Campgrounds in Chin-

Mountain National Park.

Major findings of the first study (Chapter 4) are

listed below.

Social norms were different across two locations

(a more developed and less developed campground). Social

norms in the less developed campground were more

restrictive than in the more developed campground.

Norm prevalence was generally high for all types

of impacts studied; 72 to 93's gave a specific norm. In

other words, most users could specify their personal norms

for a variety of types of impacts.

Norm agreement was different across locations.

Norm agreement was generally higher in the less developed

campground than in the more developed campground.

There were significant relationships between
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importance rating and norm prevalence for all types of

impacts studied. Users who rated high importance on a

certain impact were more likely to specify their norms than

users who rated it of low importance.

5. Social norms for quiet time, number of tents, and

littering behavior in a campground were stable across a

one-year period of time.

This study supported findings from previous studies

that 1) social norms and norm agreement are different

across locations, and 2) many people can specify personal

norms. It also found that there are significant

relationships between importance of impacts, degree of norm

prevalence and norm stability over time.

Effects of Information (Chapter 5)

Ignorance or lack of an objective frame of reference

in recreation settings may result in a wide range of

evaluative standards among users, lowering norm prevalence

and norm agreement. Ignorance or lack of an objective

frame of reference may also cause perceived conflict and

depreciative behavior problems. As suggested by Sherif's

(1936) experiment on norm formation, when there is low norm

agreement, managers might use information to help norm

converge toward the given referent information, thereby

increasing norm agreement.

The second study (Chapter 5) hypothesized that if

people get objective information, norm prevalence and norm
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agreement may increase, allowing managers or decision

makers to develop evaluative standards more effectively.

The study examined the effects of information on social

norms, norm agreement, norm prevalence, and types of norms.

It also explored information effects on users' importance

ratings of impacts. For this study, norms for quiet time

for singing at night were selected because the analysis in

Chapter 4 showed that this particular norm was a multiple

tolerance norm and of general important to users.

A summary of findings is described below.

Information could converge personal norms toward

given information about the rule for quiet time (10 p.m.).

Personal norms for quiet time in information groups were

closer to the 10 p.m. rule than in the control group.

Information didn't increase the norm agreement and

didn't change the types of norm (from a multiple tolerance

norm to a single tolerance norm).

Information treatment didn't increase the

importance rating for the particular impact (singing at

night).

Information increased the degree of knowledge about

the rule for quiet time. Users who received information

were more likely to have correct knowledge of the rule for

quiet time.

Users' knowledge of the rule for quiet was related

to their personal norms. Personal norms were influenced

by how they knew the rule of quiet time for singing.
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As listed above, some of the hypotheses in this

chapter were not supported. The failure of information to

increase perceived importance of an impact might have been

due to the general content of information given to

subjects. Failure of information to increase the extent of

norm agreement or to change types of norms could have been

due to a lack of knowledge transfer and other factors such

as expectations, past experience, and group size.

However, the findings that information can converge

individual norms to an objective frame of reference and

increase knowledge imply that information can be

potentially useful. Longer time for exposure to the

information may increase the degree of knowledge and the

internalization of norms.

Norms and Perceived Conflict (Chapter 6)

Norms, expectations and recreation motives are

important variables for explaining perceived conflict.

Conflict by norm-interference occurs when there are

multiple tolerance norms that are incompatible.

The third study (Chapter 6) hypothesized that if people get

objective information, their personal norms will converge

toward the guideline and that multiple tolerance norms may

be changed to single or no tolerance norms. The study

examined whether information can change the types of norms

and user expectations to correspond more closely to the

given information. It also examined expectations and
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recreation motives, variables which may help explain

perceived conflict.

Major findings in the third study are summarized

below.

Information didn't change types of norms from a

multiple tolerance norm to a single tolerance norm.

However, information treatment caused more distinct

multiple tolerance norms, in which norms for a subgroup of

users corresponded to the given information.

Information didn't change user expectations for

quiet time in the campground.

Recreation motives were significantly related to

perceived conflict, but, norms and expectations by

themselves were not. Only norm-interference (differences

between norms and reported present conditions) and

expectation-interference (differences between expectations

and reported present conditions) influenced perceived

conflict. Inclusion of norm-interference and expectation-

interference also increased total variance explaining

perceived conflict. Jmong these three variables, norm-

interference best explained perceived conflicts.

Information didn't directly influence perceived

conflict.

No effect of information on user expectations may have

been related to content of information or time of

information distribution. Information could have been more

specifically designed for changing expectations, and
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information distributed earlier might have been more

effective. Present conditions at the campground, when many

users routinely violated the 10 o'clock quiet rule, may

have diluted the reliability of information. Information

might be more effective if present conditions correspond

more closely to the given information.

No direct effects of information on perceived conflict

might have been due to the methodological limitations of

the experimental design and the content of information.

The control group and information treatment groups were in

the same campground during the data collection procedure,

and norm-violating behavior of those who received no

information might have been a source of conflict to other

campground users.

This study supported findings of previous studies that

norms are better predictive variables for perceived

conflict than recreation motives and expectations. It also

showed that norm inference (the difference between norms

and present conditions) better explained perceived conflict

than norms alone.

Norms and Depreciative Behavior (Chapter 7)

The fourth study (Chapter 7) examined how the

information designed on the basis of Schwartz's norm

activation model might decrease depreciative behavior

(singing after 10 o'clock). This study hypothesized that

people get information designed to make them more aware of
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the conseqi.iences of their behavior (AC) and more likely to

ascribe responsibility to themselves (AR), their level of

AC and AR. will increase, and norms are more likely to be

activated, thereby decreasing depreciative behavior. The

major findings in this chapter are listed below.

Information didn't increase the degree of AC, AR,

or ACAR. There were no differences in AC, AR or AC+AR

among the control group, AC information group, AR

information group, or AC+AR information group.

Information used in this study didn't contribute to

the activation of personal norms and didn't decrease

depreciative behavior.

Although information had no effect, users who rated

higher on both AC. and AR showed higher norm activation and

were less likely to violate the rule.

No direct information effects on AC, AR, personal

norms, and depreciative behavior could have been due to the

general content of information, diluted authority of the

information, or a lowered salience of AC and AR by the

presence of many rule violating users (many users sang

after 10 p.m.). The group characteristics of singing

activities may have also decreased the direct relationship

between information and rule violation.

Based on findings from this dissertation, some

suggestions for future studies have been made.

1. Although information could converge user norms,

the effects were not enough to increase norm agreement and
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change types of norms. it would be interesting to see if

the length of exposure to information or the number of

times of exposure to information might influence social

norms, norm prevalence, norm agreement, and types of norms.

Because of methodological limitations of this

study, the direct relationship between information

treatments and perceived conflict was not clear. A

subsequent research study might completely separate the

information treatment group from the control group in order

to determine the effects of information on perceived

conflict.

Determination of the relationship between

information and norm prevalence was not feasible in this

study because too few respondents did not have personal

norms. In further research studies, a larger sample or a

norm with greater variation might help explore this

relationship.

information should be designed for specific

purposes. This study found that while information could

modify user norms, the same information didn't change user

expectation. In order to more effectively reduce perceived

conflict, both expectation and norm changes may be

necessary. Future research could compare the effects of

information only for norm development, information only for

expectations, and information for modification of both

norms and expectations.

Time of information distribution also seems to be
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an important variable. For example, there might be

different degrees of effectiveness for information

distributed as users enter the campground or after users

have stayed for a while.

Information didn't change AC and AR in this study.

Further research might investigate how information

constructed for different levels of awareness of

consequences (AC) and ascription of responsibility (AR)

influence norm activation and depreciative behavior in

recreation settings.

This research project only studied singing

activity in a campground. For more generalized

conclusions, further research is necessary in a variety of

recreation activities and locations.

This study suggests that the norm activation model

better explains individual behaviors which are not highly

influenced by other group members. In contrast, group

activities may be influenced more by group interaction

processes than by individual judgement. Further research

about the impact of group interaction on behavioral

decisions may provide managers with better ideas to control

group violations in recreation settings.

This thesis only studied behavioral factors with

respect to an activity (singing). Further research is

needed to understand more about how information can

influence the impact of user norms for conditional factors.

Further research is needed to understand whose
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norms are more likely to conform to given information and

whose norms are not. This might help managers understand

how information could be more effectively designed and

presented in order to influence user norms in directed

ways.
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College students: 34.3's

+ Graduate program: 2.8

Residence (N=246)

Rural area: l3.8

Middle city: 3O.5

Table A.1

Characteristics of the respondents participated in noise
impact survey

Average age (N=243): 25.2 years (range:17-47 years)
Gender (N=246): Male:75.O Fema1e:25.O

Marital status (N=246)

Unmarried: 78.O Married: 2O.7. Others: 1.2
Education completed (N=248)

Elementary: O.4 Middle School: l.6
High school students: 8.9's High school graduate: 28.2

Small city: 8.5

Large city: 47.2

Environmental organization (N=246)

No: 93.5 Yes: 6.5%

Activities participated (N=247)

Singing: 30.8%

Playing music instruments:6.9%

Drinking: 42.9%

Campfire: 0.4%

Others: 8.1%

Avg. staying (N=238)

One day: 72.3%

Three days: 3.4%

1.33 days

Two days: 23.5%

Over four days:

College graduate: 23.8%

Others: 0.0%

Listening radio: 38.9%

Dancing: 3.2%

Reading: 7.7%

Games: 29.6%

A 000 0

Avg. group size (N=244): 5.36 persons (range :1-34 persons)
Alone: 2.9% 2-3: 30.7% 4-5: 34.4% Over 5: 32.Oj

Number of visits to the place (N=246; avg:1.53 times)
First time: 73.2% Second time: 16.3%

Third time: 5.7% Over fourth time: 4.8%

Number of visits to other places last year (N=246; avg:l.24
times)

No visit: 45.9% One time: 23.6% Two times: 12.2%
Three times: 9.8% Over four times: 8.5%
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Table A.2

Characteristics of the respondents participated in

littering impact survey
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Average age (N173): 23.8 years (range:l7-45 years)

Gender (N=172): Male:73.3% Female:26.7%

Marital status (N=173)

Unmarried: 88.4% Married: 11.0% Others: 0.6%

Education completed (N=173)

Elementary: 0.6% Middle School: 0.0%

High school students: 6.9% High school graduate: 22.0%

College students: 40.5% College graduate: 24.3%

+ Graduate program: 5.8% Others: 0.0%

Residence (N=172)

Rural area: 11.6% Small city: 9.9%

Middle city: 27.3% Large city: 51.2%

Environmental organization (N=171)

No: 99.4% Yes: 0.6%

Activities participated (N=170)

Singing: 38.2% Listening radio: 42.4%

Playing music instruments:3.5% Dancing: 5.3%

Drinking: 54.1% Reading: 15.3%

Campf ire: 1.8% Games: 22.9%

Others: 2.9%

Staying (N=167)

One day: 92.8% Two days: 7.2%

Three days: 0.0% Over four days: 0.0%

Avg. group size (N167): 6.19 persons (range:1-35 persons)

Alone: 0.6% 2-3: 30.6% 4-5: 41.3% Over 5: 27.5%

Number of visits to the place (N=170; avg:1.39 times)

First time: 78.2% Second time: 12.9%

Third time: 5.3% Over fourth time: 3.6%

Number of visits to other places last year (N=l70; avg:1.29
times)

No visit: 47.1% One time: 16.5% Two times: 17.1%

Three times: 13.5% Over four times: 5.8%



Table A.3

Characteristics of the respondents participated in

number of tents impact survey

Average age (N=99): 24.8 years (range:l7-43 years)

Gender (N=98): Male:72.4% Fetnale:27.6%

Marital status (N=98)

Unmarried: 77.6% Married: 22.4% Others: 0.0%
Education completed (N=96)

Elementary: 0.0% Middle School: 0.0%

High school students: 2.1% High school graduate: 29.2%

College students: 44.8% College graduate: 24.0%
+ Graduate program:

Residence (N=98)

Rural area: 10.2% Small city:

Middle city: 26.5% Large city:

Environmental organization (N=98)

No: 96.9% Yes: 3.1%

Activities participated (N=10l)

Singing: 34.7%

Playing music instruments: 5.9%

Drinking: 53.5%

Campf ire: 0.0%

Others: 5.0%

Staying (N=100)

One day: 88.0%

Three days: 0.0%

0.0% Others: 0.0%

Two days: 12.0%

Four days: 0.0%

54.1%

Listening radio: 23.8%

Dancing: 1.0%

Reading: 7.9%

Games: 21.8%
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Avg. group size (N=100): 5.12 persons (range:l-16 persons)

Alone: 4.0% 2-3: 41.0% 4-5: 33.0% Over 5: 22.0%

Number of visits to the place (N=101; avg:1.50 times)

First time: 70.3% Second time: 16.8%

Third time: 6.9% Over fourth time: 6.0%

Number of visits to other places last year (N=101; avg:l.36
times)

No visit: 42.6% One time: 20.8% Two times: 19.8%

Three times: 7.9% Over four times: 8.9%
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Motive items Factor loadings
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Table B.l

Factor analysis (Varimax rotation method) of motive items:
Noise impact survey

Fl F2 F3

Being self-reliant 0.45 0.34 0.37
To be alone 0.74 0.09 -0.11
For physical exercise 0.72 0.03 0.18
To enjoy the natural

landscape 0.50 0.43 0.07
To test my ability of

mental patience 0.69 0.04 0.28

To experience peace and

quiet atmosphere 0.09 0.55 -0.40
To release tension

(away from daily routine) -0.06 0.78 0.11
Being in nature 0.26 0.78 0.03
To learn nature 0.48 0.50 0.13

Getting together with

family/friends -0.19 0.43 0.65

For social interaction with

organized groups 0.18 -0.02 0.61
To release stress

by playing freely 0.26 -0.06 0.66

Eigenvalue 2.44 2.28 1.68

Total variance explained: 53.4%
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Table C.9

The percentage distribution of user's tolerable time for singing

Time Control
(N=37)

WACAR
(N=33)

AC
(N=37)

AR
(N=33)

ACAR
(N=36)

BR
(N=35)

BR+Inst
(N=33)

Total
(N=244)

Never 10.8% 3.0% 8.1% 0.0% 8.3% 2.9% 0.0% 4.9%6:00 (P.M.) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07:00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08:00 2.7 0.0 0.0 6.1 2.8 0.0 6.1 2.59:00 5.4 15.2 10.8 15.2 8.3 11.4 9.1 10.710:00 16.2 18.2 13.5 12.1 27.8 34.3 30.3 21.711:00 13.5 9.1 10.8 21.2 11.1 14.3 18.2 13.912:00 (A.M.) 27.0 24.2 32.4 12.1 33.3 25.7 27.3 26.21:00 8.1 6.1 10.8 21.2 2.8 2.9 0.0 7.42:00 10.8 12.1 10.8 0.0 5.6 0.0 0.0 5.73:00 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.84:00 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.85:00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06:00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Doesn't
matter 0.0 12.1 2.7 12.1 0.0 5.7 6.1 5.3
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Table Di

Information contents used for each information treatment group

(in English and Korean)

Control group: No information is given

Treatment I group: Without Awareness of Consequences and

Ascription of responsibility (WACAR) group.

English: "Please don't make noise by singing from 10:00 p.m.

to 7:00 a.m. in this campground."

Korean: " 0.jO)4 l0A1--1 °fi 7A1Z}1

1
ø} AJ"

Treatment II group: Awareness of Consequences (AC) group.

English: "Please don't make noise by singing from 10:00 p.m.

to 7:00 a.m. in this campground. Many campers in

this campground say that they come to this place

to enjoy a quiet and peaceful atmosphere. Only

one person's inconsiderate singing during this

time not only interferes with their sleeping, but

also seriously destroys the whole atmosphere of

this campground and many others' camping

experiences,"

Korean: . oo1.z.1 14 10A1--1 o}4 7AJ7}zJ..

4;zJ of -oj oJ*fAj o4 01 *.-1
}* 171- 7171 1N tEa

t.J t}. 4oJ fE --4 F'11 °1 Al ?J°1T0Z
0Ft1F, 11 i1 -i171°1LE

tI1M c}. 07
%1.)41 Jltf."
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Table D.1 (Continued)

Treatment III group: Ascription of Responsibility (AR)

group.

English: "Please don't make noise by singing from 10:00 p.m.

to 7:00 a.m. in this campground. The whole

atmosphere and many others' camping experiences

depend on how you behave in this campground."

Korean: ".- OJO1A1 H l0A1-1 O} 7A1Z7}I
4zJ o}ojj i1 #14-f V °4-1

}*4 oJ ojo oryj %}qoj
o1 't-t

I I.

Treatment IV group: Ascription of Responsibility and

Ascription of Responsibility (ACAR) group.

English: "Please don't make noise by singing from 10:00 p.m.

to 7:00 a.m. in this campground. Many campers in

this campground say that they come to this place to

enjoy a quiet and peaceful atmosphere. Only one

person's inconsiderate singing during this time not

only interferes with their sleeping, but also

seriously destroys the whole atmosphere of this

campground and many others' camping experiences.

The whole atmosphere and many others' camping

experiences depend on how you behave in this

campground."
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Table D..1 (Continued)

Korean:

Treatment V group: Brochure (BR) group. The brochure was

written with exactly the same content of information as that

of Treatment IV (See D.2 in Appendix-B). It was made of

light blue, colored paper(size: 8.5" X 5.5").

Treatment VI group: Brochure and Instruction (BR+Inst)

group. The BR+Inst group treatment involved both

distributing brochures used in Treatment V and telling

campers.

English: "Please don't make noise by singing after 10:00

p.m. in this campground. Please read through this

brochure."

Korean: "01 0o11,1 I4 1o1 °11Li
t of 01 t-11

" 0.jOAJ 14 o} 7-1z}1
xfi- -.tr4 44 1

o}

o1*})1 oZ1 01

*Fit 171 7171 4-1B 4t}ja
t.*t}j1t} 1 j Afjo1}. 1t}fl 01 A1Th1T

a 0 -. ol t o1o1 jL. ø1r i --- ip-t- o-ri L. p -k... r o 1

o}i}, ooj
1 4171°1LE

& uJ tf oz!%2.
J1 jJtf. ofoj

4171}
01 o jc4.&1 f-4°1T '1 91-11tL"

The main contents of information are given with the heading, "A

thing that you should know in this campground." Information
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for Treatment group I to Treatment group IV are given in the

front page of the questionnaire. Treatment group V and

Treatment group VI received information through brochure or

brochure and instruction. All versions of information were

written under the name of Chin-Mountain National Park Northern

Region Mangement Office (J * ?1A1*).
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D.2. Content of brochure used for information treatment

AFAI

0JAj J!4 10AJEj oJ 7AI7FXJ !x4 E1J

± LJ(XJ 0f 1AI. 0jAf Ct
4E 01 9l I7I )I)I iff
JIa F1LIcF. AFi0J2f IK4 01 AI?j0I

Ef 0t4
CR421, 0fj J JIoL 1E1 UI1 ?t

c1 0I42j 12I 'jJEI !2JL4I1.0ffJ !4 PJ9I 0[4
F!1A1 01 otAj 0Jff [JoU 24 L1C1

x121Aj
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Chin-Mountain National Park Campground Survey (1993)

This survey is being conducted by the Department of Forestry of Chonnarn
National University in cooperation with Korean National Parks Authority. The
purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of how you feel aboutthe present conditions of the campgrounds and campers' behaviors in the
campgrounds in Chin-Mountain National Park. The information provided by you
will be useful for developing future park management plans to improve
campground conditions in Chin-Mountain National Park.

Please try to answer all the questions. The best answer is the one that most
closely reflects your feelings, opinions, and what you actually saw or did in
this campground. Please don't discuss your answers to these questions with
other group or family members. All your responses will be kept strictly
confidential and these information will not be used for any other purposes
except research. Thank you very much for your help.

Department of Forestry, College of Agriculture in Choxmam National University
Korean National Parks Authority

Please tel]. us your camping experience in this particular campground in Chin-
Mountain National Park.

Considering 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this morning, in what kinds of
activities did you participate at this campground? (check all that apply)

Singing
Listening to the radio/cassette player
Playing musical instruments
Dancing
Drinking alcohol
Reading
Playing games (specify
Campfire
Others (specify

Did you arrive at this campground before 6:00 P.M. yesterday?
No
Yes (If so, what was the date and time? Date A.M.

P.M.)
How many people are in your group? (including yourself) people

About how many times have you visited this particular campground during the
last year?
_____times (If this is the first visit, please write zero.)

About how many times and how many areas have you visited other campgrounds
last year? (except the present campground)

times and areas (If you have not, please write Zero.)

Did you feel this campground was crowded? (circle appropriate number)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
I I I II I I INot at all Slightly Moderately Extremely

crowded crowded crowded crowded

How do you think this campground should be used? (circle one)
Should be used for playing freely (making noise)
OK to play (making noise) during the day, but should be quiet at night
Should always be a peaceful and quiet place

How do you think this campground is being used? (circle one)
Playing freely (making noise)
OK to play (making noise) during the day, but quiet at night
Always be a peaceful and quiet place



In the following questions, Please tell us how you feel about the present
conditions of this particular campground. (If you arrived at this campground
before 6:00 P.M. yesterday, consider the period of time from 6:00 P.M. last
night to 6:00 .A.M. this morning. If you arrived at this campground after 6:00
P.M., consider the period of time from your arrival to 6:00 A.M. thismorning).

In this campground, how late at night did other campers make noise
(e.g., singing, yelling, radio/tape recorder, etc.)? (circle an appropriate
number)

P.M.
06 07 08 09 10

Never
interfere

Midnight A.M.
11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

lxi this campground, how late at night did you expect other campers to make
noise?

P.M. Midnight A.M.
06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

I didn't know what to expect

In this campground, it would be OK for me if other campers make noise as
late as... ____o'clock at night (Other's making noise after this time
will make my camping experience become unpleasant).

P.M. Midnight A.M.
06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

It should never be allowed in this campground
It doesn't matter to me

In this campground, how much did others making noise iii the night interfere
with your camping experience (circle one)?

Interfere
somewhat

2 3

Interfere Interfere
much

Interfere
very much

210

Below are listed Some reasons for camping activity. We are interestedin knowing how important each of these items is in contributing to the
quality of your camping experience in this campground. (Please circle onenumber for each item)

4., 4-' 4.,
>.c

(Cl
'Cl

>1 U

>4
OW
EU

0 0O I.1
>.o .lO

1. To experience peace and quiet
-

OSZ'- U) .
-4 0

WE
>..-4

XE
ra

(away from crowd and noise) 1 2 3 4 5
2. To release tension away from daily routine
3. Being in nature

1

1

2

2
3
3

4
4

5
S

4. Getting together with family/friends
5. Being self-reliant
6. To learn about nature
7. For social interaction with

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4
4
4

S

5

S

organized groups 1 2 3 4 5
8. To release stress by playing

freely (e.g., group singing)
9. To be alone

1

1
2

2
3

3
4
4

5
5
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5. In this campground, how many other drunken campers (who don't considerother's feeling or experience) did you see?
o 1 2 3 4 5 6

(if over 6, drunken campers)

S. In this campground, how many other drunken campers (who don't considerother's feeling or experience) did you expect to see?
o 1 2 3 4 5 6

(if over 6, drunken campers)
I didn't know what to expect

7 In this campground, it would be OK for me to see other drunken campers (whodon't consider other's feeling or experience) as many as (If I seedrunken campers more than this number, my camping experience will becomeunpleasant.)
o 1 2 3 4 5 6

(if over 6, drunken campers)
It doesn't matter to me

In this campground, how much did seeing other drunken campers (who don'tConsider other's feeling or experience) interfere with your camping
experience (circle one)?

o 1 2 3 4
I INever Interfere Interfere Interfere Interfereinterfere somewhat much very much

In this campground, about how many other campers and tents did you see?
(circle one)
Number of users: 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420

(If over 420, campers)

Number of tents: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

170 180 190 200 210 220
(If over 220, _____tents)

In this campground, about how many other campers and tents did you expectto see?
Number of users: 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 30 360 390 420

(If over 420, campers)
I didn't know what to expect

Number of tents: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

170 180 190 200 210 220

I didn' t know what to expect
(If over 220, _____tents)



(If. over 420, _____campers)
____It doesn't matter to me

Number of tents: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

170 180 190 200 210 220

____It doesn't matter to me
(If over 220, _____tents)

In this campground, how much did the number of campers interfere with yourcamping experience (circle one)?

0 1 2 3 4

Never Interfere Interfere Interfere Interfere
interfere somewhat much very much

In this campground, how much did the number of tents interfere with your
camping experience (circle one)?

0 1 2 3 4I
I I II

INever Interfere Interfere Interfere Interfere
interfere somewhat much very much

In this campground, how close your tent to other parties' tents?
The closest distance with other parties' tent was...
_____m (If cm, cm)

In this campground, how much distance between your tent and other parties'
tents did you expect?

m (If cm, cm)
I didn't know what to expect

In this campground, it is OK for me my tent to be as close as... (If
the distance is closer than this, my camping experience will become
unpleasant).
_____m (if cm, cm)

It doesn't matter to me

In this campground, how much did the distance between your tent and other
parties' tents interfere with your camping experience (circle one)?

0 1 2 3 4I
I II I I I INever Interfere Interfere Interfere Interfereinterfere somewhat much very much

In this campground, how many times did you see other campers litter?
(circle one)012345678

(If over 8, times)
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11. In this campground, it is OK for me to see other campers and others' tentsas many as (If I see more campers and tents than this number, my
camping experience will become unpleasant.)

Number of users: 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420



In this campground, how many times did you expect to see other camperslitter? (circle one)012345678
(If over 8, times)

I didn' t know what to expect

In this campground, it is OK for me to see other campers litter as manytimes as... (If I see more than this number of times, my camping
experience will become unpleasant.)012345678

(If over 8, times)
It doesn't matter to me

In this campground, how much did the number of times to see other
littering campers interfere with your camping experience (circle one)?

0 1 2 3 4
I I

INever Interfere Interfere Interfere Interfere
interfere somewhat much very much

In this campground, how long should you wait in a line for using arestroom? _____minutes (If seconds, seconds)

In this campground, about how long did you expect to wait in a line forusing a restroom?
_____minutes (If seconds, seconds)
____I didn't know what to expect

In this campground, it is OK for me to wait in a line for using a
as long as... (If the amount of waiting time is longer than this,
camping experience will become unpleasant.)
_____minutes (If seconds, seconds)
_____It doesn't matter to me

In this campground, how much did the amount of time you had to wait in a
line for using a restroom interfere with your camping experience (circle
one)?

0 1 2 3 4I
II INever Interfere Interfere Interfere Interfere

interfere somewhat much very much

In this campground, how long should you wait in a line for using water
supplies?
_____minutes (If seconds, seconds)

In this campground, about how long did you expect to wait in a line for
using water supplies?
____minutes (If seconds, seconds)-
_____I didn't know what to expect

In this campground, it is OK for me to wait in a line for using water
supplies as long as... (If the amount of waiting time is longer than this,
my camping experience will become unpleasant.)
_____minutes (If seconds, seconds)
____It doesn't matter to me
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29. In this campground, how much did the amount of time you had to wait in aline for using water supplies interfere with your camping experience
(circle one)?

0 1 2 3 4
I II

INever Interfere Interfere Interfere Interfere
interfere somewhat much very much

We are interested in how you evaluate the present coud.itions of the campgroundlisted in the below (circle an appropriate number). (If you arrived at this
campground before 6 p.m. yesterday, please only consider from 6 p.m. to 6 p.m.today. If you arrived at this campground after 6 p.m. yesterday, please only
consider from your arrival time to 6 a .m. today)

ID
-.0>.

00.
IDESono

.0

0.
0
0
CD

S

CD

CD

Z

ID
-
.0

CD

0.
11)

0
0 0500

1. Overall noise problem
2. Noise problem made by

1 2 3 4 5

other campers' singing at night
3. Noise problem made by

i 2 3 4 5

other campers' yelling at night i 2 3 4 5
4. Noise problem made by other campers'

radio/cassette player at night
5. Noise problem made by

i 2 3 4 5

other campers' talking at night i 2 3 4 5

6. Noise problem made by other campers'
playing musical instruments at night 1 2 3 4 5

7. Problem made by other drunken campers
who don't consider other's feeling 1 2 3 4 5

8. Number of campers using
this campground 1 2 3 4 59. Number of tents in this campground i 2 3 4 510. Problem of other campers' littering 1 2 3 4 5

11. Distance between
my tent and other parties' tents 1 2 3 4 5

12. Campground user fee problem i 2 3 4 513. Crowding problem 1 2 3 4 5
14. Waiting in a line for using a

restroom 1 2 3 4 515. Waiting in a line for using
water supplies 1 2 3 4
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Please indicate the level of importance to your experience in this particular
Campground for each of the following conditions (circle a nuwber) -

>' 4.
S.i .0 -44
0 CO O oj.Q, lQ Q,OE '-IC 'C a XECI)-.-4 -4 ..4

Noise made by other campers
atnight
Noise made by other campers'
singing at night
Noise made by other campers'
yelling at night
Noise made by other campers'
radio or cassette player at night
Noise made by other campers'
talking at night

Noise made by other campers'
playing musical instruments at night
Seeing other drunken campers who
don't consider other's feeling
The number of campers using
this campground
The number of tents in this
campground
Seeing other campers' littering

The amount of distance between my
tent and other parties' tents
The amount of campground user
fee
Crowding
The amount of time to wait
in a line for using a restroom
The amount of time to wait in
a line for using water supplies

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 .5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5



In what size town do you live?
Rural area (Population: below 70,000)
Small city (Population: 70,000 to less than 200,000)
Middle city (Population: 200,000 to less than 10,000,000)
Large city (Population: over 1,000,000)

Do you belong to any environmental organizations?
No
Yes (Please specify the name(s)

* What would you say were the high points (favorable aspects) and the low
points (unfavorable aspects) of this campground?

-High points:

-Low points:

Thank you for your sincere cooperation again!!!
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Finally, we would like to know more about the people who participate in this
study.

How old are you? years old

Are you male; female?.

Are you single; married; others?

What is your level of education?
Elementary school Middle school graduate
High school student High school graduate
College student College graduate
+ Graduate school Others

What is your primary occupation? If retired (check here _) and give
former occupation.
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Chiri-Momtajn National Park Campgroimd Survey (1994-A)

This survey is being conducted by the Department of Forestry of Chonnam
National University in cooperation with Korean National Parks Authority. Thepurpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of how you feel about
the conditions of the campgrounds and campers' behaviors in the campgrounds inChin-Mountain National Park. The information provided by you will be useful
for developing future park management plans to improve campground conditions
in Chin-Mountain National Park.

Please try to answer all the questions. The best answer is the one that most
closely reflects your feelings, opinions, and what you actually saw or did inthe campground. Please don't discuss your answers to these auestions withother qrou or family members. All your responses will be kept Strictly
confidential. Thank you very much for your help.

Department of Forestzy, College of Agriculture in Chonnam National University
Korean National Parks Authority

Space for information
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Please tel]. us your camping experience in this particular campground in Chin-
Mountain National Park.

1 Considerinq the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
mornin, in what kinds of activities did you participate in this particular
campground? (check all that apply)

Singing (if so, what is the latest time period that you were singing?
About from to o'clock)

Listening to the radio/cassette player (if so, what is the latest time
period that you were listening to? About from_ to o'clock)
Playing musical instruments
Dancing
Drinking alcohol
Reading
Campfire
Playing games (specify
Others (specify

What date and time did you arrive at this campground?
Date Time ____A.M.

P.M.

How many people are in your group? (including yourself)
people (Over 17 years old)
people (Under 17 years old)

Including this visit,- about how many times have you visited particular
campground during the last year?
_____times (If this is the first visit, please write one.)

About how many times have you visited other campgrounds during the last
year? (except the present campground)

times (If you have not:, please write zero.)

Considerinq the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morninq, did you feel this campground was crowded? (circle an appropriate
number)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
I I I I II I I I

Not at all Slightly Moderately Extremely
crowded crowded crowded crowded

Consideririq the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morninq, overall, how would you rate your camping at this campground?
(circle one)
Poor
Fair, things often don't work out very well
Good, but I wish a number of things could be different
Very good, but a few things could be better
Excellent, only minor problems
Perfect

Considerinq the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
mornin, overall, how would you rate the quality of this campground?
(circle an appropriate number)

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
Unacceptable + Acceptable



To experience peace and quiet
atmosphere
To release tension (away from
daily routine)
Being in nature
Getting together with
family/friends
Being self-reliant

To learn about nature
For social interaction with
organized groups
To release stress by playing
freely
To be alone
For physical exercise

To enjoy the natural landscape
To test my ability of
mental patience

In the following questions, please tell us how you feel about the present
conditions of this particular campground. (If you arrived at this caqroimd
before 6:00 P.M. yesterday, consider the period of time from 6:00 P.M. lastniqht to 6:00 A.M this morxijn. If you arrived at this camqround after 6:00
P.M., consider the Deriod of time from your arrival to 6:00 A.M. this
mornixiq).

In this campground, how late at night did other campers make noise by
sinqinq? (circle an appropriate number)

P.M. Midnight A.M.
06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

I didn't hear any noise by singing

Ia this campground, how late at night did you expect other campers to make
noise by singing? (circle an appropriate number)

P.M. Midnight A.M.
06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

I didn't know what to expect

In this campground, it would be OK for me if other campers make noise by
singing as late as...
_____o'clock at night (Other's making noise after this time will make
my camping experience become unpleasant.)

P.M. Midnight A.M.
06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

It should never be allowed in this campground
It doesn't matter to me
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Below are listed some reasons for camping activity. We are interested inknowing how important each of these items is in contributing to the quality of
your camping experience in this campground. (Please circle one number for eachitem)

3.) 4.) 4.)>c0
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1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



In this campground, how late at night did other campers make noise by
radio or cassette tare recorder? (circle an appropriate number)

P.M. Midnight A.M.
06 07 08 09 10 ii. 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

P.M.
06 07

I didn't hear any noise from radio or cassette tape recorder

In this campground, it would be OK for me if other campers make noise by
radio or cassette tape recorder as late as...

o'clock at night (Other's making noise after this time will make
my camping experience become unpleasant.)

Midnight A.M.
08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

It should never be allowed in this campground
It doesn't matter to me

If you ou].y consider the time period from 6 P.M. yesterday to 6 A.M. today, in
this campground, how- much each of the items listed below interfered with your
camping experience? (circle one for each item)

V V V
a) a).

'1.4.1: '1.4
$.1

WV 11)0

Noise made by playing
musical instruments at night
Seeing drunken campers
who don't consider other's
feeling or experience
The number of campers using
this campground
The number of tents
in this campground
Seeing other camper's
littering behavior

Ii. Distance between
between tents
Crowding
Waiting in a line
for using a restroom
Waiting in a line
for using water supplies
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3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 S

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5
3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

a)
lw

'1.4

1.14JVa) a).,.4

'Dc 1:

Overall noise problem 1 2
Noise made by singing
at night 1 2
Noise made by yelling
at night 1 2
Noise made by radio!
tape recorder at night 1 2
Noise made by loud talking
at night 1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2
1 2

1 2

1 2



Please tell us how important is the following for your camping experience in
this particular Campground in Chiri-Moimtajn National Park.

For your experience in this campground, please indicate the level of
imnortance on your experience for each of the following conditions (circle anumber).
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Sc

C SE

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5
3 4 5

We are interested in knowing how much you know about this campground. Pleasedon' t discuss with your companions.

1. According to the present campground rule, what is the time when campers
should stop making noise by singing in this campground? (circle an
appropriate number)

P.M. Midnight A.M.
06 07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06

Singing is not allowed anytime in this campground
I don't know

A number of statements about singing activity in this campground are listedbelow. Indicate your level of agreement on each statement.
(Please circle an appropriate number)

Singing after 10 P.M. in this campground is OK
because singing in the campground is very common
and many other campers also take singing in the
campground for granted.

If other campers in this campground sing after10 P.M., my singing after 10 o'clock in this
campground is OK, because even if I sing after
that time, there are not many additional impacts
to other campers.

Singing after 10 P.M. will destroy the camping
experiences of many others who want to have a
quiet and calm atmosphere in this campground.

Singing after 10 P.M. will interfere with
many other campers' sleeping in this campground.
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1. Noise made by other camper's
singing at night

2. Noise made by other camper's
radio or cassette player
atnight

C
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1

1
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2

2
3. Seeing other camper's littering

behavior 1 2
4. The number of tents in this

campground 1 2
5. Crowding 1 2



Please indicate how much you feel a personal obliqation on the statements
about singing listed below.
(Please circle an appropriate number)

0

B B f
How much do you feel a personal obligation
not to sing after 10 P.M. in this campground
even when your group members are singing
after that time?

How much do you feel a personal obligation
not to sing after 10 P.M. in this campground
even when many other campers in this
campground sing after that time?

How much do you feel a personal obligation
not to sing after 10 P.M. in this campground
when there are no managers or officials to
control of supervise this campground?

How much do you feel a personal obligation
not to make noise by loud radio/cassette
player after 10 P.M. in this campground
when there is no manager to supervise?

Finally, we would like to know more about the people who participate in this
study.

How old are you? years old

Are you male; female?

Are you single; married; others?

What is your level of education?
Elementary school Middle school graduate
High school student High school graduate
College student College graduate
Graduate school+ Others

In what size town do you live?
Rural area (Population: below 70,000)
Small city (Population: 70,000 to less than 200,000)
Middle city (Population: 200,000 to less than 10,000,000)
Large city (Population: over 1,000,000)

7. Do you belong to any environmental organizations?
No
Yes (Please specify the name(s)

Thank you for your sincere cooperation again!!
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Chin-Mountain National Park Campground Survey (1994-B)

This survey is being conducted by the Department of Forestry of Chorinam
National University in cooperation with Korean National Parks Authority. The
purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of how you feel about
the conditions of the campgrounds and campers' behaviors in the campgrounds inChin-Mountain National Park. The information provided by you will be useful
for developing future park management plans to improve campground conditions
in Chin-Mountain National Park.

Please try to answer all the questions. The best answer is the one that most
closely reflects your feelings, opinions, and what you actually saw or did inthe campground. Please don't discuss your answers to these Questions with
other qroun or family members.. All your responses will be kept strictly
confidential. Thank you very much for your help.

Department of Forestry, College of Agricultue in Chonnam National tlniversity
Korean National Parks Authority
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Please tell us your camping experience in this particular campground in Chin-
Mountain National Park.

Considerjrq the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morning, in what kinds of activities did you participate in this particular
campground? (check all that apply)

Singing (if so, what is the latest time period that you were singing?
About from to o'clock)

Listening to the radio/cassette player (if so, what is the latest time
period that you were listening to? About from to__o' clock)
Playing musical instruments
Dancing
Drinking alcohol
Reading
Campfire
Playing games (specify
Others (specify

What date and time did you arrive at this campground?
Date Time ____A.M.

P.M.

How many people are in your group? (including yourself)
people (Over 17 years old)
people (Under 17 years old)

4 Including this visit, about how many times have you visited particular
campground during the last year?

times (If this is the first visit, please write one.)

About how many times have you visited other campgrounds during the last
year? (except the present campground)

times (If you have not, please write zero.)

Considering the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morninq, did you feel this campground was crowded? (circle an appropriate
number)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9I I I I I II _______________ I I _I I INot at all Slightly Moderately Extremely
crowded crowded crowded crowded

Considering the time neriod from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morninq, overall, how would you rate your camping at this campground?
(circle one)
Poor
Fair, things often don't work out very well
Good, but I wish a number of things could be different
Very good, but a few things could be better
Excellent, only minor problems
Perfect

Considering the time Period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morninq, overall, how would you rate the quality of this campground?
(circle an appropriate number)

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
Unacceptable + Acceptable >



Below are listed some reasons for camping activity. We are interested inknowing how important each of these items is in contrthuting to the quality ofyour camping- experience in this campgred. (Please circle one number for eachitem)

To experience peace and quiet
atmosphere
To release tension (away from
daily routine)
Being in nature
Getting together with
family/friends
Being self-reliant

To learn about nature
For social interaction with
organized groups
To release stress by playing
freely
To be alone
For physical exercise

To enjoy the natural landscape
To test my ability of
mental patience
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In the following questions, please tell us how you feel about the present
conditions of this particular campground. (If you arrived at this camiaround
before 6:00 P.M. esterda congj the eriod of time from 6:00 P.M. last

P.M., consider the period of time from your arrival to 6:00 A.M. thismor]1in).

Ifni.ht to 6:00 A.M. this mornin..
ound after 6:00on arrived at this C

In this campground, how many times did you see other campers litter?
(circle one)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(If over 8, times)

In this campground, how many times did you expect to see other
campers litter? (circle one)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(If over 8, times)
I didn't know what to expect

In this campground, it is OK for me to see other campers litter as
many times as... (If I see more than this number of times, my camping
experience will become unpleasant.)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

It doesn't matter to me
(If over 8, times)

J)
>c .LJ

S.i0 0)0 o >.O .i0
Z-.-4 -i

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 - 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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If you Only Consider the time period from 6 P.M. yesterday to 6 AM. today, inthis campground, how much each of the items listed below interfered with your
camping experience? (circle one for each item) ,.

Overall noise problem
Noise made by singing
atnight
Noise made by yelling
atriight
Noise made by radio!
tape recorder at night
Noise made by loud talking
atnight

Noise made by playing
musical instruments at night
Seeing drunken campers
who don't consider other's
feeling or experience
The number of campers using
this campground
The number of tents
in this campground
Seeing other camper's
littering behavior

Distance between
between tents
Crowding
Waiting in a line
for using a restroom
Waiting in a line
for using water supplies

Please tel]. us how important is the following for your camping experience in
this particular campground in Chin-Mountain National Park.

For your experience in this Campground, please indicate the level of
importance on your experience for each of the following conditions (circle a
number).

Noise made by other camper's
singing at night
Noise made by other camper's
radio or cassette player
at night
Seeing other camper's littering
behavior
The number of tents in this
campground
Crowding

3

3

3

3

4 /0*, *
4

.i. 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

(0

a,E

(0(0

.40
XE

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5
4 5

0 010j.)Q1. -.05 4E
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1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2
1 2
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flow would you rate the importance of each impact listed below caused by
littering in campground?this

0

Your littering will...
destroy aesthetic landscape 1
increase maintenance cost 1
cause disease and health problem i
damage on the ecosystem /bring

-

environmental pollution 1
result in lose of valuable
resources for future generations 1

teach your children bad habits 1
destroy other's camping
experience 1

Please indicate how much you feel a personal
about singing and littering listed below.
(Please circle an appropriate number)

How much do you feel a personal obligation .

not to litter when you leave this campground oif there are rio available garbage cans around z 0
you and you need to carry your garbage
for five minutes to the garbage can? 1

How much do you feel a personal obligation
not to litter when it is dark outside and
nobody can see and know if you litter? 1

How much do you feel a personal obligation
to pick up garbage which other campers
dropped or left in the campground? i

o

o 0 0o 0 o 0 >.o
. -r4 .. ,.
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0 Z 0 CI 0 Cs 0

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
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--40, .0, C.jQ.

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

obliqation on the statements



Thank you for your sincere cooperation again!!
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Finally, we would like to ]ow more about the people who participate in this
study.

How old are you? years old

Are you male; female?

Are you single; married; others?

What is your level of education?
Elementary school Middle school graduate
High school student High school graduate
College student College graduate
Graduate school+ Others

What size town do you live?
Rural area (Population: below 70,000)
Small city (Population: 70,000 to less than 200,000)
Middle city (Population: 200,000 to less than 10,000,000)
Large city (Population: over 1,000,000)

7. Do you belong to any environmental organizations?
No
Yes (Please specify the name(s)
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Chin-Mountain National Park Campground Survey (1994-C)

This survey is being conducted by the Department of Forestry of Chonnam
National University in cooperation with Korean National Parks Authority. The
purpose of the Study is to gain a better understanding of how you feel about
the conditions of the campgrounds and campers' behaviors in the campgrounds in
Chiri-Mouj-jtain National Park. The information provided by you will be useful
for developing future park management plans to improve campground conditions
in Chin-Mountain National Park.

Please try to answer all the questions. The best answer is the one that most
closely reflects your feelings, opinions, and what you actually saw or did inthe campground. Please don't discuss your answers to these ouestions withother roun or family members. All your responses will be kept strictly
confidential. Thank you very much for your help.

Department of Forestry, College of Agriculture in Chonnam National University
Korean National Parks Authority
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Please tel]. us your camping experience in this particular campground in Chin-Mountain National Park.

Considering the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morning, in what kinds of activities did you participate in this particular
campground? (check all that apply)

Singing (if so, what is the latest time period that you were singing?
About from to o'clock)

Listening to the radio/cassette player (if so, what is the latest time
period that you were listening to? About from_ to__o'clock)
Playing musical instruments
Dancing
Drinking alcohol
Reading
Campfire
Playing games (specify
Others (specify

What date and time did you arrive at this campground?
Date Time _____A.M.

P.M.

How many people are in your group? (including yourself)
people (Over 17 years old)
people (Under 17 years old)

Including this visit, about how many times have you visited particularcampground during the last year?
_____times (If this is the first visit, please write one.)

About how many times have you visited other campgrounds during the last
year? (except the present campground)

times (If you have not, please write zero.)

Considering the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morninq, did you feel this campground was crowded? (circle an appropriate
number)

1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9
I I

I I I I
I I I I I INot at all Slightly Moderately Extremely

crowded crowded crowded crowded

Considering the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morning, overall, how would you rate your camping at this campground?
(circle one)
Poor
Fair, things often don't work out very well
Good, but I wish a number of things could be differentVery good, but a few things could be better
Excellent, only minor problems

Considering the time period from 6:00 P.M. yesterday to 6:00 A.M. this
morning, overall, how would you rate the quality of this campground?
(circle an appropriate number)

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
Unacceptable Acceptable



220 (If over 220, _____tents)

In this campground, about how many other tents did you exoect to see?

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210

220 (If over 220, _____tents)

I didn't know what to expect

In this campground, it is OK for me to see others' tents as many as
(If I see others' tents more than this number, my camping experiencewill become unpleasant.)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210

220 (If over 220, _____tents)

It doesn't matter to me

4-3 4.3 4.3 >3J>1c -
2 4.3 4.3

0 o o >,o 4O0.
cc

To experience peace and quiet
atmosphere 1 2 3 4 5To release tension (away from
daily routine) 1 2 3 4 5
Being in nature 1 2 3 4 5
Getting together with
family/friends 1 2 3 4 5
Being self-reliant 1 2 3 4 5

To learn about nature 1 2 3 4 5
For social interaction with
organized groups 1 2 3 4 5
To release stress by playing
freely 1 2 3 4 5
To be alone 1 2 3 4 5
For physical exercise 1 2 3 4 5

To enjoy the natural landscape 1 2 3 4 5
To test my ability of
mental patience 1 2 3 4 5

In the following questions, please tell us how you feel about the present
conditions of this particular campground. (If you arrived at this camaround
before 6:00 P.M. yesterday, consider the period of time from 6:00 P.M. last
ni.ht to 6:00 A.M. this mornin. If ou arrived at this c .d after 6:00
P.M. consider the eriod of time from arrival to 6:00 A.M. this
morn±nq).

In this campground, about how many other tents did you see? (circle one)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210
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Below are listed some reasons for camping activity. We are interested in
knowing how important each of these items is in contributing to the quality of
your camping experience in this campground. (Please circle one number for each
item)



If you only consider the time period from 6 P.M. yesterday to 6 A.M. today, in
this campground, how much each of the items listed below interfered with your
camping experience? (circle one for each item)

Overall noise problem
Noise made by singing
atnight
Noise made by yelling
atnight
Noise made by radio!
tape recorder at night
Noise made by loud talking
atnight

Noise made by playing
musical instruments at night
Seeing drunken campers
who don't consider other's
feeling or experience
The number of campers using
this campground
The number of tents
in this campground
Seeing other camper's
littering behavior

Distance between
between tents
Crowding
Waiting in a line
for using a restroom
Waiting in a line
for using water supplies

Please tell us how important is the. following, for your camping experience in
this particular campground in Chiri-Mouzitain National Park.

For your experience in this campground, please indicate the level of
importance on your experience for each of the following conditions (circle a
number).

1. Noise made by other camper's
singing at night
Noise made by other camper's
radio or cassette player
at night
Seeing other camper's littering
behavior
The number of tents in this
campground
Crowding
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We are interested in knowing how much you know about this campground. Pleasedon't discuss with your companions.

bout how many tents managers accommodate in this campground?

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210

220 (If over 220, _____tents)

I don't know

One statement about the number of tents in this campground is listed below.Please indicate your level of aqreemeflt on the statement.(Please circle an appropriate number)

1. This campground accommodates too many tents.
National park officials should not accommodate
this many tents in order to provide a better
quality of camping experiences in
this campground.

Finally, we would like to know more about the people who participate in thisstudy.

How old are you? years old

Are you male; female?

Are you single; married; others?

What is your level of education?
Elementary school Middle school graduate
High school student High school graduate
College student College graduate
Graduate school Others

What size town do you live?
Rural area (Population: below 70,000)
Small city (Population: 70,000 to less than 200,000)
Middle city (Population: 200,000 to less than 10,000,000)
Large city (Population: over 1,000,000)

Do you belong to any environmental organizations?
No
Yes (Please specify the name(s)

Thank you for your sincere cooperation again!!
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220 (If over 220, _____tents)

I don't know

What do you think the most appropriate number of tents should be
accommodated in this campground?

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210



APPENDIX F

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS (in Korean)
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